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Groundbreaking at Westview
slated for Monday morning
•

Groundbreaking for expansion
and renovation projects at
Westview Nursing Home will be at
10 a.m. Monday, Harold Beaman,
administrator, said following the
Murray City Council's approval
Wednesday of the second ordinance reading for the issuance
and sale of $1,900,000 in revenue
bonds for the project.
The ordinance provides for the

MEDICAL SCHOOL BOUND— Thirteen Murray State University students have been accepted in to
medical schools and 12 of them will be enrolling in the fall. Seven of them are shown here with their
academic adviser, Dr. Charles G.Smith (left), professor of biological sciences. Students shown and the
medical school they will attend are (from left): Mike Adams of Mckenzie, Tenn., University of Tennessee; Dennis Adams of Hopkinsville, University of Louisville; Steve Davidson of Fort Worth, Texas,
the University of Texas at San Antonio; Neal Van Ness of Murray, Alan Whitehouse of Owensboro,
Larry Melton of Benton and Sammy Kelley of Murray, all accepted at the University of Louisville. Not
shown are: Dianne Loy of Louisville and Martha Wilson of Calvert Citgy, accepted at the University of
Louisville; Tammy Bull of Eddyville and Kathy Lohr of Frankfort, accepted at the University of Kentucky; Mary Bourland of Carbondale, Ill., accepted at Southern Illinois University; and Talmas French
of Clinton, accepted at the Osteopath School in Chicago. Whitehouse has chosen to continue his studies
at Murray State for another year and will serve as Student Government Association president on the
campus in 1982-83.

Pope survives second assassination
attempt;police charge assailant
By SAMUEL KOO
Associated Press Writer
LISBON, Portugal(AP) — The
man in priest's robes who tried to
kill Pope John Paul II lunged at
the pontiff with an 18-inch bayonet
with a sharpened 12.5-inch blade,
police said today. The pope blessed both the bayonet and the attacker after the episode at the
Shrine of Fatima, police sources
said.
Police said the assailant identified himself as a priest and .a
disciple of traditionalist Archbishop Marcel Lefebvre, leader
of a fundamentalist group opposed

to Roman Catholic Church
reforms imposed by the Vatican II
conference. But the movement's
headquarters in Geneva said the
assailant constantly disagreed
with Lefebvre and left the traditionalists two years ago.
Lisbon Police Inspector Daniel
Polonio identified the assailant as
Juan Fernandez Krohn, 32, a
native of Madrid who had been living near Paris, and said he- was
charged with attempted homicide.
Polonio told reporters Krohn's
passport identified him as a
"religious," a term generally used to describe clerics as well as

New Concord man dies
following one-car wreck
James E. Casey, 28, New Concord, was pronounced dead on arrival at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital emergency room by Coroner Tommy Walker following a
one-car accident Wednesday
night.
According to a Calloway County
Sheriff's Department spokesman,
Casey was traveling on Highway
121 about seven miles south of
Murray when he lost control of his
vehicle. The car struck a culvert
and tree before coming to rest on
its side.
The accident occurred at 11:20
p.m.
A juvenile, 17, was arrested
Wednesday and charged with two
counts of receiving stolen property over $100.

-• •

The juvenile was allegedly in
possession of two three-wheel
motorcycles reported stolen May
6 from a Rt. 1 Hazel residence.
The sheriff's department
recovered both cycles, which have
a total value of $1,900.
David A. Duncan, charged with
first-degree bail jumping, was apprehended in Florida Wednesday
and is to be returned to Calloway
County authorities.
Sheriff's department and the
Federal Bureau of Investigation
have been searching for Duncan
since February 1981, when he
posted bond and fled the state.
Duncan was originally arrested
and charged as a fugitive from
justice in Michigan.

seminarians.
Krohn was being interrogated
by anti-terrorism investigators at
police headquarters in Lisbon, 110
miles southwest of Fatima, and
would be arraigned Friday morning, Polonio said. If convicted, he
could be imprisoned for 15 to 20
years.
The inspector said Krohn,dressed in a clerical collar and robe, attacked the pontiff with a bayonet
that goes with German Mauser
rifles still used by Portuguese
police.

very warm
Today partly sunny and very
warm with highs in the mid to
upper 80s. South winds at 10 to
20 miles an hour. Tonight partly cloudy and mild with a 30
percent. chance of showers.
Lows near 60 with winds from
the south at 5 to 15 miles an
hour.
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cost of constructing an 86-bed ad- construction-related and health
dition, renovation of the existing care-related jobs.
structure and a new dietary secMayor Holmes Ellis agreed with
tion in the rear of the facility,
Beaman's comments. "I feel very
Beaman said.
Beaman thanked the council for conversant with the need for this
its support in the project. "I want type of care. They have a good
to express appreciation for your track record and the patients are
time and effort. I feel confident here."
this will be a big asset to Murray."
Ellis added all the bonds have
The administrator added the been sold at the proposed interest
project will generate more rate of 16.5 percent.

British warship damaged; Argentina
loses three planes in latest fighting
LONDON (AP) — Two Argentine Skyhawk fighters were shot
down, a third fighter crashed and
a British warship was damaged
slightly in Wednesday's battle off
the Falkland Islands, the British
Defense Ministry reported today.
On Wednesday, the ministry
had said two of three Argentine
Skyhawks were shot down by
British Sea Wolf missiles when
they attacked a British warship
about 30-miles-west el-the-disputedislands.
But ministry spokesman Ian
McDonald said today a third
Skyhawk was "seen to crash" during the engagement in the fiveweek dispute.

McDonald said there were no
British casualties and the Royal
Navy task force was continuing its
patrols in the South Atlantic to
keep Argentine planes form
resupplying forces on the islands.
He said a British warship sustained "comparitively minor
damage" which was being
repaired. He would not elaborate.
The latest British announcement came hours after a London
eadLasting Corp-7,-2n all-news radio station in the British capital,
reported two Argentine Skyhawks
were downed and a British
destroyer torpedoed in fighting
Wednesday.
"One of Britain's warships in

Beyer, O'Brien to speak
at MHS commencement
Tracy Beyer, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Louis Beyer, and Erin
O'Brien, daughter of Col. and Mrs.
John E. O'Brien, will serve as
valedictorian and salutatorian,
respectively, during Murray High
School's commencement exercises at 8 p.m. Thursday, May 20.
Beyer's four-year academic
average is 97.64. O'Brien's is 97.46.
In a class of 133 graduates,
Natalie Simpson ranks third with
a 97.22 average. Mike Garland is
fourth with a 96.85 mark and Mark
Hussung fifth at 96.68.
Forty-six members of the class
earned an average of 90 or higher.
Tracy Beyer
Commencement exercises will
be conducted in Lovett University campus. SuperintenAuditorium on the Murray State dent Robert Glin Jeffrey will
deliver the address, followed by
addresses from the valedictorian
and salutatorian. Awards will be
given and diplomas will be
presented by Don Henry, chairman of the Murray school board.
Baccalaureate services will be
at 8 p.m. Sunday at the First Baptist Church. Dr. Walter Mischke,
pastor of the First United
Methodist Church, will give the
address. Dr. Paul Blankenship,
Rev. James Harris and Rev.
Jerry Norsworthy, all fathers of
seniors, will participate in the service.
A reception will be in the Commons Area of the high school
Erin O'Brien
following the service.

the South Atlantic, a type 22
frigate, is believed to have been
hit but not badly damaged by a
torpedo during the incident
yesterday in which two Argentine
jets were shot down," the radio
said.
Britain is known to have two
type 22 frigates, the Broadsword
and Brilliant, in its Falklands task
. •
force.
Earlier, the British defense
inirty rOreerafe Oflts Sia
King helicopters ditched in the
sea, but said its four crewmen
were rescued. The ministry said
there was no evidence Argentine
forces shot the the aircraft down.
Argentina's account said two
British frigates shelled Stanley,
the Falklands capital, late
Wednesday morning and Argentine planes attacked,. British
frigates three hours later, causing
"considerable damage to them,"
and Argentine shore personnel
shot down the helicopter.

Planning committee
for park festival
discusses event
The planning committee for the
upcoming Arts and Crafts
Festival had its organizational
meeting on April 29 at the home of
the chairman, Mrs. Paul Kiesow.
The festival will be sponsored
by Murray-Calloway County Park
and its director, Gary Hohman.
The event, to be held in the citycounty park, will be on Saturday,
Sept. 25,from 10 a.m. to6 p.m. and
on Sunday, Sept. 26 from 1 to 5
p.m. Rain dates are Oct. 2 and 3.
In charge of the exhibits and
displays will be Pat Clark, Jerry
Speight, Karen Boyd, Evelyn
Wallis and Jerry Reed.
Planning the entertainment and
music will be Keith Hayes and
Margaret Trevathan. The Food
Bars and Concessions will be
directed by Florence Hudspeth,
Keith Hayes and David Howell.
Publicity will be handled by
Marjurkr-111ir, Jeannette
Williams and Jean Blankenship.
Persons wishing to exhibit their
wares may secure further information by calling Hohman at
753-7640.

Hospital has significant impact on economy ofcity, county
By M.C. GARROTT

-

If you were asked to list the institutions and industries which
have the greatest annual impact
on the economy of Murray and
Calloway County, how would you
list them?
Murray State University, of
course, would be first. Fisher
Price, no doubt, would be next, but
how many would list the MurrayCalloway County Hospital in third
place — its rightful ranking.
Recently, the hospital's 11member board of directors approved a $16.2 million operational
budget for its 1982-83 fiscal year,
of Which $7.1 million is earmarked
for wages and salaries to be paid
to its combined work force of 528
employees,including both full and
part time personnel as well as
those employed for specific needs.
Within the past six years, this
work force has increased by 172
from its 1975 level of 356
employees.
In-addition, more than-100- per-sons are employed in the officesin
the recently-completed, threestory Mason Memorial Medical
Arts Building with an annual
payroll exceeding one million
dollars.
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See related
stories, photos
on page 7&
special section
This brings to more than $8
million paid each year to persons
employed in the hospital's sprawling complex on Popular between
South 8th and 9th Streets.
And, that's not all of the annual
economic impact the hospital has
directly or indirectly on the area's
economy, according to its administrator, Stuart Poston, who
points to the marked increase in
the number of patients admitted
from outside Calloway County
within the past 10 years.
In 1971, for example, there were
223 patients admitted from
Graves County. In 1976, this figure
had increased to 366, and by 1981,
to 7n.
In 1971, there were 331 patients
-admitted from nearby Marshall
County.In 1976,this had increased
to 469,and by 1981,to MI.
A significant increase also was
noted in the number of patients
admitted from Henry County,
Tenn. In 1976, a total of 544 Henry
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MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL — This aerial Photo shows the sprawling complex which tomy makes up the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The new Mason Medical Arts Building is at the far right
and the hospital's west wing at the far left, both phases of the recent PI million expansion program at the
.
.rapidly emerging regional medical center.
Countians were patients at
"Their relatives as well as admissions, the administrator
-Murray-Calloway CowitrIlospitaI -many ot the people *he came to pointed out, too, that the hospital
but,by 1981; this figure had-grown
see-them, no doubt shoppedrate, also -had a total of )5,851- "visits"
to 816.
bought gasoline or spent money in during the same period to our out• Of the hospital's 7,838 total adother ways while in Murray," he patient and emergency services.
missions in 1981, Poston pointed
said, "creating an even greater
These — 25,581 out-patients and
out that 2,788 came from outside
impact on the local economy."
10,270 emergencies — used such
Calloway County.
In addition to last year's total services as the laboratory,

VW"

41.

t • .••,

various diagnostic testing procedures, X-ray and physical
therapy as well as minor surgery.
An outgrowth of the old Mason
Hospital, which was established in
the early part of the century, the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
today is a modern,self-supporting
medical care complex with 218
beds, including 40 for long term
care patients and with an annual
occupancy of approximately 80
percent.
In addition, the hospital
operates its own city-county ambulance service and the 22-office
adjacent medical arts building.
-This is particularly significant," Poston pointed out, "in that
no city or county tax money is involved in the operation of the
hospital.
"It is not at all unusual today to
learn of a local hospital
somewhere having to close or being sold to a medical chain operation because it can no longer be
supported by local revenue.
"Within the past 12 -months,
three hospitals in our immediate
area — at Union City, Martin and
McKenzie in Tennessee
have
been sold to hospital chains
because local support for them no
(Continued on Page 7)
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Metts blames bureaucracy
for controversy around him
By SY RAMSEY
The Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Frank Metts says that an entrenched bureaucracy in state
government is the bottom line to
all the controversy that has
surrounded him in the past 21-2
years.
"Administrations come and
go, but the bureaucracy has
such turf and clout like you
wouldn't believe," the transportation secretary said.
In a telephone interview
Wednesday. Metts was asked for
his philosophy about the
quarrels and litigation which
have dogged him periodically.
The 46-year-old millionaire
currently is embroiled in issues
with the Kentucky Association
of Transportation Engineers
(KATE ), Brighton Engineering
Co., which used to be run by
William May. a politicallyinfluential financier, and Phil
Taliaferro, chairman of the
state Personnel Board which is
hearing cases involving Metts'
changes in the Bureau of Highways.
— I have nothing whatever
against the engineers or any
profession," Metts said. "What
we really have is some
bureaucrats, and I do have a lot
of problems with bureaucrats."
In turn, Metts' enemies say

they have a lot of problems with should have been looking at the what they call his arrogance, waste the bureaucracy
arbitrariness and grasping for created."
excessive power.
Metts said he also was unMetts was the personal choice prepared for media coverage
of newly-elected Gov. John Y. which, unlike Brown,he does not
Brown Jr. when he took over criticize constantly.
Dec.12,. 1979, and he recalls the
"Fortunately, I knew
governor's one-line instruction:
something about managing
"Take over Transportation money, managing people and
and run it as if it were your own building roads," he said. "But
money."
articulating it turned out to be a
Metts said he heeded the order bigger job than I dreamed...1
and in the process has saved was totally unprepared, inextaxpayers $100 million a year, perienced, ignorant."
half in reduced payroll and half
As a result, the transportation
in lowered administrative costs. secretary said,"I've been on the
In turn, he said, Brown has defense all the way. I don't know
stuck by him and he always how to get on the offense."
makes it a point to brief the
Metts said he intends to
governor on changes before remain at his post in thp
Brown hears of them from remaining 18 months.
elsewhere.
"I didn't come here to take it
Metts said that often he never easy, to accept what needed
expected the outcry of the changing," he said, "and I
"bureaucracy" when he sought haven't changed everything that
to make improvements.
needs changing."
"Even in the (innocuous)
If he left now, Metts said, "TEN LITTLE INDIANS" — Brushing up for this weekend's production of "Ten Little Indians" at the
decisions, I'd find I was stepping "someone can walk in here
Playhouse in the Park are John Pasco, Carol Penn,and Don Fleming. The Agatha Christie murder mystery.,
on 18 toes," he said. "I didn't tomorrow and ( reverse) will be performed May 13,14 and 15 beginning at8 p.m. Reservations can be made by calling 759-1752.
know the depth of the impact."
everything that I have done at
Photo by James I.Schempp
The secretary said he came to the cost of such an emotional
Frankfort under the impression and physical drain. So I have to
that politicians were the stay and make sure it all comes
culprits.
to fruition."
"1 since have believed that,
Metts said that if someone else
although they are not guiltless, could carry on his program to
the spotlight is on the wrong the hilt, "I would applaud and
people," he said. "The people encourage him."

Dry spring may hurt tobacco
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) —
Agriculture officials say that
farmers preparing to plant their
burley tobacco crops could face
serious problems because of the
absence of rain in Kentucky this
spring.

could set all the crops back —
and the weaker burley plants
may even need to be reset."
There were only a few reports
of tobacco being set in central
Kentucky this week, Smiley
said.
wrsteril .Kentucky, Tim
nort -central and eastern Gray of UK's agriculture
sections of the state last month. department reported that 5
Its path now is widening, ex- percent of the area's crop was in
tending the threat to crops in the the ground.
Both Smiley and Gray said
eastern half of the state.
Dr. Joe Smiley, a tobacco that most burley plants in beds
specialist at the University of are in good condition but that
Kentucky, said Tuesday that the farmers have been hauling
dry weather also is beginning to water to keep them moist.
slow the growth of corn.
"But when the plants are in
soybeans and other grains.
the field, it's a whole different
"The tender burley pants problem" from irrigating plant
especially need moisture...to beds, Smiley said. "Probably
minimize the shock of being less than 5 percent ( of
pulled from their covered beds," producers) have irrigation
Smiley said.
equipment, or the opportunity to
"If this dry spell keeps up, it irrigate their entire fields."

April sales increase
The Associated Press
A government report that
retail sales rose 1.4 percent in
April is encouraging news for
the economy, but may have
overstated the real spending
increase, analysts say.
The increase, which followed
a slump of 0.6 percent in March,
included a 5.6 percent rise in
auto sales, the Commerce
Department said Wednesday.
But the figure is misleading
because the number of new cars
sold in April actually fell, said
Jack Lavery, chief economist at
Merrill Lynch & Co.
The dollar volume of auto
sales rose partly because
manufacturers ended rebates,
resulting in higher prices
compared to March, he said.
Sales of used cars also may have

risen during the month, he
added.
The 0.4 percent increase in
sales of nondurable goods such
as food and clothing "is
probably more indicative of the
overall consumer picture," said
David Ernst, a vice president at
Evans Economics in
Washington.
Robert Parry, chief economist
at Security Pacific National
Bank in Los Angeles, said the
April increase may signal the
start of a sustained recovery in
retail sales.
"The prolonged period of
declining sales is behind us," he
said.
But any good news was offset
by Wednesday's announcement
that financially troubled Braniff
International was suspending all
its flights.

Although much of the state
received light to moderate rain
last week, more is needed this
week to increase soil moisture
levels, said Dave Williamson of
the Kentucky Crop & Livestock
Reporting Service.

Photography
added to event
Photography has been added to
juried sections of 13th Annual Arts
and Crafts Festival. The event,
sponsored by Tennessee Valley
Authority and Murray Art, Guild,
will be June 19 and 20 at Environmental Education Center in
Land Between the Lakes.
Black and white and color
photgraphs will be accepted for
the show on Saturday, June 19.
Entries must be original prints;
mounted for display and equipped
with hangers.
Entries must be delivered in
person to the registration table on
Saturday, June 19, by 10 a.m. Late
entries will not be accepted. Entries may not be removed before
4:30 p.m.
Prizes for photography will be
provided by Murray Art Guild.
First place will be $75, second
place,$50, and third place,$25.
Annually at this festival, the
Murray Art Guild awards prizes
for best booth, banner competition, painting and drawing cornpetition and craft competition.
Over $1,000 in awards will be
awarded by the guild, a
spokesman said.
For more information call Murray Art Guild, 753-4059, or call
Crafts Festival Coordinator, TVA
Land Between the Lakes, Golden
Pond, Ky., 42231 or telephone 1924-5602.

Calloway-Marshall Agency
provides local health service

In every community there is a
need for a full network of health
services. The home health 'program is one resource in the continuum of care for meeting the
overall health needs of the total
population, according to Jimmy
Erwin, administrator of Calloway
Health Center.
The Calloway-Marshall Home
rifath Agency was established in
1975, to provide services to the two
neighboring counties. The
primary purpose of the agency is
to provide skilled nursing, other
therapeutic services, and personal care to the patient in his/her
place of residence.
Skilled nursing consists of those
services which must be performed
by or under the direct supervision

of a licensed nurse. These services
might include'. administration of
injections, changing catheters,
wound care, and monitoring an
unstable condition.
In addition, physical therapy
and speech therapy are provided
in both counties and considered to
be skilled services. To qualify for
personal care or aide services, the
patient must also require one or
more skilled service like nursing,
physical therapy, or speech
therapy.
Certain supplies and durable
medicai equipment are also
available. This would include such
items as hospital beds,
wheelchairs, walkers, and colostomy supplies.
To qualify for home health, the

patient must lie uncler a physician's care with a specific written
plan of treatment. He/she must be
homebound, but need not be bedfast. That is, the patient Minot
reasonably be expected to travel
from his/her place of residence
without assistance, because of illness or injury. The patient must
also reside in the counties served
and be in need of one or more skilled service.
The home health agency is funded by third party payment from
Medicare, Medicaid, and some
private insurance companies
and/or the patient and family.
More information about home
health can be obtained at your
local health department or by calling 753-3388.

Braniff International Airlines start
bankruptcy proceedings in Texas
By JOE STROOP
Associated Press Writer
FORTX WORTH,Texas(AP) —
Braniff International airlines officials initiated bankruptcy proceedings early today at the home
of a federal bankruptcy judge.
Judge John Flowers said
Braniff president Howard Putnam
and two attorneys appeared at his
house shortly after midnight
Wednesday to file the papers
under Chapter 11 of the federal
bankruptcy law. The filing protects the airline from its creditors
and gives it the right to continue
operating.
The Braniff failure is the first by
a major airline since the industry
emerged in the 1930s from the
barnstorming era.
The filing came as thousands of
Braniff passengers scrambled for
standby seats on other flights
following the airline's suspension
of service Wednesday.

The airline urged people holding no reservations. A passenger
Braniff reservations to make shows up at the airport and flies as
other arrangements. The com- space is available.
Braniff, burdened with a $732
pany's 8,500 employees, down
from 11,500 before layoffs began million debt, began to suffer after
last summer, were told not to new competition from deregulareport to work today without tion in 1978 and soaring fuel costs
combined to erode profits. Losses
specific instructions.
"I just can't believe this," said totaled $336.4 million the past
Jim Skyles, one of the passengers three years, including $160.1
ordered off Flight 494 before it left million in 1981 and $41.4 million in
Dallas-Fort Worth Regional Air- the first three months of this year.
port for Houston on Wednesday.
"It's terrible. And I feel sorry for
the people, the employees. One of
the stewardesses was crying. It's
a shame."
Other carriers prepared to
honor Braniff tickets under a
The Murray Planning Commisdefault protection plan aimed at sion will meet at 7 p.m. Tuesday in
guaranteeing standby seats. City Hall.
Eastern Airlines moved to take Items on the agenda include
over some of Braniff's foreign discussion on amending a zoning
routes and the Civil Aeronautics ordinance and comments and
Board scheduled a meeting today.
scheduling of energy plan, acFlying standby means there are cording to Steve Zea,city planner.

City planners
set meeting
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gorrott's galley

Tobacco fight
can be won
in Congress

by me.garrott

She celebrated her 65th birthday
by winning an arm wrestling contest
My good friend, LaVerne Ryan,
has retired after 19 years on the Murray State faculty, teaching business
education and secretarial courses.
Although her MSt1 time isn't officially up until the end of June, she is all
through teaching. And I don't think
she will have the least difficulty adjusting to retirement.
Before coming to Murray State,
she taught two years at Evansville
College and at Calloway County High
School for six years before that. At
CCHS she set up the school's business
department.
I had no idea she was even thinking
about retiring when I saw her one
evening not long ago. You would
never have suspected it from looking
at her, but it just so happened on that
particular evening she was observng
her 65th birthday and making no
secret about it.
•••
The occasion was a "western
night" activity sponsored by the
MSU Women's Society. Everybody
came dressed like cowboys,
cowgirls, ranchers, Annie Oakleys
and what-have-you. Part of the entertainment was some western-flavored
contests, one of which was arm
'wrestling — one for the men and one
for the women.
And guess who made off with the
women's championship! None other
than our friend LaVerne, easily
defeating four opponents, none of
whom were much over half her age.
Flexing a bicep in final victory she
quipped, "That's from raking all

By gbnator Dee Huddleston
Two of tobacco's most vehement opponents got
some of what they wanted last week when the
General Accounting Office produced a report
critical of the tobacco price support system.
Senators Thomas Eagleton of Missouri and Mark
Hatfield of Oregon asked the GAO to do the report,
and asked them to ignore what the Department of
Agriculture might have to say, and to ignore what
tobacco growers, along with tobacco supporters in
Congress, have already done to make it a no-cost
program.
But far from being all negative, the report did
point out clearly that the worst problems for the
support system are in the flue-cured tobacco
regions,and not with Kentucky burley.
In addition to government costs, the GAO also
said that the allotment system ill-serves both the
farmers and competitiveness of American tobacco
compared with foreign leaf.
At least for burley, I am convinced that eVen the
GAO figures support the case for the allotment
system.
- In the burley belt some 40 percent of allotment
holders grow their own tobacco,compared with only 12 percent in the flue-cured states. But for burley,
when you add in widows and retired farmers, who
depend on tobacco, the number jumps to over 75
percent. And based on the report, we have no way of
knowing how many people who work off the farm
still depend heavily on tobacco income to support
their families.
I think almost everyone would agree that in those
cases where banks or developers or shopping
centers own allotments, we should look toward
making those allotments available to farmers.
But the government has a long-standing obligation to farmers, either active or retired, and their
families,to keep the allotment system stable.
As the ranking Democrat on the Senate
Agriculture Committee, I will certainly continue to
do everything in my power to make sure that
obligation is upheld.
And I believe the expressed willingness of Kentucky farmers to put the tobacco price support program on a no-cost basis to the taxpayers will convince even Senator Eagleton and Senator Hatfield
to leave tobacco alone.

those leaves!" She and husband
Charles live on four thickly wooded
acres in the Dogwood section of town,
and when fall rolls around, they
HAVE LEAVES!
•••
On April 3, LaVerne's colleagues
and a number of her friends held a
retirement dinner for her in the
ballroom of the new University
Center, calling it "A Celebration of a
Life of Service."
Not only was she showered with all
kinds of gifts from a diamond
necklace to a book filled with wellwishing letters, she also was
pleasantly surprised to be greeted by
friends from as far away as Denver,
Colo.
LaVerne earned her doctor's
degree at the University of Northern
Colorado in 1975, and while she was
out there, she was a teaching assistant to two of the faculty, both of
whom made the trip to Murray for
her retirement party — Mrs. Grace
Robbins of Denver and Mrs. Bea
Hansen of Greeley.
One of her students when she was
teaching at Evansville College, Mrs.
Grace Miller of Booneville, Ind., also
was there as well as former students
from six states, one coming all the
way from Connersville,Ind.
Then two weeks ago, they had an
open house for her in the department
where she had taught for so long. I
join them all in wishing her well.
•••
Another recent Murray State
retirement party of note was the lun-

cheon May 4 for Wilson Gantt, who is
retiring after 31 years as, first, principal of the old Training School and
secondly, as registrar and dean of admissions.
My friend, Charles Leroy Eldridge,
did a masterful job as the master of
ceremonies, and in doing so made the
remark that he knew Wilson was
ready to retire when he was asked to
describe Dolly Parton and he did so
without using his hands.
Another indication that retirement
was near, he said, was when a fellow
could go home with lipstick on his collar and his wife would think it was
tomato catsup.
We got a look at another side of
James Overby at that luncheon — his
humorous side. James, who is the
university's attorney and who helped
represent the Board of Regents in the
big Curris hassle a year ago, opened
his remarks by saying that he was
having everything that was being
said taken down by a notary public.
I had a little trouble figuring out
the array of speakers at Wilson's luncheon — Ken Harrell, Chad Stewart,
Frank Julian, Overby, Hugh Noffsinger, President Curris an insurance
man cliky Billington — until Leroy explained it to me — slowly.
Since Wilson's long career had
touched every section of the campus
repeatedly, the speakers were
representatives of the academic and
administrative levels of the university, with exception of Mr. Billington.
He had been Wilson's principal at the

old Faxon School east of town.
•••
They each ascertained in no uncertain terms something that those of us
who have lunched, traveled, worked
and run around with Wilson have
known for many years and that was
he is "one super fellow," as James
Overby put it.
They are going to miss Wilson out
at the university. There aren't many
people around who can soothe an
irate parent or console a failing or
probated student as gently and as
calmly as Wilson Gantt. I never
heard him raise his voice to anyone.
He was a top-notch "public relations man" for Murray State as well
as one of the most highly respected
admission deans in the country. His
will be a big pair of shoes to fill —
and a most important pair.
•••
I knew it would happen! It was my
fault and I apologize to Mrs. Eulalah
Jane Green's family for leaving out
one of her 12 children in last Thursday's Mother's Day story about her.
If I had been on the ball I would
have checked them off one by one
after writing the story to be sure I
had not, overlooked- anyone.' That's
standard, expected procedure in this
business, but for some reason I missed it — as did a couple of my
"reliable" sources.
It was Ronnie Green whose name I
omitted. Ronnie,a son, is a farmer in
the Kirksey community, and I
apologize to him for the oversight. He
is very much a part of the family.

looking back
Ten years ago
A record number of 952 students,
104 from Calloway County, had filed
applications for degrees at Murray
State University.
Michael K. Hendon, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Gene Hendon,senior at Murray
High School, had been awarded a
$200 scholarship to Murray State
University by Murray Rotary Club.
Deaths reported included Van T.
Barnes. 77, and Boyce Mayfield.
Twenty years ago
Gov. Bert Combs appointed Finis
Weatherford as judge and Cy Miller,
W.P. Russell, J.B. Dover, Hoyt Like
and H.V. Paschall as city council
members for the city of Hazel.
Deaths reported included Miss Ivie
Garner,72.
Thirty years ago
Murray High School seniors named
to National Honor Society were
Sarah Calhoun, Patricia Futrell,
Joan Love, Gloria Moss, Sue
Outland, Jane Perry, Ann Rhodes
and Frankie Shroat.
An Army Reserve Officers Training Corps Unit had been assigned to
Murray State College, according to
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, MSC president.

Soviets don't
practice what
they preach
The Soviets are criticizing the British for,
blockading the Falklands and preparing to retake
the islands in the South Atlantic from Argentina.
,
"The aggressive actions of the British armada
sent to the Malvinas (Falklands) Islands to restore
their colonial status are a violation of repeated U.N.
decision on colonialization," the Soviet news agency Tess asserted.
The only U.N. action in the Falklands crisis has
been to condemn the armed invasion of the islands
by the Argentines and to call on Argentina to
withdraw its military forces from the islands.
That action was taken by the Security Council
soon after the April 2 invasion and came as the
Soviet Union abstained, withholding 1 veto.
The Security Council action was the only action
that could be taken, consistent with the United Nations charter. The invasion was clearly a breach of
international law.
But the Soviets pay attention to the United Nations only when it suits their purpose. They have ignored repeated condemnations by the General
Assembly of the December 1979 Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan.
Of course, the Soviets do not consider that they
are colonizing Afghanistan by making it a
dependency of the Russian empire. Nor do they
worry about causing more than a million Afghanis
to flee their homeland and become refugees in
Pakistan. Regrettable, perhaps, but apparently inevitable.
These are the purists of anticolonialism who
criticize the British for reasserting the rule of law,
by force if necessary,to protect the 1,800 Britishers
who are the only permanent residents of the
islands.
The Kremlin's rhetoric rings hollow.

thoughts in season
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inside report

by rowland evens and robert novok

NEWARK, N.J. — When Rep.
Millicent Fenwick in a television
debate taping claimed to have supported the defense bill "Mr. Reagan
asked us to vote for" and boasted of
19 out of 22 pro-defense votes, the
campaign for New Jersey's
Republican Senate nomination truly
began another episode in the party's
ancient ideological conflict.
Mrs. Fenwick's claims prompted
her principal opponent in the June 8
primay,ex-Reagan political aide Jeffrey Bell", to unlimber statistics he
had memorized: 43 Fenwick votes
against 17 weapons systems over
seven years. That included not only
the exotic MX missile, B-1 bomber
and neutron bomb but, said Bell,
"naval destroyers, conventional aircraft carriers — the whole range of
weapons systems."
Bell would have preferred to keep
arguing about interest rates and
budget deficits, continuing a
decorous debate held at Haddonfield
three days earlier rather than personally dissect Fenwick's ideology.
So would party regulars, who regard
Doonesbury's "Lacey Davenport" as
a precious Republican asset sure to
win in November if not tripped up in
the primary.
Indeed, those regulars preferred
that Bell pass up this year's race.
Many conservatives who backed his
Astonishing 19.741.pcjimimnpset over
the late Sen. Clifford Case are for
Fenwict, who is vastly more attentive to grass-roots politics than was
the liberal Case. Only two
Republican county chairmen support
Bell, and one of them (Middlesex
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County's Richard Plechner, a
nationally-known conservative activist) may be bounced because of it.
But party support for Fenwick cannot hide the Republican cultural
cleavage. Bell, 38, who helped
develop President Reagan's New
Federalism and tax reductions,
epitomizes right-wing populism. Fenwick, 72, whose family roots in New
Jersey go back to the American
Revolution and who has lived in the
same house all her life, is part of the
old Republican establishment. The
cultural gap produces ideological
conflict across the board.
In the Haddonfield debate, Fenwick came out against the death
penalty, against tuition tax credits,
against schoolprayer — right-wing
populistic causes shown by polls to
have overwhelming approval from
the state's Republicans. Yet, her
political virtuogity is such that she
cloaked these Asitions with conservative veneer (saying she had shocked "my kinder-hearted friends" by
supporting capital punishment for
murder of a prison guard — actually,
a minimal death-penalty position).
Bell at Haddonfield was unwilling
to risk the backfire from a faee-toface gawk on Lacey Davenport. But
at the debate taping in a New York
City studio, he bit the bullet by attacking her anti-defense history.'
Even before that, however, Bell
mailingt ere eitcoliating Fenwick's
congressional votes — much to her
outrage, especially when her defense
record was called "very similar" to
Bella Abzug's.
At a joint appearance at East

Windsor April 17, Fenwick privately
confronted Bell and warned him she
would retaliate. Meeting Bell in her
congressional office April 26, she
refused his request for additional
televised debates and warned she
might cancel those now scheduled if
he persists in unfairly assaulting her.
At Haddonfield April 29, she declined
Bell's proferred hand before the
debate. When New York Post
headlines April 30 referred to Fenwick as the "lady of the left," she
,was apoplectic.
All this disrupts the Republican
moderate's time-honored tactic practiced by Fenwick: Movie right for the
primary, then back to the left for the
general election. She praises Reagan
as -a sunny man" and gushes over
"how happy I was to see President
Reagan elected in 1980."
Moreover, Bell's central campaign
theme of blaming high interest rates
on the Federal Reserve Board is an
implicit criticism of Reaganomics,
contributing to Fenwick's new role as
the president's true defender. In
truth, she seems closer than Bell to
the present White House taxincreasing, defense-cutting mood.
When she says of the Reagan tareat,
"I do worry; I think we all db," she
echoes many Reagan aides, some of
whom prefer a sure winner in New
Jersey to old Reaganite Bell.
Bpt Bell is incomparably closer
than Fenwick to Ronald Reagan's
doctrine oiPteopornies, defense and
social issues. Consequently, the taped debate is the real beginning of
a bitter campaign renewing the old
quest for the Party's identity.

By Ken Wolf
According to the great English
political philosopher John Stuart Mill
(1806-1873), the best "reason for
restricting the interference of
government (in the lives of individuals) is the great evil of adding
unnecessarily to its power."
While this sentiment is currently
being applauded by the government
in Washington, members of the
Reagan administration must
remember that the great apostle of
freedom was opposed to all forms of
coercion over the lives of individual,
including those exercised today by
what we might call Big Religion and
Big Business as well as Big Government.
And, by the way,John Stuart Mill's
views were those of the upper-middle
class. His individual could be left
alone because he was already
educated and relatively prosperous.
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today

Edward ( Bobby ) Daniel,
Jr., son of Dr. and Mrs.
Robert Edward Daniel,
Sr., Murray.
Miss Miller is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John Shendock,
Mrs. Pearl Miller.and the
late Hobart Miller, all of
Hazel.
The bride-elect is a 1982
graduate of Calloway
County High School and is
employed at Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Co., Murray.
Mr. Daniel is the grandson of Mrs. Wimbreth
Daniel of Northport, Ala.,
and the late W.G. Daniel
and of Mrs. LaTreve

I

Mirrray Ledger & Times

date oo

June wedding scheduled
Mr. and Mrs. James
Hal Miller of Hazel announce the engagement
and forthcoming marriage of their daughter,
Marcey Anne, to Robert

•

Tours scheduled

Wallace of Tuscaloosa,
Ala., and the late Claude
Wallace,Sr.
The groom-elect is a
1980 graduate of Murray
High School and attended
Murray State University.
He presently is employed
at Big John's Super
Market.
The wedding will be
solemnized Saturday,
June 12, at 6:30 p.m. at
Memorial Baptist
Church. A reception will
follow in the church
fellowship hall.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the ceremony and
the reception.

Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens' Tour
Director Toopie Thomas has announced dates for
tours. They include tours to World's Fair, Knoxville, Tenn., Sept. 2 to 4 and Oct. 19 to 22; St. Louis,
Mo., to attend Cardinal-Los Angeles night baseball
game,sightseeing and zoo, Aug. 24-25; three island
tour to Hawaii Nov. Ito 12.
For information or reservations call Mrs.
Thomas at 753-8274.

Car wash to be Saturday
A car wash, sponsored by Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls, will be Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at DeVanti's. The cost will be
$2 for outside of car.

Oaks club plans cookout
Oaks Country Club will have a cookout on Sunday,
May 23, to kickoff the 1982 tennis program. The
cookout will begin at 5:30 p.m. with tennis starting
at 7 p.m. Anyone interested should call Susie Wells,
753-1585, or Jeanne Falwell, 489-2483.

Owen shower to be Sunday
cantrat cantor 753-3314
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A shower for the Rev. Gerald Owen whose home
and contents were destroyed by fire on May 2 will
be Sunday at Sugar Creek Baptist Church. Hours of
the shower will be from 5 to 7 p.m.

Marcey Anne Miller
to wed Robert Edward(Bobby)Daniel, Jr.

The Movie Store
Video Cassette Rental
324-C Tyson Ave. Paris, Tn.
901-644-1003

Christian Women's Club will meet
Christian Women's
Club of Murray, Kentucky will have a bridal
style show and luncheon
on Tuesday from noon to
2 p.m. at Holiday Inn. A
Chinese-American buffet
will be served at a cost of
$4.45 per person.
A special feature of the
program will be a bridal
style show with fashions
from The Showcase.
Dana Shipley will model
bridal gowns and young
girls will model flower
girl dresses.
Guest speaker will be
Janice McBride,
homemaker and native of
Scotland, from St. Louis,
Mo. Special music will be
by Annie Fuson, vocalist.
Reservations and
cancellations should be
made by Monday at noon
by calling Gracie Erwin
at 489-2174 or Rebecca

PWP chapter will meet

Greater Paducah Area Chapter of Parents
Cunningham at 753-6445.
cost of $1 per family will Without Partners will have a lawn party at the
A nursery for be at Memorial Baptist home of Jean Findley, 129 Oakview
Circle,
preschoolers only at a Church.
Paducah, on Friday at 7 p.m. All members and prospective members are invited. For information call
1-444-6251 or 1-224-2674.

Will Allen Vincent born
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Vincent, East 22nd Street,
Benton, ananiince.the birth of a sem,. Will Allen,
weighing eight pounds one ounce, measuring 21 inches, born Monday, April 26, at 11:34 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital..
They have a daughter, Whitney Nicole, 2'1.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. William H. Vincent
of Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Allen Fleming of
Benton. Great-grandmothers are Mrs. J.A. Olive
and Mrs. Lydia Charlton, Mayfield, and Mrs. Alma
Vincent of Upton.

WMU day to be on May 20

DANA SHIPLEY shows one of the bridal gowns to
be modeled at Bridal Style Show and Luncheon by
Christian Women's Club of Murray, Kentucky, on
Tuesday at Holiday Inn.

There's no reason
to pay more
when you can
pay less.

WMU Day will be at Jonathan Creek Baptist
Assembly on Thursday, May 20. Mrs. William
Steger, missionary with her husband in Johannesburg, South Africe, will be speaker. He is attending Southern Seminary while on furlough.
A lunch will be served and reservations at $3
should be made by Monday. Persons bringing a
sack lunch will be charged a fee of 50 cents.
Registration will start at 9 a.m. with program he
begin at 10 a.m.
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A Ilergics
organize
KENT, Wash. (AP) —
JoAnn Pinyerd is allergic
to heating oil, carpeting,
wallpaper, synthetic
clothing and 140 foods.
Eating some fruits and
vegetables puts her to
sleep.
Mrs. Pinyerd calls
herself a "chemically
sensitive" person. She
and about 60 others with
severe allergic reactions
to common substances
formed a sort of early
warning system. Their
group, the Wary
Canaries, wants to alert
others to the environmental hazards.
Organized last fall by
Zee Randegger of North
Bend, the group took its
name from miners' old
practice of taking
canaries down shafts to
detect hazardous gases.
Two years ago, Mrs.
Pinyerd was hospitalized
for a month in the "environmental unit" at
Presbyterian Medical
Center in Denver. Learning about her allergies
helped explain her
physical problems.
Chronically ill and suffering from a variety of
complaints,she had spent
years going from doctor
to doctor searching for an
answer and fighting the
"hypochondriac" label.
Mrs. Pinyerd, 44, was
fired from a job with the
Boeing Co. after she
returned from the Denver
hospital because she was
too sensitive to environmental pollutants
undetectable by most
workers,she said.
She and her husband,.
Ken, have turned their
home near the Seattle
suburb of Kent into a fortress against
petrochemicals and other
substances, such as formaldehyde, that cause
her dizziness, headaches,
sleepiness, mood changes
and disorientation.
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Girl unhappy about bride's decision

Kimberly-Ann Lorraine Farley
to wed Kevin Clay Kernell

Wedding scheduled June 4
Mr. and Mrs. Burnette
Farley, Rt. 1, Almo, announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Kimberly-Ann Lorraine,
to Kevin Clay Kernel!,
son of Mrs. Dorothy
Kernell, Rt. 1, and the
late Clayton Keritell.
The bride-eject is the
granddaught?..1.
and Mrs. O.B. Farley, 102

DEAR ABBY: Gloria
(made-up name) and I
were best friends in college. Gloria announced
her engagement at
graduation and asked me
to be her maid of honor. I
accepted on the spot,
although no date was set
for the wedding.
After graduation,
Gloria stayed in that college town to be near her
fiance, who had another
year of graduate school,
and I returned to my
hometown in the
Midwest.
Gloria wrote in April
saying she's getting married 'in a few months"
and she'd "understand"
if I had changed my mind
about being her maid of
honor. I wrote back saying if she was trying to let
me off the hook because
of the expense of plane
fare and the gown, I had
already saved the money,
and even arranged the
time off from work for the
occasion. (The wedding
will be in Gloria's
hometown in New
Jersey.)
She called last night
asking if I'd changed my
mind because there was
another girl she could
ask, but she'd have to ask
her before it gets too late.
Then she added,"But you
are welcome to attend the
wedding anyway."
I got the message. I'm
crushed, but I didn't let
on how hurt I was. I told

South Ninth St., Murray, Cathcart of Hopkinsville.
and of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Kernell is a 1982
Albert Eby of Ste. Marie,
graduate of Calloway
Quebec, Canada.
County High School and is
Miss Farley is a 1982
employed at Sirloin
graduate of Calloway
Stockade.
County High School and is
employed at Fred's.
The wedding vows will
The groom-elect is the be exchanged Friday,
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. June 4, at 4:30 p.m. at the
Lee Kernel!, Rt. 1, home of the bride-elect's
Woodruff, S.C.,-att tt—_,Aparents. A reception-will -•
Two les.lons were
late Mr. and Mrs. O.C. follow the ceremony.
presented at April 21
meeting of Wadesboro
Homemakers Club athome of LaVerna Hardie.
Paula Palmer discuss"Decorating With
ed
Too many antacids?
Plants" and Gladys Mitchell,"Banking."
Lawronc• E. Lamb,M.D. The president, Pawnee
may deposit in the body provide iodine. I say food Bedwell, presided. The
tissues, including the tastes better unsalted, but I group voted to send a
kidneys.
do wonder if she's getting
It seems clear to me that the iodine she needs. Could child to Food and Fun
Camp this summer.
you should let your doctor you clear this up for us?

who gave birth to three
babies in IS months and
18 days! Oct. 25, 1957 — a
boy; Aug. 24, 1958 — a
girl; May?,1959 — a boy.
And she signed
herself..."Pooped in
Portland."
•••
DEAR ABBY: We've
been good friends with
another couple for 20
years. We've vacationed
together, and our
children are friendly.
My husband is a professional photographer. He
does weddings, etc. Well,
our friends' eldest
daughter is being married soon. Her engagement picture appeared in
our local newspaper
recently and it was obviously taken by another

photographer. Nothing
has been said to my husband about taking pictures of this girl's wedding, so I imagine the
photographer who took
the engagement picture
already has been contracted for the wedding
By Abigail Von Buren
pictures.
I don't know how to best answers and
handle this. We're still as responses during favorite
friendly as ever and see 25 years, isthe past
each other at least once a available. You can now
week. Should I say a copy of this newobtain
bestsomething to her? Or just selling book by
sending
ignore it?
$9.95 plus $1 for
BAFFLED and handling topostage
"The
DEAR BAFFLED: Ig- Best of Dear
Abby," in
nore it. You won't be in care of this
newspaper,
the dark long. Something 4400 Johnson Drive,
Fairwill develop.
way, Kan. 66205. Make
•••
checks payable to
"The Best of Dear Ab- Universal Press
Synby," featuring Abby's dicate.
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Club hears two lessons

HEALTH

▪

her to go ahead and ask
the other girl.
Abby, I don't think I
could bear to attend the
wedding and see some
other girl take my place
as Gloria's maid of honor.
Should I try to be "big"
and go to the wedding
feeling so hurt and rejected? Or should I stay
home?
LUMP IN MY
THROAT
DEAR LUMP: Feeling
as you do, the wedding
would be a bummer. Skip
it. And use the money to
treat yourself to a fun
vacation when you're in
the mood.
•••
DEAR ABBY: Not long
ago,"Exhausted in Plattsmouth, Neb." claimed a
record for individual
single births.
That's a record I certainly didn't set out to
beat, and someone may
be able to top mine, but so
far I haven't seen
anything that will beat
these statistics:
Three single births in 20
months and one day. The
dates are: March 21,
1959; Jan. 31, 1960; Nov.
22, 1960.
BETTY L. KILBRIDE,
CAPE ELIZABETH,
MAINE
DEAR BETTY: You
tied "Positively Pooped
in St. Petersburg, Fla."
but you've both been topped by Mrs. Marilyn Ingram of Portland, Ore.,

DEAR DR. LAMB — I
suffer from reflux esophagitis, a condition where the
stomach contents leak
upward into the lower
esophagus. It causes heart- manage your antacid
burn. Apparently there is no requirements, rather than
cure for it but it is relieved trying to do it on your own.
by avoiding some foods, cof- Many of the highly
fee and alcohcilic drinks and advertised antacids are all
right for an occasional use
taking antacids.
My problem is with the but almost none should be
antacids. The popular anta- used regulirly as a do-itcids contain aluminum yourself project. Too much
hydroxide and they warn magnesium can cause probagainst taking more than 12 lems, particularly in people
teaspoons in a 24-hour peri- past 40 and with each addiod or the use of the maxi- tional year because gradual
mum dosage for more than a changes in kidney function
two-week period. I must decrease elimination of
take antacids several times excess harmful magnesium.
a day indefinitely.
Too much aluminum can
I've solved the problem by cause poor calcium absorpusing calcium carbonate in tion and lead to robbing your
bone meal and dolomite bones of calcium.
tablets. I have been taking
I am sending you The
two bone meal tablets and Health Letter number 10-4,
two dolomite tablets after Use and Abuse of Antacids,
each meal aid before bed- which discusses the most
time with good results. Is common antacids available
there any reason 16 tablets a without prescriptions and
day could be harmful over a their dangers. Others who
long period?
want this issue can send 75
_DEAR READER — Yes. cents with a long, stamped,
Calcium preparations are self-addressed envelope for
very effective antacids. Cal- it tO me, in care of this newscium carbonate is plain paper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
chalk and has been used for City Station, New York, NY
Centuries. The problem is 10019.
that if you take a large _ DEAR DR. LAMB — I try
amount over a long period of to feed my child foods with
time the calcium may be no or low sugar and salt. I've
absorbed into your blood- convinced her grandparents
stream in sufficient quanti- that she doesn't need the
ties to cause problems. This sugar. We allow occasional
is particularly likely to hap- graham crackers or cookies.
pen if a person also uses lots Her grandparents say her
of milk or a milk and cream food should be salted to
routine. The excess calcium make it taste better and to

DEAR READER — Yes,
she can get along without
sugar because she will get
the same single sugars, glucose and fructose, in any of
the carbohydrates she uses
as fruits, vegetables or
cereals.
And she can get along
without salt because there is
naturally salt in milk, meat
and many vegetables and
cereals.
If she is using cow's milk
it is very unlikely that she is
not getting enough iodine.
Recent studies show that
current dairy feeding practices include supplements
for cows that contain lots of
iodine. The result is that a
quart of milk contains about
four times as much iodine as
we need on a daily basis.
That is a national average
for milk in the United States.

GALLON
REG $1899

Jewel Lawsqn gave the
devotion.
-Other members present were Betty Palmer,
Gusta Conner, Dixie
Palmer, Helen Curd,
Debbie Burchett and son,
Joshua, and Ruby Burchett. Two visitors were
Charlotte Guarneros and
Jean Cloar.
The club will meet May
19 at 1 p.m. at home of
Ruby Burchett.

SAVE $7.00

s BEST Latex Gloss House Paint

BB
GALLON
REG $1999

SAVE $7.00
111111 Val WEE II MERV 111111 MEL IT

orating Cont

Black's

7534839

So.4,16 St.

1890's
Ice Cream Parlor

OPEN

32 Flavors Hand Dipped

9

Mon.& Tues.$1 70
Liver Boxes
Fresh Fried Mushrooms . Wed.70'/
1
2

ANNUAL BUY 3 AND SAVE

PECHGLO SALE

$125
Polish Sausage
Thursday Corndog Special
50
Delicious Fried Chicken Everyday
10-10 Mon.-Thur.
10-11 Fri. & Sat.
11:30-9 Sun.

qil

ers FRIDAYS

Dixieland Center
On Chestnut
753-3604

3 for 12 00

3for9 00

EXTRA LARGE SIZES SLIGHTLY MORE

Soqurs
JACKET DRESSING
FOR EVERY
OCCASION
Spring is a wonderful season, but the Weather is always unpredictable
Bright's has ii wonde-riUTfaShion solution to Spring's fickle ways, the
Jacket Dress. You will find a beautiful selection of stylings in every
imaginable warm weather look. Choose from Juniors, Missys and Half Sizes

NA7URALIZER.
EYE
CATCHERS

•

SAUCY 2700
Whote

1.1
Captain D's

•

•11.1•1

Chipper 2 for $3 99
▪

I

wsti each Cisme( you got

\\,.-••••-

•• 2 pieces of fen feet
•• Crearny ode slow
▪• Crisp Orenchirles
111 • 2Southern style
• hush puppies

\\
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IN MESH
NETTING

Coupon Good Thru May 16

glaglITS
Open Every Friday 'Til 8:30
TRiNFT.27 00
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INSTALLED AS chairmen of the 10 departments
of the Murray Woman's Club were, from left, top
LaRue Redden, Margaret Cavitt, Sabrina
Karraker, Mayrell Clark,Dinah Vire and Ann Uddberg, and, bottom photo, Ruth Caldwell, Mayrelle
Johnson, Sallyanne Sawyer, Pat Kiesow and B.J.
Berrill substituting for Karen Bolls.
Staff photos by Jo Burkeen

A specially priced
group of cool
comfortable
dresses in spun polyester. Stripes and
prints.

NEW OFFICERS — Installed as new officers of Murray Woman'!
Club were,
from left, Billie Hall, Ann Brooks, Oneida Boyd, Dorothy
McKenlie,•Ginny
Crihfteld and Evelyn Wallis.

Club officers installed
Oneida Boyd was installed as president of the
Murray Woman's Club at
a special installation service on May 3 at the club
house.
Conducting the installation using the theme of
"Rainbow Colors" were
Peggy Billington and
Bonnie Jones, past
presidents of the local
club.

JONES AND•GRAY

Installed as first vice
president was Ann
Brooks, as second vice
president, Ginny
Crihfield, as recording
secretary, Evelyn Wallis,
as corresponding
secretary, Dorothy
McKenzie, and as
treasurer, Billie Hall.
Chairmen of the 10
departments installed
were Mayrelle Johnson,
Alpha, Pat Kiesow,
Creative Arts, Mayrell

Cabal-Look
Blouse
Reg. 16.99 to 19.99

11.99
Reg. 17.99 to 19.99

13.99

105 N.7th 753-0600

Cabal-look blouses in
solids, stripes and
plaids. Prairie skirts in
printed cottons, some
with lace trims, and
denim flouce skirts.

GLAMOUR CLINIC
Ladies
Discover
The New You!

Skin Care & Makeu
Artistry...Plus New
Body Care Progra
Place: Kenlake State Park Hotel
ILower Level)
Sat. May 15
10:30 A.M. To 12:30 P.M.
or 2 P.M. To 4 P.M.
Drawing For Door Prizes and
Refreshments Sered.
Ladies Do I have
A Job For You?
Career Opportunity-Looking
Forward To Seeing You.

Nautical Tops
Reg. 16.99 to 19.99

10.99
The good old
button-down
Is new again.
Your grad
will love It.
Once the button-down
collar was the biggest news
In the fashion woad. And
now Arrow brings it bock
brilliantly in the buttonclown dress shirt ... the
relaxed look combined with
the shaped waist. body and
sleeves that emphasize the
slim. trim figure ... cowl
sophistication for ycur
'graduate. And with each
Arrow shirt you buy. we'll
even treat you to $5 off
any Poplars pizza or other
food order.

Reg. to 24.99

13.99
Sail into summer with
woven nautical tops.
Many styles In solids or •
stripes. Finish your look
with
clam diggers,
cuffed shorts, or white
pants in duck or poplin.
Clam diggers and shorts
in red, navy, white, royal.

•

Car wash,sponsored by
Memorial Baptist Church
Youth Group, will be
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
University Gulf Station.
--Annual picnic and
barbecue, sponsored by
Hazel Lions Club, will
start at 10 am.
Senior Citizens will
have a plant sale from 8
a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Greenhouse, Main and
Broach Streets.

Handsome emMa Hee
'0
,Me men *50I

Twin Museen
MS 14,9 4
Simone deem

ems Mates

arslsillog Mon
Ombra *dna
wand As nne
.

A ewers'Nov ego
lime dlifte44011

Novelty Jackets
_Reg. to 29.99

Car wash,sponsored by
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of Rainbow for
Girls, will be from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. at DeVanti's.

Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
Second night of "Ten p.m. in western portion of
Little Indians" by Com- Livestock and Exposition
munity Theatre will be at Center.
8 p.m. at Old Freight
Square and round dancDepot in Murray ing will start at 8 p.m. at
Calloway County Park.
Woodmen of World Hall.
Saturday,May 15
Third night of "Ten LitMen's Tennis will be
tle Indians" by Com- from 9 a.m. to noon at
munity Theatre will be Murray Country Club.

•Wen*

:

1

Thursday,May 13
Friday, May 14
Saturday,May 15
Welcome Wagon Club
Hazel Lodge No. 831
will meet at 7 p.m. at Free and Accepted presented at 8 p.m. at Old
First Christian Church.
Masons will meet at 7:30 Freight Depot in MurrayCalloway County Park.
p.m.at lodge hall.
Coldwater Baptist
Ladies Spring Golf
Church Women will meet
Hazel and Douglas
at 7 p.m. at church with Centers will be open from Tournament will start at
Nancy Hamilton and Bet- 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- 9:30 a.m. at Oak Country
ty Darnell as hostesses.
tivities by senior citizens. Club.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Calloway County Bird
Royal Arch Masons will Organization will meet at
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge 3:30 p.m. at County Exhall.
tension Office, 209 Maple
Couples Tennis will be St.
at 6 p.m. at Murray CounTwin Lakers Good Sam
try Club.
Chapter of West KenBlankenship Circle of
tucky will have its camSouth Pleasant Grove pout at Canal CamMethodist
Church
United
pground near Kentucky
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Dam. A potluck supper
home of Donna Whitfield. will
be served Saturday
at 6 p.m. at campsite of
Community Theatre Nix and Margery
will present "Ten Little Crawford.
Indians" at 8 p.m. at Old
Freight Depot in MurrayEvents at Land BetCalloway County Park. ween the Lakes will inFor ticket information clude Bluebird Box Incall 759-1752.
spection at 1 p.m. and
Night Visual at 7:30 p.m.,
both at Woodlands
Nature Center.

Learn To Apply
Makeup Like The
Professionals.

White Pants

Cecelia Brock, retiring
president, presided. The
invocation was given by
Irma La Follette and the
pledge to American flag
was led by Alice Rouse.
Prior to the meeting a
memorial service was
conducted for Zitell
Goheen, Maude Riley,
Myrtle Cayce and Verda
McCoy, members who
have died during the past
club year.
Jo Ann Mischke gave
the memorial address.
Music was a flute solo,
"If thou Be Near," by
Kathy Mowery and a
vocal solo,"23rd Psalm,"
by Margaret Boone with
Mrs. Farrell as pianist. A
dagwood tree was planted
on the club house grounds
in their memory.
Hostesses for the social
hour were members of
the Garden and Alpha
Departments.

Community events listed

*Furniture Repair
*Custom Drapes
*Fabric *Foam

Prairie Skirts

Clark, Deta, Sallyanne
Sawyer, Garden, LaRue
Redden, Home, Sabrina
Karraker and Dinah
Vire, Kappa, B.J. Berrill
substituting for Karen
Bolls, Music, Ann Uddberg, Sigma, Margaret
Cavitt, Theta, and Ruth
Caldwell,Zeta.
The Chorus of the
Music Department,
directed by Mrs. Berrill
with Bea Farrell as accompanist, sang "The
Matchmaker,""America
The Beautiful" and
"Your Land Is My
Land."
Chorus members included Martha Crafton,
Wanda Dick, , Kathy
Mowery, Barbara Lax,
Barbara Simons, Mary
Shipley, Doris Rose,
Neva Gray Allbritten,
Margaret Boone, Joanne
Cavitt, Jean Bennett and
Barbara Jewell.

Worn by half the men in America and 'aching for the rest.

_

13.-99

14.011

nne

110
.
6 4 ~He
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GRAHAM Et JACKSON

Quilted print jackets!

Central Shopping Center Hwy.641
Murray 753-7991
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Downtown Murray
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ou've got a friend in the hospital
National Hospital Week May 9-15

Donating blood good for self,community
It is simply good
business to be a participating donor in the
Voluntee/ Blood Bank
Program at the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital not only for
yourself and your family
but also for those with
whom you may work.
At least, that's the opinion of Bill Kyle, 27, who
supervises the program.
If 25 percent of the people working at a specific
plant, business or institution donate one pint of
whole blood each to the
program, then, for a
period of one year, the
blood needs of any one
working with them will be
filled from the Blood
Bank at no charge, he
points out. He adds that a
pint of whole blood could
cost the patient $27.
The same is true, he
goes on, for an individual
donor. His or her blood
needs, as well as those of
all members of the immediate family, will be
met for a period of one
year.
There are more than
1,500 volunteer blood
donors in Murray and
Calloway County, many
whom were enrolled
through an enlistment
campaign spearheaded in
1974 by the Murray Lions
Club.
As a result of this and
continuing recruitment
efforts, a "walking blood
bank" has been established. Records are maintained detailing information about active donors
and their blood types.
These serve as an immediate reference in the
event of an emergency
need for blood.
Since helping establish
the Blood Bank,the Lions
Club also has donated
blood bank supplies and
equipment valued at
more than $8.000.
Although the hospital,
which has grown from a
135-bed community facility in 1974 to the 218-bed
regional medical center it
is today, requires approximately 100 pints of blood
a month, some 30 pints of
various types are kept in
the Blood Bank at all

EEG — Twenty-one suction-like electrodes record the electrical activity of the
brain during a 20-minute EEG,electroencephalogram, test at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Patsy Massey (right), supervisor of the EKG-EEG department,and her assistant,Stacey Miller, administer the EEG to a patient. The test
is used primarily to help deteimine the cause of severe headaches,frequent fainting as well as monitoring patients with epilepsy.

or

Hospital CCU recognized
as one of most efficient
The Critical Care Unit
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital has
become recognized as
one of the most efficient
in this part of the country.
No longer is it absolutely necessary to swiftly
transport cardiac, stroke
or critically injured patients to larger hospitals
in nearby major cities for
immediate treatment.
This still is done to a
certain extent, but most
of the cases coming into
the unit today are expertly cared for, monitored
and treated in this fine
facility at the Murray
hospital.
Dr. Russ Howard, a
Murray native and an internal medicine
specialist on the medical
staff, is the unit's director.
Cindy Mills is the head
nurse with 24-hour
responsibility for the nursing services provided in
the unit, while her shift
charge nurses are Teresa
Nixon and Debbie Yates.
In addition, the unit —
which includes areas for
coronary, intensive and
sub-intensive care — is
staffed by seven other
full-time and four parttime registered nurses,
as well as four licensed
practical nurses and five
nursing assistants. Two
unit clerks complete its
personnel.
All the nurses hold

special intensive care
training credentials and
are kept aware of
developments in their
field by participating in
regular intensive training
programs conducted by
Shirley Lamb, the
hospital's educational
coordinator for the
critical care units. She
also is responsible for the
training of new staff personnel assigned to the
units.
All also are especially
trained to assist physicians in life support procedures.
Perhaps the most
dramatic of the units are
the coronary and intensive care units. The subintensive care unit, one
containing 12 beds, rooms
patients who, generally,
have been in either the
coronary or critical care
unitsand are progressing
satisfactorily.
There are two, virtually isolated beds in the coronary care unit and four,
including a glassenclosed area for extremely critical cases, in
the intensive care unit.
All are equipped with
highly technical equipment designed not only
for bedside monitoring of
the patient's pulse rate
and respiratory functions
but also capable of providing a continuous
"rhythm strip," or printout, showing the heart's

performance. These are
collected periodically and
any abnomalities noted
on the patient's chart are
immediately reported to
the physician in charge.
In addition, similar
monitoring equipment is
located at the two nursing
stations showing the
same vital signs of the patient's condition and kept
under continuous observation by a licensed
nurse.
A nurse also is stationed at all times within a
few feet of extremely
critical patients, not only
to continuously observe
the monitoring equipment but also to maintain
a close observation of the
patient.

Serving patients as well
as the staff, the Hal E.
Houston Memorial
Library at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital contains several
hundred books, journals
and medically-related articles and research
papers.
Located on the third
floor of the 218-bed
hospital, the library
originally, was established in-1952 in memory of
Dr. Hal E. Houston, a

prominent Murray
surgeon.
On its shelves are 67
journal titles with some
dating back 20 years or
more, 150 medical and
nursing books, special
collections donated by
local families and dating
back through three or
four generations of Murray and Calloway doctors, and more than 1,000
books for recreational
reading.
Although its original
,

Hospital...
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and new equipment costing more
shall County 34.3 percent.
In addition, a significant in- than $2.6 million bring the total to
crease in the number of patients the $8.6 million mark.
In step with the new construcattracted to the hospital from outside the county has been noted in tion has been an impressive increase in the services ayailable at
recent years.
In 1974, Poston noted, 90.7 per- the hospital, new and improved
cent of the hospital's annual ad- techniques such as ultrasound immissions were Calloway County aging, computerized nuclear
medicine, computerized
residents.
Two years later, although the pulmonary function testing, new
total number of Calloway County X-ray diagnostic equipment,
patients had increased, they made treadmill testing, Holter monitorup 71.5 percent of the hospital's ing, Swans-Ganz monitoring and
1976 admissions. In 1980, this expansion of the physical and
respiratory therapy facilities.
figure was 66 percent.
Others also include automatic
"In other words," he said, "this
indicates that 34 percent of our pa- chemistry and hematology equiptients are coming from outside ment, expanded out-patient
Calloway County as compared surgery and EEG testing as well
as some of the newest adwith 9.3-percent eight years ago."
Within the past six years, the vancements in surgery, such as
hospital has increased its services total hip, knee and shoulder
and facilities dramatically replacements, vascular and ,oral
through an impressive 88.6 million --surgery and many other diverse
surgical procedures.
expansion program.
A $4.4 ,addition to the main
"All these new services and
hospital has been completed and facilities ate the results of the
occupied, more than doubling the community's constantly changing
facility's square footage. The needs and the hospital's desire to
Medical Arts Building, con- meet those needs," the adstructed at a cost of $2.5 million, ministrator emphasized.
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BLOOD BANK — Murray Lions practice what they preach when it comes to urging Mitzweand
e Calloway
Countians to donate blood to the Blood Bank at the Murray-Calloway County Hospi 1. Paul Maggard
(background)and Dr. Arvin Crafton (foreground)take time to give the gift of life to the program. Laboratory
technicians Jean Murphy (left) and Carolyn Lockard draw the donors.

times fnr emerkency use,
Kyle said. Kept under
refrigeration, it is
useable up to 35 days, he
added.
Of the eight types of
blood kept in the Blood
Bank, Kyle said the most
difficult to obtain is ABnegative, while the most
common are 0-positive
and A-positive. An
average inventory of
these most common types
is maintained at all
times, he added.
The hospital still obtains
some blood from the Red
Cross center in Paducah,
but only in cases involving out-of-county patients
who request it.
The Red Cross mobile
collection unit still comes
to the Murray State
University campus, but
the blood collected is
taken to Paducah and used to fill needs across the
West Kentucky area.
Although most of the
hospital's Blood Bank
service involves the col-

lection, storage and have to be provided
dispensing of whole through the Blood Bank.
blood, the facility also .Some 30 to 35 pints of
has the capability, Kyle plasma are kept on hand
pointed out, of separating at all times.
plasma from the blood
To date, Kyle said,
and storing it safely for there is one 3-gallon
periods up to one year.
donor, 2-gallon donors
Plasma, he explained, and 60 one-gallon donors
is the liquid portion of the among those still active
blood in which the red, in the program.
oxygen-bearing cells are
It takes only about 30
bourne through the cir- minutes to donate a pint
culatory system of the of blood to the program,
body. It is provided adding that the body will
primarily for patients replace the fluid lost from
with severe burns or the bloodstream within .a
blood clotting difficulties. 12 to 24 hour period, and
The hospital, he went the red cells within four
on,also has the capability weeks. It is safe, he said,
to collect, cleanse and for a donor to give blood
recycle a patient's own every two months.
blood during surgery
A native of Madisonthrough the use of the ville and a veteran of four
auto-transfusion unit it years of service with the
has had for several years. U. S. Navy as a medical
Although used only in corpsman, Kyle received
specific cases, this pro- his blood technology
cedure, Kyle said, training at the National
naturally, reduces the Naval Medical Center's
amount of whole blood lab school at Bethesda,
which might otherwise MD. He has been with the

Murray hospital since
1977.
Even though he lives at
Eddyville with his wife,
the former Margaret
Fletcher, also of
Madisonville, and their
two children, Kyle is
quick to emphasize that
all the hospital's
laboratory personnel are
well trained in Blood
Bank procedures and can
function in his absence.
Anyone or any group
wishing to participate in
the program may do -so
by contacting Kyle at the
hospital, 753-5131 ext. 183,
so necessary arrangements can be made.
-They can either come to
the laboratory area on
the first floor of the
hospital, or, in the case of
large groups, we can go
to them," he said.
-It is just good insurance to participate.
Being a donor could save
an individual or a family
a lot of money."

4414

Medically-related literature
available in Houston Library

•

(Continued from Page 1)
longer was available.
"We take great pride at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
in the fact that the hospital is selfsustaining."
The hospital presently has 36
physicians on its staff, including
specialists in such areas as orthopaedics, ear-nose-and-throat,
general, ,oral and vascular
surgery, internal medicine,
urology, neonatology and
ophthalmology.
"The significant advantage of
this," Poston said, "has been that
it allows more and more Murray
and Calloway Countians to acquire their medical services at
home rather than having to go to
out-of-town hospitals in such
places as Paducah, Memphis or
Nashville." Hospital records
reflect this trend.
In 1980, for example, 88.9 percent of the Calloway Countians
hospitalized stayed at home for
their medical needs. At the Community Hospital in Mayfield this
figure was 53.5 percent. In Trigg
Couiity, it was 57.7 percent, at
Fulton 48.6 percent and in Mar-

f--
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Ambulance service provides quality care
With equipment provided by the city and county,
the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital's ambulance service is
operated by the hospital
and provides the facility
with an essential dimension in quality health
care.
Staffed by 10 full-time
and two part-time trained
eThefgency Medical
technicians, the servItTit—
directed by Jerry Gorrell, a native of Elkton
and a certified emergency medical technician
and Paramedic.
A minimum of 100

•

••

•

collection has been
enlarged through purchases by Dr. Hugh L.
Houston, administrator
of the Houston Library
Fund, many of its
materials have been
donated by friends of the
hospital and civic
organizations.
The librarian is Miss
Gail Smotherman, who
joined the staff in May,
1981, following her
graduation from Murray
State University with a
degree in library science.
One of the most complete facilities of its type,
the library also includes
audiovisuals, health
science books and journals, health career information, patient education materials, and all is
available to and used
regularly for resource information by medicallyAMBULANCES — Three of the 10 trained emergency medical technicians who
oriented and nursing operate the hospital's ambulance service are shown in the rear of one of its three
students in area high fully-equipped vehicles. They are (from left) Kenny Collins, Robert Trenholm
schools and colleges.
and the director, Jerry Gorrell.

,

2.0totn•Ait4eulartg

hours of training is required for certification as
an emergency medical
technician, and the
hospital's standards
direct that all its ambulance attendants be
certified EMTs.
At least two of the ambulance staff are on duty
at all times with the
others Wing on emergen24.1iBurs a day. '
Their three ambulances are modern in
every respect and equipped in conformance with
state. emergency care
regulations with such
basic life support

materials as oxygen and
respiratory management
equipment, all kinds of
first aid materials and a
complete assortment of
basic extracation equipment.
Each is equipped with
radio communication
systems for coordination
with the hospital's
emergency room,from
patierilpickuP
A-pfrok im a tely 100
callrare answered each
month, of which about
half are emergency
cases. The others are in
response to convalescent
calls for the transporting

of patients to nursing
homes or to larger
medical centers in nearby major cities.
When the ambulance
staff members are not involved in an emergency
call, they assist in other
departments at the
hospital, such as X-ray
and the emergency roam.
In addition to Gorrell,
the-Set:VI& 4 StatTid ti
Robert'Trefiliolin:huhes
Wolford, Roger Mathis,'.
David Hopkins, Ken Collins, Kevin Hilkey, Phillip
Adams, Richard Edwards, Gary White, Stan
Bone and Scott Shupe.
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Brown plans not to support any gubernatorial candidates
attempts to expand farm Angeles.
exports.
Brown said he hopes he
The governor talked to was instrumental in helpreporters after a release ing Ashley obtain the
from his office saying lucrative position
that press secretary through his friendship
Frank Ashley was resign- with Occidental board
ing next month to take a chairman Armand Hampost with Occidental mer.
Petroleum in Los
Ashley now makes
about $42,000 annually.
One report is that he will
get $100,000 a year plus a
number of benefits, such
as stock options with Occidental.
On Metts, who took office the day after Brown
"1 have the highest regard for Judge Paxton as a personal
was inaugurated, the
friend and as a professional person."
governor said,"I think he
— Charles R. Lewis, C.P.A., Greenville, Kentucky
has been unfairly maligned by the (highway)
engineers because he
wants to get a job done."
for Supreme Court Justice,
The Kentucky Association of Transportation
1st District
Engineers (KATE) said
it will sue Metts in a
court over certain
federal
VOTE MAY 25TH - A NON-PARTISAN ELECTION
administrative
decisions
ov • • 42'45 ?-.a .
. •
he has made.
"Metts is a producer,"

FRANKFORT, Ky.
( AP I — Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. says he does
not plan to support any
candidate for governor in
1983 "because I want
everyone to keep their
minds on the administration."
In an impromptu news

conference Wednesday,
Brown also defended
Transportation Secretary
Frank Metts against
criticism in some controversies and said he
hopes he and Agriculture
Commissioner Alben
Barkley II don't have
future rifts in Kentucky's

What People Are Saying
About Judge Bill Paxton

PAXTON

Brown said. "He has had
people shooting at him for
2E2 years...He has taken
the bull by the horns and
done a very honest job."
Metts has written letters to state Personnel
Board members urging
they replace Phil
Taliaferro as board
chairman, but Brown
fended off questions, saying that is an internal
matter.
"I don't have to reaffirm my support of
cabinet secretaries on a
monthly basis," he commentedd. "...Let (the
controversies) take their
due process."
On agricultural exports, the governor said
Barkley had nearly
jeopardized a pact announced Tuesday under
which Kentucky will export tens of thousands of
dairy cattle to Mexico.
He said that, because of
a letter the Mexican
government received

from Barkley, the Latin have had a running
nation's representative dispute about which
was confused about who branch or agency should
was authorized to sign the handle agricultural exports.
agreement.
The governor said
Brown and Barkley another caution will have

pacts.

to be observed in future
export
"We have to be careful
that every dairy supplier
is given an opportunity to
get into the business," he
said.

•
has

ESSAY

WINNER — The first place award for the Murray Civitan Club
Citizenship Essay Contest
been awarded to Lisa Russell of Murray High
School. The subject was "The Effect of Special Pressure Groups on our Nation." Mrs. Opal Roberts, chairman of the Civitan Essay Contest presents
the check to Miss Russell. Miss Russell and her parents Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Russell were guests of the Civitans on Thursday evening,May 6.
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Hitchhiking way of life for bachelor

MURRAY AFFILIATE No. 10 of National Hairdressers
presented a check for
$600 to the Murray-Calloway County Mental Health and
Retardation Center from
funds derived from recent Fashion Show of the American
Image,sponsored by
affiliate. Pictured, from left, Wanda Brown, president, and
man,Murray Affiliate, Cindy Clemson,director of Compre Leta Taylor, chairhensive Care Center,
and clients, John Phillips, Mark Russell and Jean Edwards.

HICKORY,Ky.(AP) —
James Whittemore's
philosophy is that there is
sure to be someone down
the road who will take
him where he wants to go.
In fact, hitchhiking has
become a way of life for
the 77-year-old bachelor.
"It never came in my
mind to want to drive a
car," Whittemore said.
"I could always find
somebody to carry me to
town."
The first time Whittemore hit the pavement
to go into town was in
1913, and the pavement
was really a dirt road,
traveled as much by
horse-drawn wagons as
by new fangled
automobiles.
Now, he lives within
walking distance of U.S.

45, in a trailer about 100
yards from the road.
"Makes it real easy to
get a ride," he said.
"People pick me up
because they know I
behave myself."
Whittemore never
strikes the familiar pose
of a thumbs up plea for a
lift. Instead, he prefers a
short,low wave of a hand.
"Sometimes it takes 30
minutes or even an hour.
But generally I manage a
ride before that," he said.
He starts looking for a
lift about 9 a.m. most
Mondays through Saturdays, and his goal is to
get to Mayfield, about
five miles down the road.
Once in Mayfield, he
eats breakfast or shops
for groceries.
"Then I look around till

I get tired of looking and
go on home," said Whittemore, who retired after
working on local farms
most of his life.
Whittemore said that
drivers who pick him up
frequently complain
about the weather.
"I tell them if it's too
cold or too hot or if it's
raining,.it's all the Lord's
business," said Whittemore. -Besides, it's no
use complaining. It
doesn't make any difference how rich a man is
or how important he is, he
can't run the good Lord's
business."
Most of all, Whittemore
is particular about who
he rides with.
"I don't like it when
people go too fast or pass
when they can't see

what's coming at you," in this community of 250.
he said.
He is wary of strangers.
And he prefers to ride
"Too dangerous," he
with the people he knows concluded.

Hospital lists dismissals
Adults 135
Nursery 4
5-9-82
Newborn Admission
Ginger Burkeen and
Baby Boy, Rt. 3.
Dismissals
Tammy G. Kirks and
Baby Girl, Rt. 5, Linda
Carol Wray and Baby
Girl, Rt. 2, Wingo, Julia
D. Seaford and Baby Girl,
Rt. 3, Benton, Moses S.
Koch, 1211 Mimosa Lane.
Eva K. Waggoner and
Baby Boy, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Teresa G.
Courtney and Baby Boy,
P.O. Box 222. Purvear,

Tenn., Jean L. Williams,
304 Crestview, Paris,
Tenn., Leroy G. Algier,
Rt. 1, Dexter.

Board names
two trustees
NEW YORK (AP) —
Two new members have
been elected to the board
of trustees of the
Metropolitan Museum of
Art.
They are John M.
Crawford Jr. and Mrs.
Belle Linsky.

We are pleased to
announce that Gail
Smotherman, brideelect of Bobby
Futrell, has
selected her pottery, china, crystal
and accessories
from our complete
bridal registry. Gail
and Bobby will be
married June Id.

Where Low
Prices Are
Always In
Season!

The Showcase

Reg 17 96

\ i -,1304.1
ek/ trVar‘4,
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nsTs
Hwy.641 N. J.P. Nesbitt's
Adjoiaily
is delighted
WI,—
to
announce
F-n
selections
chosen by
Sondra
Duncan
bride-elect
of
Elmo
Thornton
Wedding
Date
June 20

Save 5.45
Zebco Spinning Reels

'Choose from light or medium action
'Precision ball bearing 'Nos 6010 ultra light;
6020 med action 'Peg 22 88

Save 5.34
Shimano Baitcast
Reel

Save 5.12
Deluxe Vinyl
Rainsuit

•4 7 to 1 Gear ratio
'Gears are 30% stronger
-4Srass bushing
'Lightweight. super gears
'No BM1OSG
'Peg 39.96

•Blue

*vinyl and nylon
•Assorted sizes
•Nylon backing
•Attached hood with draw
string, 2 pockets
•No. WR65A •Reg 15.96

DECK PACKAGES

Ka-Bar Premium
Reg. 13.47
Stock Knife
*Clip, sheeptoot and
spey blades
'No. 02-1100
Save 5.34
Daiwa Bait cast Reel
'Lightweight. fresh water ree'

.4 7 to 1 Gear ratio
'Disengaging level wind
*Graphite composite bushings.'
'No PS10 •Reg 3996 -

esuirmano
Save 4.60
Fishermans Vest
•Large pockets
•D-ring for safety
*Side size adjustment
'No. 21014 *Reg 18 88

Pressere treated lumber complete with nails end concrete.

111x10'
516130

10'x12'

$27768

Building Supply of Murray

753-6450

500 S. 4th

I a•54

Reg 3 85

REBEL
EXCALIBUR®
Reg
DOUBLE

mum

We At Buchanan
Feed And Seed
Invite
Everyone
To Stop By
And Compare Our
Prices On All
Lawn & Garden Needs.

753-5378

• Zebco 3.3 spin-cast reel
• 56. 2-piece. mediumaction. Zebco tubular
glass rod

The Most Fishabis Monol

Save 1 00
Armor All Protectorant
•16 Oz plastic bottle
'Adjustable Sprayer
'No '0160'Peg 496

Great Buy
STP Gas Treatment
•12 Ounces
'No 2023-24

New clear blue fluorescent pre
mum mono High abrasion resis
lance. knot and impact strengths
Self lubricating for longer casts
longer life.
Available in all popular weights

3105 Full spool peck

Save 22%
Doc's Catfish Bait
•10 5 Ounces
•Plain or blood
.Unbreakable plastic
container *Catfish enticing
ingredients'No 300/700
•Reg 1 24

Save 2.29
Deluxe Trotline
•25 Hooks 150 ft line
•Poiyethelene swivel
spool *Interlock snap
swivels 'Size 72 nylon
mainiine'No 25-150/72
'Peg 896

INSECT
WILLEM

Save 17%
- Filet Knife
•6- Stainless steel
'Rosewood handle
sheath 'Carrying strap

'No AT243 •Req 396

Save 1.26
Chain Stringer
•72" Long w/10 swivel
snaps •10 Swiveled
hooks •Vinyl coated
stringer 'No WT-12
'Reg 464

VALUABLE COUPON,
1

VIM

Sportsman
Flashlight

Moro is difference, Ask your
neighbors about vs.

Buchanan Feed

Zebco • If
16.96 3490- Combination

• Movable Dividers
• Up To 36 Compartments
• Wormproof

Bag Fertilizer
6-24-24 $205 ton
5-20-20 $189 atm,
5-10-15 $180 ohm

Pda-i

Reg 24 97 ir

Model 50

Rickman & Norsworthy

Reg 3 34
Save 24%
Snap Floats
•1...11
/
4-:
Diameter *Snap on
Hosts •Red, white.
yellow, orange
•No AT238
•Fieg.-iie glch

Save 19%
Cutler insert Repellant

2•88
J12,

•RegularA evergreen
'No 516-55. 536-32 •
•6 1 Ounces.Reg.-268 •

WALMART

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY - his our Ifiterlf100 to have every ,tern
510,
due to any unforeseen reason. an advertised item is not rentable foe purchase Wal-Mart will *Sue a
the merc handiSe to be purchased at the sale price whenever aveolebte. Or will
in Chick
SO YOU
able reduction in price We reserve the right to hind duantibes
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atreClue
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M

14001eVef. If

Save 1.28
.15
Wirex2F1 s
Basket
.
hAn
ooiz
*Collapsible 'Double trap
'No WT36 •Reg 466

Save Up To 1.24
,Fram Air Filters
•Altex outer filter,
resin treated inner
filter
*Sizes to fit most
American cars and
some imports
*.Reg. 3 96-4.66
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ed only three walks:
The Falcons' only runs
came as a result of errors, one in the bottom of
the third occured when
Jimmy Extine rapped a
grounder to shortstop
David McMillen.
McMillen overthrew to
first base, but Pace,
backing up David McCuiston on the sack,
recovered the ball.
Extine scampered to
second, where Pace
threw wide to Jon Billington. Billington's
recovery throw to third
missed Jeff Downey's
outstretched glive 'and
Extine raced home to
score.
The Falcon run was a
futile effort to catch the
Tigers, who had previously scored four runs in
their half of the third.

NO HELP — Murray's Darren Hooper (7) throws
out the last Ft.Campbell batter in his one-hit, 5-2
victory over the Falcons, Wednesday.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

4-Day
Sale
Only $239.95
On This
5 H.P.
Garden
Tiller

APP
Tiller 5hp

t

Was $299.95
Limited Supply

sstc:

•

Tom Schwettman's
single on an 0-2 pitch was
the catalyst for the four
Tiger runs. McCuiston
walked and Hooper was
hit by a pitch to load the,
bases. David McMillen
made up for his four
throwing errors on the
day by blasting a two-run
single over second base.
Mark Boggess knocked
in the winning and insurance run when he
brought home Hooper
and McMillen with a double to right-center field.
Kevin Extine fell to 5-4
with the loss and the
Falcons were eliminated
from the tourney with an
11-8 record.
"We made some
mistakes," MHS coach
Cary Miller said, "but
they were honest, hustling mistakes. We made

up for them with a
doubleplay late in the
game and by picking off
two runners in the same
inning. That takes care of
three errors right there."
Altogether the Tigers
committed seven
miscues, but survived to
advance against Christian County today in the
3:30 p.m. championship
game. Murray sports a
16-3 record and the Colonels are 21-2 overall.
David Milton, 5-1, is expected to start for Murray while Christian County will probably counter
with ace David Joiner,
also 5-1.

Jones earns second,
Lady Tigers third
in state golf tourney

Pitcher Darren Hooper
responded with a onehitter in his best performance of the season.
Hooper, 5-1, spoiled the
Falcon hitters with a
devastating slider and a
mixture of curves and
4fttballs.
They couldn't hit a
slider," ilooper.idthitted
afterwards. "It's the best
I've felt all year. I was
pitching quick and the
crowd really helped today."

Bunt ignites Christian County

We Specialize In Service
After The Sale

200E Mon

By John Salerno
Sports Writer
A well-placed bunt by
James Johnson scored
two runs and ignited a
for-run rally in the top of
the sixth as Christian
County blew past
Caldwell County 13-2 in
the first game of the Second Region semifinals
Wednesday at Reagan
Field.

753-8201

Financing Available

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Phone
753-2571

UNHEARD Of VALUES
—For A Limited Time —
$5r00

rL_

u To $1500°° Off

HARDWARE STOPIS

On Tough Datsun Pickups
Asoviwit STOOKS

HARDWIRE
VALUE

TOOL VALUE
OF THE MONTH

l'HE MONTH

Datsun Li'l Hustler 4x4
Datsun Heavy Duty Long bed

For Mothers Day
FISKARS

•OT
,
'he n000e,

Abut dtrztt.

2-PIECE
SCISSORS SET

imw
FLORAL
TOOLS
A

54.. Scissors

Datsun King Cal"

*SE°
now
BOTH

Liquid or Pasts

599s:::tat

2 pairs of incredibly lightweight, permanently-sharpened scissors at one low
price, cimtqllred_ pJaalip
handles add extra cutting
comfort
9451/91
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By Jim Rector
Sports Editor
Tuesday Velvet Jones suffered from too much
club, while Wednesday she couldn't quite find the
putting touch. Both of which combined to thwart her
chances to repeat as the best high school girls golfer
in the state.
Tuesday, at Elizabethtown Country Club, the
Murray High junior kept overshooting the greens,
especially the last two of her first round. She blamed the error on being "overcharged" and a little
nervous.
However she still managed to lead the pack by
two strokes (38-40-78) after the first round, Tuesday.
Wednesday, although her long shots were responding, her putting was not.
1 3345 7 T
Jones finished with a 78-83-161 total which tied for
0 4 0I0 5
MURRAY
second, but she claimed the runnerup title by
0• 1 0 I ••
FT.CAIIPBELL
1117S — WES f, PC I. 3B — Piave
beating Traci Boone of Elizabethtown on a
(PC). 211 — Boggess,!Waisted'.
tiebreaker hole.
ERRORS— MRS 7,PC I.
WP — Hopper (5-1). LP — 1I.Extine
During Wednesday's play a missed three-foot
(5-4).
putt by Jones at the ninth hole threw the tournament lead into a tie between Jones, the defending
champ, and Michelle Hutchins of Laurel County,
who was second behind Jones with a first-round 80.
Hutchins was to become the new champ, but the
victory was a long, hard struggle.
Hutchins bogeyed No.11 to give Jones a onestroke lead, but Jones responded with a bogey on
No.12 to re-tie the pair.
A birdie for Jones on the 163-yard No.13 hole plac-,
ed her temporarily in the driver's seat and the duo
battled even until the 16th hole.
Jones dropped a stroke to Hutchins when the
eventual champ parred and Jones bogeyed the parthree hole. Then the Murrayan ran into trouble on
her drive from the No.17 tee, hitting the rough on
the par-four,377-yard placement.
Hutchins meanwhile popped two shots to land
within four feet of the pin. Her putt missed from
there, but she rallied to sink the next one. -fo
‘
Jones'second shot was short by 100 yardskarld her
third shot gave her an eight- to 10-foot putt for par.
But she missed her next two attempts and fell two
strokes behind.
On the final hole, both linkers bogeyed and the
championship changed hands.
Last year Jones claimed the state title by
shooting 81-85-166 against a cold-hampered field.
This year, the Murray junior fought to overcome a
broken wrist during basketball season which allowed her only three weeks practice before the state
tournament began.
In team competition, the Murray Lady Tigers,
who finished ninth overall last year, maintained a
third place standing in both rounds of the state tournament.
Holding a 390 total, behind Notre Dame's 366 and
Elizabethtown's 374, the Lady Tigers concluded
HOME FREE — Tiger shortstop David McMillen (11) crosses the plate
Wednesday's round with a 391 for a two-day 781.
after teammate Mark Boggess drilled a two-run double. McMillen's run and
Notre Dame upset defending champ
Boggess' hit came against Ft.Campbell in a 5-2 Murray High victory in the SeElizabethtown,725-732.
cond Region baseball tournament.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
Other members of the Murray team, besides
Jones, included Connie Spann (98-104-202), Lee
Holcomb (101-104-205), and Laura Montgomery
(113-110-213).
MHS coach Judy Muehleman was pleased with
Christian County had bunt down the first base the big "E" Six times, her team's performance.
led only 4-2 going into the line. The ball was over- with three last inning er"Of course we wanted to bring home another
inning, and Caldwell pit- thrown into right field rors resulting in five state championship (individual)," Muehleman
cher Alex Nelson had on- and both men scored Christian County runs.
said,"but we did bring home a runnerup and a third
Caldwell coach Irl place. Velvet was under a tremendous amount of
ly allowed two hits up to while Johnson Moved to
that point. But those four third. While one error Stevens, whose club pressure and she came through as well as anyone
runs were unearned, and there gave Christian finished at 8-8, said the could expect.
errors in the last two inn- County some security, catch to his team's suc"As a team we did a great job holding on to third,
ings marked Caldwell's two more errors in the in- cess this year has been especially considering we had three girls — a
first and last game in the ning brought in two more errors. "We've made seventh grader and two sophomores — who had
unearned runs and the quite a few all year long," never competed in either regional or state tourtournament.
he said. "Their pitcher naments until this year."
With men on first and boys in red were up 8-2.
(Cont.On Page 11)
In all, Caldwell lit up
second, Johnson laid a

But the incident that ignited Hooper's confidence was when a batter, who struckout on a
slider, turned and glared
at the Murray hurler.
The guy turned and
looked at me and said
something.. I couldn't
hear exactly what he
said, but I knew I was getting to him and that gets
me psyched up."
Hooper received a lot of
glares from the
frustrated Ft.Campbell
batters, Wednesday, as
he fanned nine and allow-

Wed., Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
May 12 Thru May 15

• .•
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Tigers advance to Region II finals
By Jim Rector
Sports Editor
When Ft.Campbell
High School defeated
Murray High in football
last season, the school's
supporters should have
left well enough alone.
Wednesday, during the
Second Region baseball
tournament at Murray
State's Reagan Field, the
two schools collided
again, and the reminder
of the previous meeting
sparked a 5-3 Tiger victory.
Murray catcher Ronnie
Pace was a Tiger gridder
when the Falcons roared
to a 40-0 triumph,Sept.11,
and the painful memory
of that defeat was prodded by a fan's remark.
"Hey, let's beat these
guys like we did in football," the Ft.Campbell
supporter hollered,
Wednesday.
"That really gOt me going," Pace said and his
desire to win was shared
by the rest of the Tigers.

•
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Stipples
ONE-STEP
Last
POLY SEALANT
Enough to clean, shine and
seal 2 cars. Protects by
bonging to metallic -our-

,face. _Lasts.2— YEW.. —Or
money back from.Blue
Corsi*. 16 oz.
Onsaillies Lashed

Your Choice!

now 44 swan
Each

Last

Each tool features a steel
blade and Fire-Hardened•
ash . handle that resists
weather and wear, GC40/3/2
Florr._Tubu_lar
8 Cultivator. Tubular ferrule.
C)Shovel. With turned step.
OUANTMES LIMED

Gas or Diesels
Now Thru May 29th, 1982

MURRAY DATSUN
WE ARE DRIVEN
6045. 12th

753-7115

Celtics
blasted,
121-113

BOSTON (AP) — If
there was a single
player who symbolized
the Philadelphia 76ers'
turnaround from a 40point loss to an eightpoint victory over the
Boston Celtics, it was
Caldwell Jones.
The 7-foot center was
scoreless in a 12minute stint on Sunday
as the 76ers looked
nothing like the team
that had the secondbest record in the
National Basketball
Association this
season. Boston won
that opener of their
best-of-7 semifinal
playoff series 121-81.
On Wednesday night,
Philadelphia won 121113 as Jones scored 10
of his season-high 22
points in the fourth
quarter, when he
displayed a jumpshooting ability that
belied his 7.9-point
season scoring
average.
The third game is
Saturday in
Philadelphia.
"I felt I earned my
ay tonight, unlike the
other day," said Jones,
who settled for No. 2
scoring honors On the
76ers behind Andre*
Toney's 30 points. "I
only shot when I was
open. I didn't ,try to
create anything.
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Racer netters head for NIT of tennis
Murray State's OVC petition," added Purcell.
championship tennis, Murray State finished
team will be one of 14 its regular season with a
select collegiate teams 27-4 record and captured
from throughout the its third consecutive
country competing May league title.
15-18 in the "NIT of tenThe Racers will feature
nis," the National Inthree
performers — Terje
dependent Tennis TourPersson, Mats Ljungman
nament in Monroe, La.
and Finn Swarting - who
Represented in the field have each recorded over
will be five conference 100 career wins at MSU.
champions and six other
The Racer lineup will
runner-ups in league
include
Persson (27-12) at
tournament play. The 14
teams have combined for No. 1; Ljungman (39-3) at
289 total dual match wins, No. 2; Swarting (24-15) at
an average of nearly 21 No. 3; Eric Tisthammer
(11-6) at No. 4; Bobby
per team.
Montgomery (27-10) at
"There is an abun- No. 5; and Steve Massad
dance of quality teams ( 34-6 ) at No. 6.
that fail to receive an in- Ljungman, Montgomery
vitation to the NCAA and Massad won inChampionships and this dividual OVC singles
tournament provides an championships.
opportunity for some of
Included in the tournathose teams to have a
chance at post-season ment field will be Sun
play," said MSU coach Belt Conference champion ,South Alabama,
Bennie Purcell.
Metro champion Virginia
"The OVC is one of six Tech, PCAA champion
conferences that receives Long Beach State and
an automatic bid to the Trans America Contournament and we're all ference champion and
excited about the corn- host Northeast Louisiana.

Oh- Do Genera Auto R.,po,r•Tune ups•Brokes•Shocks•

Pro baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Eastern Divisive
W
L
Pet.
Boston
22
10
.11118
Detroit
17
12
.506
Milwaukee
16
13
.552
Cleveland
14
15
483
New York
1315 I 4411
Toronto
13
17
433
Baltimore
11
18
379
Western Dividon
Chicago
19
10
655
California
M
13
606
Kansas
17
13
567
Oakland
18
15
545
Seattle
15
19
441
Minnesota
11
23
324
Texas
7
19
269
Wednesday's Games
Oakland 5, Baltimore 4
Chicago 9, Toronto 2
Detroit at Texas, ppd., rain
Boston 4, Minnesota 1
Kansas City 9, Milwaukee 7

City

HEADING FOR THE NIT — Members of the Ohio Valley
Conference championship Murray State men's tennis team will compete May
15-18 in the National Independent Tennis Tournament at Monroe, La.
The team includes
(front row, from left) Mats Ljungman, Steve Masud, Bobby
(back row,from left) Jon Soegaard, Eric Tisthammer, Finn Montgomery,
Swarting, Terje
Persson and coach Bennie Purcell.

said.
The last Derby
winner to skip the
Preakness was Tomy
Lee in 1959.
In his own way,
Linkage has been
telling observers he's
ready for a big effort
Saturday.
Linkage, who will be
ridden by 50-year-old
Bill Shoemaker, trying
for his third Preakness
victory, worked six
furlongs in 1:132-5 May
7 and a mile in 1:39
Tuesday.

betterl- than rtumersup
Bowling Green and
Berea. Bowling Green
claimed second place
by winning a playoff.
Paducah St. Mary's
finished fourth at 656.
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Miasmas Spirts Tramactions
By The Amaelind Pant
BASEBALL
Maeda=Lowe
NEW YORK YANKEES—Traded
Lorry Wilbourne, initialer, and Pete
Film and John Patella, pitchers, to the
Manned' Twins for Butch amps,
catcher, and Roger Enema 'Asher
Placed Rick Came, catcher, on the 21
day eluded hot Purdased the contract
of Judo Espies catcher, from Columbus
of the International League
MOW Lapse
HOUSTON ASTROS—Placed Art
Howe, first baseman. on the 15-day
supplemental disabbed list Recalled Joe
Pitman, Wielder, from Moos at the
Pacific Coast League
FOOTBALL
Nadensi Foslhall Lanes
ATLANTA FALCONS—Signed Vas
Mansfield, defensive back, David
Totounui, naming back, and Dave
Leven**,linebacker
CINCINNATI BENGALS—S1ped Karl
YU-Ratko,tackle.
CLEVELAND BROWNS—Sigoed Dan
Melville, paler, Louis Bullard, guard.
Eugene Byrd and Rao McCall, wide
receivers, John McCarren. carnerbaa
nod Joe Jenkins, tightend
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS—Signed
Robert Weathers,rwmiag back

N 4th

Joe B. Adams
Jesse Arnold
Hugh D. Barksdale
M. Wayne Bennett
Jerry L. Bolls
John Boltz
Ray T. Broach
Terry Broach
G. H. Burkett

" •'
• 4.-43":,C.,i,V
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Fehley's GSM
, LAS Aleiell III Sao Mamma tip

Wahine C.adoeume
Stataw,May
Los Angeles 1M,Sao Antonio 117
Taneas.May 11
LAS Angeles 110. San Antonio 1111
Angeles leads series 2-0

ham.May 21 .
Les meets at Sao Ankeny, n. iI
necessary
andey,1day 13
Sea Antonio at Los Meeks. TEA.
if
necessary

NEW YORK JETS—Signed Dwayoe
Crutchfield, rumba back Waived Marty
Weisel, tailbacks, Fred hes, kicker,
Jae Bock center, Phil Nelms tight end.
and Wayne Washington,tackle
WASHINGTON REDSKINS—Signed
Dwayne Dloughy, Ught end, Reale
Evart, wide receiver Mike Jeans
ponder; Rick Jones, guard. Bruce Kittle,
par& Tim Normals teak. Bennie
Smith, defensive tackle, and Lam
Williams,defensive back
TUCSON, Arts. AP 1 — New York
Giants masa bad Larry Heater was
placed on two years' unsupervised
probates and ordered to pay Men to
floes and malaise for defrauding the

Satimairs Game
Las Angeles at Sas Antonio,
Iiinairs Gans
San Anima at Las Angeles,
111101,111Ary

.

"

), if

city if Team
Hester pleaded sway to three cads at
filing a false instrument with the city to
intake psychedm he dial awn, mil me
coma of camaracy to file false instruments
He originally was leaded on 411 counts
at fraud, theft and false flaw The
remittal{ charges were esionsed by the
state attorney general is enchaege he
Heaters guilty plea
COLLMGE
WEST LIBERTY STATE—
the resignation at Jim Wilson, head
baseball coach Named Robert Mc
Caessughey bead baseball coach

Hockey playoffs
Natiseal Saeley Lamm
litiyoffs At A Glance
By The Assecialed Press
Maas,ca,Fasts
Bosta Seim
Setaday's Game
NY Islandersa Vancouver 5,OT
TaldwesGame
N.Y Islanders 2, Vancouver 0, Nets
York leads series 24
Mindoy,May 1.1

N V !Seeders at Vancouver
Saulay,May If
N Y Islanders at Vancouver
Tusloy,May U
Vancouver at N Y Islanders. if
MCISSary
llorsioy. Kay 11
N Y Islanders at Vancouver, if
necessary
Niorday.May0
Vancouver at N Y Islanders. if
111011611iry

Hendon's Service Station
Murray

753 1921

zr Make sure the comparison statement
you get is accurate, Let your present agent
verify it!
If you are advised to buy term and invest the difference, find out if the investment returns are guaranteed or are
estimated. Your present agent or company
normally can offer similar products if
replacement is, in fact, in your best interest.

FIND OUT WHO
YOU'RE DEALING WITH
„Af approached about your policies,
find out who the agent works for, how long
he has been working, what training he has
received, and what sort of license he holds.
- The term insurance offered to you may
actually be modified whole life. If this is the
case, ask why, if whole life is so
undesirable he is offering a type of term insurance thaniconvertible to whole life.
_Finally, remember that good life insurance service is more than an agent selling a policy and never seeing the customer
again. If you don't know insurance, know
your agent and his qualifications.

Listed below ere the current members of the Murray Association of

tAs.

••

Wedneray. May If
Philadelphia at Boston In)
Friday, May 13
Boston at Philadelphia.
if
0130121114117
Itimeloy, May MI
Philadelphia at Boston, TBA, if
necessary

MURRAY ASSOCIATION
OF LIFE UNDERWRITERS

•

e •

2/
1
2
3
6/
1
2
10/
1
2
10/
1
2

Transactions

Policy replacement is frequently
detrimental to policyowners. The agent
who calls and claims he can save you
money — or "make you rich in a few
years." — by replacing your policy with
another one often misrepresents both your
policy and the policy he is selling.
The Murray Association cannot advise
consumers which insurance program to
purchase, but offers these suggestions to
policy owners who have been urged to
replace their life insurance.
LH you are asked to replace a policy,
contact the agent with whom you regularly
do business.

WHOLESALE
ELECTRIC
SUPPLY CO

.41

Baskiaboll Ainsciatten
Myna At A Gimes
By Me Associated Prom
oOKFERFACE FINALS
Badslams
01.16111101
assilny. May
Boston 121, Philadelphia 111
Wodmesday's Gomm
Philadelphia 121, Batas 113, series tied
1-1
Saarday's Game
Boston at Philadelphia
&maysGime
Boston at Philadelphia

POLICY REPLACEMENT
CAN BE DETRIMENTAL

$9.95

4.4 •

3/
1
2
4/
1
2
6/
1
2
7/
1
2
8
9/
1
2

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Eastern Division
W
L
Pct. GB
St. Louis
20
12
625 —
New York
16
15
516 3½
Philadelphia
15
15
500 4
Montreal
13
15
464 5
Pittsburgh
12
16
429 6
Chicago
12
19
.387 7/
1
2
Western Midas
Atlanta
21
10
.6T7 —
San Diego
16
13
.552 4
Los Angeles
16
16
.500 5/
1
2
San Francisco
15
17
1
2
.409 6/
Houston
14
18
438 71,4
Cincinnati
13
17
433 7½
Wedneaday's Games
Atlanta 6,Chicago 3
San Francisco 3, Montreal 2
Philadelphia 11, Los Angeles 3
San Diego at New York. ppd., rain
Only games scheduled

Pro basketball

The Murray Association of Life Underwriters, which represents the large majority of life insurance agents in this community, has purchased this newspaper space to
bring a matter of great concern to the attention of owners of life insurance policies
in Western Kentucky.
Many of you may have read the article
that appeared in this newspaper on May 4,
1982, warning life insurance policyowners
about replacement practices already being
used in this area.

This 52" Fan
Starts At Only
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TO ALL LIFE INSURANCE POLICYOWNERS...

To Introduce Our Ceiling Fan DisPlay Featuring
Over 18 Different Fans In Our Showro m

:...7e.reW'Irsnr:!irr‘

New York 6, California 5
Cleveland 8, Seattle 5

PUBLIC WARNING

Bunt ...

•

-Aity.

CALL US TO BUFF MIRROR GLAZE 8. WAX YOUR
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES.

Saturday's Preakness
Clark caused con- Preakness didn't fit his
at Pimlico.
sternation in some plans.
"I'd like to have the circles when he
Chick Lang,
horse talk," the 77- skipped the 11
/
4-mile Pimlico's general
year-old Clark said Kentucky Derby after manager, is unhappy
with a smile Wed- Linkage won the 1'18- about the decision of
nesday. "He'd do a mile Blue Grass at Gregson and Arthur B.
better job that I do." —Keeneland April 72, Hancock III and Leone
just two days after Peters, owners of Gato
Derby favorite Timely Del Sol, but he has kept
Writer underwent his sense of humor.
surgery for an ab"Lenny Goodman
dominal problem.
(agent for jockey Jeff
Injury and illness to Fell) told me he talked
several top Derby to Gato Del Sol
hopefuls and Clark's yesterday and the
decision to skip the horse is very upset he
race led to a 19-horse is not coming,". Lang
field for the Derby.
Linkage is expected
to have seven rivals in
the 8200,000-added
Preakness. Five of
them raced in the
Derby — Laser Light,
who was second;
Reinvested, third;
FORT KNOX, Ky.
Water Bank, fourth;
the filly Cupecoy's Joy, (AP) — Bruce
10th, and Bold Style, Oldenick of Boone
County fired a 75
16th.
Wednesday to take a
Two others who were
one-stroke victory over
not in the Derby, are
two other golfers in the
Aloma's Ruler, winner
Kentucky Boy's State
of last Saturday's oneHigh School Golf
mile Withers at
Aqueduct last Satur- Championship.
Oldenick, who shot a
day, and Cut Away,
winner of a 1 1-16-mile 74 in Tuesday's
allowance race at opening round,
POWDER PUFFERS — Calloway County High
finished with a 36-hole
Churchill Downs on
School will sponsor a Powder Puff flag football
total of 149, 5-over-par
Derby Day.
game, Friday at 7 p.m. at Laker Stadium. The
"I hated to pass up for the Lindsey Golf
junior and senior girls will play against the
the Derby, really," Course.
Rob McNamara of
freshman and sophomore girls in a fund-raising
Clark said Wednesday,
game ($1 admission) for the Laker Booster Club.
adding that he did Frankfort Western
simply because it Hills and Scott Miller
Coaching the teams will be members of the Laker
didn't fit into his plans of Hazard each
varsity football team. Above, upperclassman coach
finished regulation
Linkage.
for
Bob Waters teaches Tammy Turner the finer points
play at 6-over-par 150,
of pass blocking.
Now Clark, who but McNamara
admits he doesn't care claimed second by
for the hulabaloo winning a playoff.
suround the Derby,
McNamara had a 75
finds himself the on Wednesday and
center of attention at Miller a 74.
(Cont.From Page 10)
Steve Pritchett, who
rest." He added there are Pimlico, not only
because Linkage
had shared the lead
did a real good job and "a couple of other pit- favored to win the 1 is
3- after the first round,
they backed him up real chers we could go with," 16-mile Preakness, but managed only a 77
however, "a day of rain because Gato Del Sol, Wednesd
well."
ay to finish
Dewayne Taylor, a never hurt anybody," the Derby winner is not two shots back at 151.
sophomore, went the suggesting he would be here.
Jay Ray of Louisville
Gato Del Sol, beaten Pleasure Ridge Park
distance for the win to im- happy to throw Joiner
by 51
/
2 lengths by and Lloyd Brown of
with two days rest.
prove his record to 6-0.
Linkage in the Blue Shelby County tied at
Stevens acknowledged
1 2 3 4 5 11 7 T
153.
CHRISTIAN CO.
1 0 2 II 4 5 13 Grass, is at Belmont
his 21-2 opponents "were CALDWELL
CO.
I 2 0 I I I I 2 Park preparing for the
In team competition,
pretty tough," but added
HITS — CHR 7. CAL 5.
1½
Belmon
-mile
t
Louisvill
e St. Xavier
ERRORS
—
CHR
2,CAL .
his team was leading
recorded a two-day
WP — T.yIsr (114). LP — Nelson (5- Stakes June 5. Trainer
them earlier in the year 3).
Ed Gregson says the total of 651, three shots
when a last inning error
swung the game in favor
of Christian County.
Christian County coach
Lynn Colley said
Johnson's bunt around
•
the bases was the game's
pivotal play, and also
stated his team felt relaxed after struggling for
two hits and a 1-0 win
Tuesday over Marshall
County.
"Since we were lucky
enough to win yesterday," he said. "The boys
were kind of relaxed."
However, he said they
needed no pep talk after
the close call against
Marshall. "These boys
are veterans. They're
ready to play most of the
time."
Colley said he is
undecided about his pitcher for today's 3:30 p.m.
championship game
against Murray High, but
added there is
good.
chance.David Joiner will
II
be on the mound.
Joiner pitched Tuesday, but the coach said,
146"144.0.,
"He is our ace, and he
rt/
voo‘
206 E Main 753-8194
can go with one day's

-

Where Good Service is a 42 Year
Family Tradition'

Let Us Service and Maintain Your Vehicle!

BALTIMORE (AP)
— Henry Clark is a
quiet man who doesn't
seek the kind of attention being thrust on
him this week as the
trainer of Linkage,
who is favored to win

•

- Hendon's Service Station

66

Oldendick, St.Xavier
win state golf titles

,

„

Phillips

Linkage can't talk, but will run in Preakness

•

SCOREBOARD

Jerry R. Davis
James H. Green
Rose M. Gregory
Don Henry
James R. Jackson
David R. King
_
R.- Adel, Kepchella
RoberiTough •
Gene Miller
Bobby Joe Nanney

Life Underwriters.

John D. Roberts
Jane H. Rogers
James A. Schwartz
Tim Scruggs
David Travis
Maxl. Underwood
Jamie D. Washer
James D. Willoeghby
Robert Wittenbarger

•

-•••
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Return of 3-D movies

AT

•-•-4

OV
By KENT FORRESTER
Comin' at Ya, the first
widely-distributed 3-D
movie since the golden
year of 3-D, 1953, is even
more self-conscious than
Bwana Devil was.
WEBELOS CUB SCOUTS of Pack 57 received the Arrow of Light award, highest (Remember Bwana
rank in the program, on May 6. These boys were honored for their outstancing Devil, when you first donachievements in citizenship, sportsmanship and development of their character ned red and green-lensed
and spiritual life. Pictured, left to right, front row, Cub Scouts Chip Adams, Bill paper glasses and,for the
Farxirich, Mike Brock, Lance Allison and Chad Hendren,back row, Webelos Den first time in your life, saw
stereoscopic effects and
Leaders Glen Hendren and Harry Allison.

rigla

full frontal male nudity
(dancing African natives
count, don't they?) and
how you exclaimed, as
you emerged from the
theater, "I've seen the
future, and it works!" Actually, only the nudity
was the future: 3-D died
that same year and its

rebirth in 1982 is only
temporary, believe me.)
But I digress. Comin'at
Ya, as you can tell from
its title, is very selfconsciously 3-D.
Characters slow down,
sometimes even 'stop
what they're doing, to
throw things at us. (This

HURRY!SALE ENDS SATURDAY

A N AL HOUSE PAINT SALE
$700

OFF

A-100'
Flat Latex
House Paint

) per gal.

reg. $1799 gal.
Top quality exterior
latex flat paint

A-100' Gloss Latex House Paint
reg. S18.99 gal. SALE $11.99 gal.

all&trirn

Classic 99' Flat Latex Wall Paint

$

99

reg. $1699 gal.

.e)

gal. Top quality interior latex finish

()ne Goat Easy APPlicat'`''1,
,,;,11101'in Appearance VVasillt":
Ithstands Scrubbing &

• Latex Satin Enamel- reg. $1 7.99 gal. SALE $10.99
• Alkyd Satin Enamel- reg. $22.99 gal. SALE 515.99
• Flat Latex Ceiling Paint - reg. S14.99 gal. SALE $8.99

Scholarship recipient announced

THE $50.000 MORTGAGE PAYOFF

The best paint we've ever made!
SuperPainr
Interior Latex
Flat Wall Paint

The opportunity
of a lifetime
waits for you when
you enter your
Sherwin-Williams store.
You could be one of
32,000 instant winners.

SuperPaintv
Exterior Latex
Flat House Paint

reg. $19.99 gal

reg. $20.99 gal.

NOW $12.99

NOW $13.99
Gloss
Latex House Paint
reg. $21.99 gal.

NOW $14.99
All paint shown otters one coat coverage, applied as &retied
Guarantee or Limited Warranty on all Sherwin-Williams coatings See label

No purchase necessary.
for details

__-

• Alautit
4
0
.
1
30% & 50% OFF

1111111111111111111111111■11111111111111W

it a mail
•sessassa SIM% VI
Selected
designer patterns $2.99 to
$10.99 single roll.
reg 53.99-51799
All patterns available
In stock or by
special order.

reg. price
Perfect Touch "
Custom Woven Woods

M

lomm imm
M Sism
Min
rose mmm

m.o.*

Mortgage paid up to $50000 or $50000 cash

5 FIRST PRIZES:

SALE $99.99

roma

10 SECOND PRIZES:

by Werner'

-

Acrylic Latex Caulk
reg. $2.29 SALE $1.39
Pro Val- Brushes 2"to 4"sizes
reg. 56.49-512.49
SALE 53.49-57.99 ea
Installation
extra

Leland Hurley, a Detroit
construction executive
and native of Marshall
County.
Van Ness was awarded
the scholarship that is
designated for a Murray
State graduate who
demonstrates the ability
to succeed in a professional field and who will
proceed without delay
toward an advanced
degree.
The Spann Scholarship
i'as established in 1980 in
memory of one of Murray
State's longtime biology
teachers. It is for
qualified pre-medicl and
pre-dental students at
Murray State who have
been accepted for
graduate work at a
medical or dental school.
The awards are among
honorary, memorial and
alumni scholarships
which have been made
this spring through the
Murray State Alumni
Association and totaling
$62,275 for the 1982-83
academic year.
Included are 30 awards
which have gone to high
school seniors through
the association's Century
Club scholarship progrant which is supported
by $100 donations from
businesses and individuals.
1

100 THIRD PRIZES:
$150 Shopping Spree Certificates
100 FOURTH PRIZES:

IIMPOM 4S•SI
Punkas* Poem,

3.800 FIFTH PRIZES:

• •••
Moat
901•474•11134

95

Sherwin-Williams T-Shirt

27.984 SIXTH PRIZES:
Sherwin-Williams Flying Disc

FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT $7

You may obtain a free game piece and official
rules at participating Sherwin-Williams
stores or by writing to "$50,000 Mortgage
Payoff': P.O. Box 2731, Wegtbury, New
York 11591. Vold where prohibited

kelopees Seep & Sa&ed Sac
DM* & Dessert
ex yew may mem hem our full maw

Southside Shopping Center
So. 12th St.
--753-3321

ompan,,

'

South Fultoo, Tn.

1 gallon of SuperPaint'

BUFFET

BIRTHDAY PARTIES
C 19112. The Sherwin-wilioarns

-

BARN
RESTAURANT
& STABLE

Dream rooms up to $1.000 each

reg. $44.99
• 16 to 28'extension ladders
at fantastic savings

• I,

Neal J. Van Ness of
Murray, formerly of
Marion, Ind., a 1982
graduating senior at Murray State University, has
been named the recipient
of two Alumni Association scholarships totaling
$2,300 for graduate study
in medicine.
He has been awarded
the $1,800 James L.
Hurley Memorial
Scholarship and the $500
Liza Spann Memorial
Scholarship. Van Ness
will enroll at the University of Louisville School
of Medicine in the fall in
preparation for a career
as a physician.
A graduate of Marion
(Ind.) High School, Van
Ness has earned recognition on the Dean's List
several semesters at
Murray State. He has
been a member of the
Pre-Med Club and has
worked as a laboratory
assistant in biological
sciences, his major field.
He is married and the
father of two small
children.
The Hurley scholarship
program, which also
funds scholarships for an
incoming freshman and
for undergraduates at
Murray State, is based on
a $200,000 gift to the
university from the
estate of the late James

Mortgage paid for two years. up to $600 per month

•6'step ladder SALE $31.99

"."
Mm • mm
Om.

Come in today.
Get a Free Game Piece.
You could be a winner!
GRAND PRIZE:

Aluminum
Ladders

reg. price
Levolor
1" Metal Blinds

ram NM.
•Bm. MM.
•••••
woo
woo MOP ••••
woo

In sloe% not avadatee at all stores. WalkoverOne weeded In double and triple rolls

a

SAVE!30% OFF

20%-40% OFF
reg. price per roll
"Famous Name"
wallcoverIng books.

Pulsar""

Electric Airless
Sprayer
reg. $129.99

movie loves the beans ef- eyes will cross, and then
fect; it drops them on us they'll be stuck that way
three different times.) for the rest of your life.
Perhaps I'm getting too
Hot pokers, apple peelings, darts, arrows, gun old for this kind of thing. I
barrels, ropes,and even a don't think it's fair to ask
baby's bottom - me to go through the 3-D
everything this movie's craze again. I went
got, especially long and through it in 1953 when
thin things, it hurls at us, Red and I ran to the
while we sit feeling Tower Theater in Los
rather silly in our little Angeles to see Bwana
Devil (which starred
paper glasses.
The movie even Robert Stack, by the
reviews its 3-D effects for way), House of Wax (my
us after the plot is finish- 3-D favorite), and Fort Ti
ed. Not only do we get the (more Indian spears, but
beans in our faces again, no beans). The craze
but a kid who wasn't even lasted only one year
in the movie comes out before it crashed to the
and blows bubbles at us. ground, and a lot of
Comin' at Ya really theater owners were
knows we're out there stuck with all those extra
panting for 3-D effects, cameras. (It took two
and it is childishly eager cameras to project a 3-D
to please. Unfortunately, film then). At least this
everything else takes a time the theater owners
back seat, including the 'don't have to buy extra
cameras; the 1982 proplot and plausibility.
Let me illustrate. At cess takes only a single
one point in the movie the camera, though it does
bad guys find one of their take a special lens which
cohorts tied up and being is rented to the theaters
eaten by big rats. "My by the film production
God, get me out of here companies.
Obviously, the plot of
quick!" the poor guy
screams. His friends then Comin at Ya is a seconslowly pluck the rats off, dary thing then the movie
one by one, and fling is the first mass-released
them at us in the au- 3-D film in 30 years.
dience. The guy being (There was a flurry of
eaten by the rats has to limited release triple-X 3wait patiently for us to D movies in the late
get our 3-D thrills before 1970s.) But for those of
he can be untied and de- you who are curious, the
movie is about a terriblyratted.
The effects are startl- wronged cowboy who
ing. Spears project way slaughters a gang of
out into the audience, and white slavers by
when characters throw shooting, stabbing, and
things at us- which they dynamiting them.
do every few minutes - Hopelessly optimistic, I
it's impossible not to eagerly await the next 3flinch.
D movie to reach MurBut while the 3-D ef- ray. All I know is that it's
fects are startling, they called Parasite and it's
.are also troublesome. For about a toothy alien
one thing, the action creature that gestates inseems unable to move side humans and then
across the screen very eats its way out. I can
fast without causing us already See the hungry
headaches. As a result, little beast popping out inmost of the action moves to the audience. Comin'
up and back, never at ya!
sideways. Moreover, Conlin'at Ya's R rating
every time you tilt your is due mainly to explicit
head a few degrees off violence chullets splatter
plumb, the whole screen when they hit torsos),
gets blurry. That means, though there is one brief
girls, that if you lean your shot of a woman's breasts
head on your boyfriend's and some coarse
shoulder too long, your language.

cheep* p an;
available

May lst *no
May 31-St
. Free birthday dinner to honoree with party of 4
or more dineers. Our way of _saYinSL"FfoPPY _
Birthday." (Proof of May. birthdate required..driver's license or birth certificate.)
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New officers installed
of school FHA meeting
In the final meeting of
the school year, Lynne
Loberger, outgoing president of Murray High
School's chapter of
Future Homemakers of
America, handed the
gavel to new president
Melanie Roos.
New officers also were
installed during the
meetings. All senior officers were recognized
and several awards also
were presented.
FHA members receiv-

4110.

ing scholarships include
Loberger, board of
regents and Vaughn\
'Williamson
scholarships;
Laura Ann Sears, Ruby
Simpson and alumni
scholarship to Western
Kentucky; Teresa Suitor,
board of regents scholarship; Paulette Kelly,
board of regents scholarship; Gina Shipley,
Kentucky -Tennessee
Distributors scholarship;
and Carol Beaman, board
of regents and Ruby
Simpson scholarships.

-

EN!SR OFFICERS — 1981-82 senior officers of Murray High's Future
Homemakers of America include (from left, front row) Paulette Kelly,first vice
president; Lynne Loberger, president; Carol Beaman, second vice president;
Laura Anne Sears, parliamentarian; (back row) Tina Swift, historian; Teresa
Suitor, secretary; and Gina Shipley,treasurer.

PRESIDENTS — Lynne Loberger (left), outgoing Future Homemakers of
America president, hands over the gavel to new president Melanie Roos.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY. MAY 14, 1982
What kind of day will tomor- day. Don't promise more than
row be? To find out what the you can deliver. Creativity
stars say, read the forecast and romance are accented.
given for your birth Sign.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19) V
ARIES
Unrealistic financial pro(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
posals surround you. Steer
Not everything you hear clear of dubious deals. Enjoy
now will be true, but you'll still shopping for the home and
make a wonderful impression entertaining friends.
on others. Popularity in- AQUARIUS
creases.
(Jan.20th Feb. 18) '
1.^.•
TAURUS
A higher-up may be ex(Apr.20toMay 20)
travagant in his promises.
Additional research is re- Local visits have romantic
quired concerning a dubious overtones. Write love letters.
career proposition. You'll help Express your feelings.
others in unseen ways. The NSCEs
evening is romantic.
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
GEMINI
noly" Face reality and curb
( May 21 to June 20)
escapist tendencies. Don't
Despite some vagueness in withdraw into your private
plans, you'll have a good time dream world. Small getin the company of others this togethers are favored.
evening. Travel leads to YOU BORN TODAY dislike
romance.
routine work and are'
CANCER
somewhat adventurous. More
(June 21 to July 22) 0c•-•
,intellectually inclined than the
You'll make a favorable Em- typical member of your sign,
pression on higher-ups. Watch you may be drawn to science
extravagance and keep and research.
security goals in mind. Charm
brings results.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
A close friend may not keep
promises, but affection still
comes your way. Loved ones
will enjoy extra-special
A five hour conference
closeness now.
on "Pulmonary Disease”
VIRGO
will be presented by
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
It's unlike you, but you may David Pennamen, Direcoverlook important details tor, Respiratory Therapy
related to your job. Mixing Technician Program of
business and pleasure proves the Health Occupations
beneficial.
School, Madisonville, and
LIBRA
Dr. Ralph Altiere of the
23 to Oct. 22) —
Carefree moments are University of Kentucky
yours today. Avoid a tendency College of Pharmacy at 9
to waste money, but do enjoy a.m., Sunday, May 23, at
happy times with loved ones the Kentucky Dam
after work.
Village Resort Park,
SCORPIO
. Gilbertsville.
rfue
lic
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
The conference carries
You tend to let domestic a $40 preregistration fee
duties slide now,
beu„
_and your and offers 0.5 continuing
ludgrnent
Aina purchase.L e.,,,u
education unit credit.
purchase.
a
For more information,
affairs are favored.
contact the continuing
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22toDec.21) eltefr pharmaceutical educaA moment of embarrass- tion office at UK (606)
ment could come early in the 257-3170.

er

NEW OFFICERS — Murray High's Future Homemakers of America officers
for the 1982-83 school year are (from left, front row) Holly Knight, historian;
Alison Sears, secretary; Lisa Wilson, first vice president; Melanie Roos, president; Denise Eversmeyer, second vice president; Kim Oles, treasurer; Patty
Kelly, parliamentarian; (back row) Lillian Olazabal, scholarship chairman;
Vonriie Hays, reporter; Teresa Tinsley, song leader; Sheri Swift, recreation
leader; Amy Roos, devotion leader; and Gaye Smith, honor roll chairman.

CHAIRMEN — Special events chairman for the upcoming school year are
(from left) Kim Greer, awards night banquet; Emily Apperson, Daddy Date
Night Banquet; and Caroline Schoenfeldt, dance committee chairman.
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Save '22.07 on This Deluxe
AM/FM Stereo Clock Radio!

Mobile CB With Channel 9and 19
Priority Switch Slashed 42%

Chronomatice-223 by Realistic

TRC-422A by Realistic!

„Sept.

621

Harrell's Farm & Home Supply
Calloway County's Complete Farm Supply Store

Hwy. 94 E.

753-7862

Murray

Getting
settled
made
simple.
New-town dilemmas fade after a
WELCOME WAGON call.
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
it's my iob to help you make the most of
your new neighborhood. Shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots of tips to save you time and
money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family
I'll be listening for your call

-Irefamte sok
Mary
Hamilton
Asst.
753-5570

toe

,
414

'09

NM,

96 60 -

nit eo trio 120
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Cut
32%

Buy a new Hahn mower,
get $150 off or a free grass catcher.

—
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GOOD DEAL.
During our special sale, the choice is up to you
Take the $150 off or the free grass catcher
Either
way, it's an already good deal
made even better.
)
ktr"-i
s
Our mowers have fivespeed transmissions, pivoting front axles, floating
decks and are powered
by synchro-balanced
Briggs & Stratton
engines. They're built
tough, to handle
tough chores. But still give
your lawn a smooth, more even cut.
Come on by and see the good deals for yourself
But hurry. ifflamiltni

92

• Twin 3" Speakers for
Superb Stereo Sound

• LED Time Display With
High/Low Dimmer

Hurry in for $22.07 in savings! Start your day with your choice of radio or
buzzer alarm! Set the sleep control to doze off to music with auto-shutoff. Tap
the snooze bar for a few extra minutes rest. Clock has LED PM arid Wake indicators. Radio features FM-AFC, stereo indicator, stereo headphone jack.
#12-1530
No,

4-Key-Memory
Calculator Radio
EC-270 by
Shack

95
Reg.
119.95

Never Drive "Alone" Again!

Save BIG on one of our most popular sets! Get help or directions fast
with instant access to Emergency Channel 9 and Highway Information
Channel 19. Features LED channel readout, lighted S/RF meter. Add an
external speaker and it's a mobile PA, too! With lock-plug mike, underdash mounting hardware. #21-1503

Portable Cassette Recorder With
Built-In Microphone—Save '18.07
CTR-37 by Realistic

39% r795
Off I

Save
$50

Reg. 12.95

Battenes extra

Features easy-to-use front-panel metric conversion chart. Percent and
square root keys, floating decimal.
8-digit LCD display. With carry pouch. #65-677

Feature-packed! Auto-Level and electret mike for "fumblefree" recording. Counter helps locate tape sections quickly.
Auto-Stop saves on batteries. Battery/record LED indicator.
Jacks for remote mike, aux, earphone (incl.). AC/battery operation. #14-806 Batteries extra

Jai s.m1.4..ta&.
By Realistic

Tailor your hi-ti's sound to your tastes
or room's acoustics. Ten controls
boost or cut response by up to 12 dB
at 60, 240, 1000, 3500 and 10,000 Hz
E0 bypass pushbutton for instant
comparison to input. #31-1988

King
Kathryn Outland 753-3079' Inifeborg
Asst.
Hostess
492-8348

Folding LCD Quartz Travel
Alarm Clock By Micronta'

Ultracompact —travel -light" and
still be on time! AM, PM and alarm
indicators. 24-hour alarm Frontmounted controls for time and
alarm-set, alarm on/off. With battery. rf63-702

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio Meek Store or Dealer Nearest You

PRICES MAY VARY Al INDIVIDUAL STORES AND DEALERS
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Miller feels kingmaker role
in state politics overstated

-

OWENSBORO, Ky.
(AP) — J.R. Miller
laughs at the notion he is
a kingmakerid"Rentucky
politics.
Despite the fact he has
been instrumental in the
campaigns of Wendell
Ford, perhaps the most
popular politician in the
state, Miller claims his
role has been overstated.
Miller says he -never
contributed as much to
his success as I've been
given credit for."
Ford, he says, is "the
most popular public official I've known since
I've been in politics."
Now, Miller is using his
impressive political savvy to help another gubernatorial candidate and,
he says,she's got a pretty
good shot.
In an interview with the
Owensboro MessengerInquirer, Miller said Lt.
Gov. Martha Layne Collins has a good shot at the
job.
"I brought her into
politics," Miller said of
Mrs. Collins. "If one vote
would get her elected,
she'd have it from me."
In the interview, which
appeared in Wednesday
editions, Miller ranked
several potential opponents of Mrs.Collins.
Harvey Sloane, who
ran second to John Y.
Brown Jr. in 1979, has
been quietly letting it be
known he's interested in
the job, Miller said. "I
,find Harvey's tracks

-

-4

PET OF THE WEEK — This black schnanzer
mixed female needs a home. She is available for
adoption at the Calloway County Animal Shelter at
103 E. Sycamore which is operated by the Humane
Society. The Animal Shelter is now open from 8
a.m. to noon and 14 p.m. Monday through Saturday. For further 'information call 759-4141. The
Shelter also has many kittens from six-weeks old
.and older. They need a good home.
SALE ENDS
MAY 31, 1982
E C1-10
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Model GT200A

WEED & GRASS TRIMMER
41101
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around. I'd say he and
Martha Layne have the
most potential."
Miller said he doubts
recent rumors of Ford
running for governor
again in 1983.
"If he's going to run, he
hasn't asked my support
and I don't know of
anyone else he has asked
to support him either,"
said Miller, who is in a
position to know. He
managed Ford's successful campaigns for
lieutenant governer in
1967 and did it again for
the governorship in 1971.
Even so, Miller said
Ford feels like "a rabbit
in a briarpatch" in
Washington and would
like to come back to Kentucky as governor someday. Miller said a more
likely scenario is for Ford
to complete the four
years left in his Senate
term and take a look at
1987.
As for another former
governor, Miller said,
"I've heard the rumors
but I can't see Julian
( Carroll) getting back in
the governor's race."
Some of the people in
the Brown administration
have been mentioned as
possible candidates, but
Miller discounts their
chances because the
governor has effectively
cut his ties with the old
courthouse and precinct
crowd.
Two of the most frequently mentioned names

are Grady Stumbo,
secretary of the giant
Department for Human
Resources, and George
Atkins, who is now
secretary of the governor's cabinet.
On Stumbo: "I don't
see Grady as a threat ( to
Mrs. Collins). I have
made some forays into
the mountains(of eastern
Kentucky, where Stumbo
is from) to study his
strength and he has no
strong base of support."
On Atkins, who ran unsuccessfully in 1979: "If
George ever had a chance
to be governor it was then
and he ran out of money.
It takes a tremendous
amount of money to run
for governor these days
and I don't think George
can get it."
On the other side of the
political fence, Miller
says, "Republicans don't
consult ale on their
plans."
Among the leading contenders, though, Miller
notes that Jefferson
County Judge-Executive
Mitch McConnell has
already expressed an interest in the Senate in
1984 and state Sen. Jim
Bunning, R-Fort Thomas,
is not well known but has
potential for the future.
"He's very intellectual
and very conservative,"
Miller said of the former
big league pitcher. "But
he fneeds more experiSnce. He can't run on
his sports background:"

Caribbean
Cruise

BEGLEY'S

. ormill11117
406...
PLANNING TRIP — Jeremy White, president of the Youth Council, Wayne
Cathey, puppet director, and Milton Gresham, youth director of Memorial Baptist Church, make plans for the "FREE"car wash at the University Gulf Station
at 5-Points on Saturday, May IS, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Members of the Youth
Group are securing pledges from individuals for each car to be washed. Proceeds from the car wash will be used to provide transportation and expenses for
a Mission Tour of Eastern Kentucky during the first week of June. Nineteen
young people will be participating in singing, playing of handbells, testimonies
and preaching in various churches on the tour. On the return trip, the group will
spend one day at the World Fair in Knoxville, Tn.

THE ACES®
"Circumstances are the
rulers of the weak; they are
but the instruments of the
wise.- — Samuel Lover.
• ''''''''" • •

The play in today's interesting no trump game can
follow several lines, depending upon circumstances. If
South is a poor declarer, he
can throw the game away
even against an imprefct
defense by East. If East is a
good player, he can beat the
game regardless of what
South'does.
West leads the heart eight
and East plays the jack to
avoid giving up a cheap
NORTH
5-13-A
trick. If South wins, he loses
•AKQ
•5 4
his game. West wins the
•K QJ
club king in time- to lead his
•Q J 1098
last heart and East estabEAST
lishes three heart winners WEST
•8 4
while he still has the club •9 6 5 3 2
82
111 K Q J 7 3
ace.
•9 6 5 3
•7 4 2
The game makes if South 4 K 3
.1411
allows East's heart jack to
SOUTH
win the first trick. South
•J 10 7
wins the next heart as
•A 1096
•A 108
cheaply as possible and
•7 4 2
starts clubs. Now when
Vulnerable: Both Dealer
West wins his club king, he
has no hearts and South has North The bidding:

Winner!

DRUG STORES

PRICES GOOD THRU MAY173h
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rThink Begley's forN

Kleenex

L'OREAL
CREME Et PEALE LIPSTICK
Choose from an
amortment of
colors and Wades

Reg 3 75

7.-

Jasmine

1/05

si99

Savings

''

99

moisturizer for dry sal
chafed skin It lubricates the
I skin to a nmre now* milky
ornocoltemos 4,000 IU, 4 an

Save Money with
Begley Products
Begley's

Baby Powder
f••••••• S

VOMIKV soft baby powder
lor temporary relief of dietai
ashes and other skin irritations
141 oz.

42

Rattail

Paper Plate Molders

884

Crest for prams
or me at norm.
Package ot 4 pates

We Care About Your

Good Health
Teldrin

139
•.,0•• -
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fopriltr*

Caldecort

si29

Reg 1 83
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$339

Ladies Famolare,
$1995
White Leather Duty Shoes
Lace-Up
Casuals
Other
Famolare
$199$

Dress And
Casual Shoes

$99

price you pay

Western
Boots

Acme, Dingo,
Levi, Texas,
Durango
Sizes 6Y2 to 13

Polaroid

Garbage Ca.

One Group Ladies

Boots

SOO Color Files
911

$1 49$

mfgers. rebate — 1110
actual cost

8
"

Film Developing

s19 /

Wallet Size
OLOR PRINTS

Tennis
Shoes

$1 4-$1 6-$18 $25
Men's

2/1•°1..

Met&

Bata
Leather

New Shipment
Of Men's

Two twin bads ditposable razors with
one push calming 2 twin pocks for a dollar

Pire ix arts VI,ap

'1795

e''

Schick

Ultrex

Reg 476

Sturd
"
yGALL
. gavervaisg
°°4
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"
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Famolare Sandals

Rap 329

A greaseless cream with hydrocortisone
lor the temporary relief of minor rashes.
skin ingesions, and itching. 14 ar tube

High potency multivitamin
rnultimineral formula
Ilona of 100 nom '
'

Send bridge questions to The Aces.
P0 Box 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225.
with self-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply

- k
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Centra-Vite
MO.'grew•
MA ?MINI.
IONATEN/011.0a
1,001•1.••

ANSWER:Pass. North
knows about the five card
suit and has chosen no
trumps. South has a good
hand for use at no trump.

Our low
price/ are
4*;
. tiled.. Derraebihreciairt,

12-HOUR ALLERGY RELIEF
Teldrin's time-release capsules ream runnY
nosier sneezing and itchy *May eyee
Boa of 20

Begley's

Seem energy by ming only the
voltage you need Soh-Mw.
ammo 'educes pare
50.100-150 wan Ight

•K Q 7 3
•7 4 2
4A 65
North South
317
1 NT
3 NT
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Natural Life
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Vitamin I
Moisturising Creme
This unique moaturang $

5-13-B
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Countryside Nursery:11

, Rd.
1907 Coldwater

memo is ari eicellent

South holds

*t

HOT CA. TREATMENT

TANI
,
4'1 44
(WM •T
l

Bid with The Aces

Countryside Nursery & _
The Country !r ore

Mouthwash & Gargle
24 oz

Alberto

A salon formal for
runotously bestitiful hew
COMM 2 beeernants
5 fluid oz each

this story? It you make pkrut
plays against poor players,
you may likely get away
with it. Against good players, you either find the best
play or be ready to pay the
price

Refreshments Will Be Served
Fri. Sat. 8-58 Sun. 1-5
Drawing at 5:00 Sun.

ght Blooming

Seedless Raisins
15 oz

West
Pass
Pass

Opening lead: Heart eight

Grand Opening
• 10% Off Everything

From The
Country Store

$999
Joyan

SPRAY MST
.s dm true sensuality&
thai
amnia Wier a end
the weirrith
.
sionsuatity 1P
499
and sacinsment thet only the
Reg. 6.00
13. oz.
night can bring.

South
I NT
Pass

Register For
25
' Gift
'25 Gift
Certificate
Certificate

Beauty Aids
L'artiste Lipstick

East
111
Pass

6)
41%4

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

Choose Any Two

North
14
3 NT

at
z ‘ik"
fifft
t
,,at
i,

Sandra Rice
Corbin, Kentucky

Central Shopping Center Hwy.641 N. Murray 753-4025 Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun. 12-6

BOBBY WOLFF

time to establish clubs
before East's hearts are
ready to run.
East can assure the
game's defeat if he refuses
to play any high heart on the
first trick. South is forced to
take his delayed heart
winner early and the timing
is ruined for an effective
hold-up play. When South
leads clubs, West can win
and lead his second heart to
one of East's honors and
South cannot prevent East
from establishing his suit
while he still has the club
ace.
What's the moral behind

New Shipment
Ladies Leather

Nome Brand

Ladies Shoes

Pro-Keds

$24
Factory Discount Shoes

9 25 for '3.99 .

\

Arid '1.50 for copy negative
-if sending in a ponreit or a print.

Mon.-Sat. 9-6

'16th & Main
753-9419

Sun. 1-6

Offer Good diru June30. 1982
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Newborn admissions, dismissals listed
Adults 138
Nursery 11
05-07-82
No Newborn
Admissions
Dismissals
Cindy Rae Miller and
baby girl, Rt. 4, Jimmy J.
Vitale, Rt. 3, Vanessa C.
Foster, Southside Manor,
Joyce June Purcell, 412
South Third St.,
Charleston, Mo., Dorthy
N. Atkins, Box 126, Hardin, Ida B. Hargraves,
Rt. 2, Hazel,
Juanita G.Spann, Rt. 7,
Lorene M. Geurin, Rt. 6,
Janice F. Volker, 2B
Adobe -Village, Borger,
Texas, Jerry E. Gaunce,
401 Jerome Dr., Paris,
Tenn., Charles J. O'Neal,
1314 Fairway Circle,
Mayfield, Linda Marie
Noel, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Catherine Robbie
Crouse, Rt. 8, Doris
Paradise, 1600 Ryan,
Tommy W. Kilgore, Rt. I,
Almo, Mary J. Mapes,

Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.,
Gary L. Spencer, Rt. 6,
Fata M. Wynn, 1509
Parklane,
Kimberly Dawnne Bandarra, 1517 Clayshire,
Allison L. Haugh, 1109
South 16th St., Cheryl Y.
Scott, Rt. 1, Michael P.
Paschall, Rt. 7, Vermal S.
Wicker, Rt. 6, Janice D.
Henson, Rt. 3, Benton,
Loyola 0. Page, 320B
Irvan Ave., Charles 0.
Tubbs, 414 North Fifth
St., Mary F. Martin, 412
Park Ave., Fulton, Scott
T. Sanders, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Ada Belle Kennedy, Rt. 4,
Mayfield, Ouida M.
Tucker, Apt. 02,
Southside Manor, Barney
Paschall,835 Hurt,
Jessie E. Garland, 1657
Ryan, Joseph W. Suiter,
Box 269, New Concord,
Mary B. Ridings, 308
South 16th St., Erma L.
Bradley, Rt. 4, Mary
Adel! Pritchard, Rt. 1,
Hortense Ellis, 1009 Story

Southern States
Your One Stop Store.
We Have Just About
Everything Come In
And See Us.

Precision
Garden
Seeders

Reg. S54.50

Large Selection
Of Vegetable Seed
Plants and
Flowering Plants
We Have... Chemicals
Seed-Vegetable Seed
Farm Supplies Bag
& Bulk Fertilizer Lawn
& Garden Tools

FertilizerCustom Spreading Service

753-1423
Main Store
Murray, Ky.

NG, I DON'T KNOW tilliERE
YOU CAN INC, JOAN OF ARC

Ave.,
J.I. Patton, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Mary M. Taylor,
Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.,
011ie W. Barnett, P.O.
Box 263, Vida G. Smith,
711 Payne, Auberna
Halstead, Rt. 2, Ira
Dewey Shultz (expired),
520 South Seventh St.,
Mayfield.

Spruce, Bobby D.
Walker, Rt. 2, James H.
Herndon, 202 South 6th,
Barbara J. Barnett, Rt. 8,
Alton Collins, Rt. 5, Paula
M. Laws, Rt. 1,
Palmersville, Tenn.
Keith A. Boyle, 101
North 17th, Della M. Duncan, Rt. 6, Clara M. Coleman, P.O. 913, Paris,
Tenn., Melissa Ann
Adults 124
Paschall, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Nursery 8
Tenn., Louis S. Lyons,
5-8-82
Jr., Rt. 1, Almo, Opal I.
Newborn Admission
Shoemaker,Rt. 2, Hazel.
Bernadette Jones and
John W. Skinner, P. 0.
Baby Girl, 1404A
Box 525, Irene R. Allen,
Valleywood.
Rt. 1, Paris, Tenn., HarDismissals
Morris, 1704 Audubon,
din
Diana R. Foster, B1
Southside Manor, Vicki Myrtle E. Parrish, Rt. 4,
L. Travis and Baby Girl, William B. Sledd, 817
2225 Edinborough, San- Hurt.
dra L. Stallons and Baby
Dollie Linn, 703 Riley
Girl, Rt. 5, Cadiz, Dolores Ct., Wildy E. Beane, Rt.
T. Wallin and Baby Boy, 1, Farmington, Charles
1619 Loch Lomond, Janet Larry Lewis, Rt. 1, DexL. Everhardt and Baby ter, Cordie S. Matheny,
Boy, Rt. 1, Hardin.
Rt. 4, Roy E. Salentine,
Annie L. Tharpe, 217 Rt. 3.

YE5 I HEARD NAT 51-1E
MAY WAVE ANOREXIA

IF YOU
HER
6NE e•IER
RE6ARP5
F1NP

I'M LETTING HIM USE
THE BIRDBATH

I'm

GIVING
HIM A
TREAT
OUTSIDE

•••••••• SrVlicaa•

onc

TWERE'S

INNER
TRANOU I L Y

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
I KNOW,1M TcriiNG

MAY I 1-IAVE
THIRDS 2
ACROSS
1 Foottike part
4 ,Extra
9 Greek letter
12 Cloth
measure
13 Disease of
rye
14 Rep party
15 Chinese
pagoda
16 Oboe. for
one
17 Memorandum
18 Lasses
20 Suit - a T
21 Babylonian
deity
23 Aloha wreath
24 Ball gown
28 Chum
30 Football play
32 Flower
34 Gob
35 Eastern
European
36 Finished
39 Cravat
40 Trapped
41 Type of soup
43 Compass pt
44 Silver symbol
45 Killed
47 Choicest
50 GemStone
51 Night bird
54 - you
there/
55 Small part
56 Capuchin
monkey
57 Uncooked
58 Change
59 Goal
DOWN
1 Fondle
2 High note

3 Bridge term
4 Set of games
Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
5 Forecast
MUM UMW WOMM
6 Matures
CUM COMM CUM
7 Staff
COMO= MUD UM
8 And. Lat.
UMW MOM UM
9 The self
10 Little one
CUM UUI3 UU
11 Imitate
UMW 13130 MUM
17 Models
OU UMUUMWO MU
19 Actor Pam° MOOD MOO MOU
20 Male cat
CC MEW DOM
21 Heroic events UMW EOM WEID
22 Home-run
UM MOW OCOMO
king
OUU UM= WO
24 Hearth
MO OM M UN
25 Fountain
order
26 Once more. 38 Trader
concern
27 Official
42 Three-toed
49.Stitch
reception
sloth
50 Olive. for one
29 Kind of bean 45 Barracuda
52 Pale
31 Fink
46 Facial feature 53 Cover
33 Flat fish
47 Salad 55 NJ s neigh37 Limb
48 NOW
bor
1

2

4

3

12

5 ill 7

al

9

13

15
18 la

HE STILL
CX)E5N'T
SOUND
LIKE ALI

WHAT'S
ALI
UP TO

10 11

14

WI

ha

IIII

kg 23UU 24
lid II'
MI
la
la
21

32UU
36

MIN
id

WI

39.

11111
40

41

42

13

44
ka

11111

BUM•

Id
a

111

ilikillial

a
ii

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

HARDWARE STORES
Your local indapandendy owned True Value Hardware
Store has national chain-buying power.

STORESi71
*
tecycle.type
rear *Anis
Top a.
deSSIKk

LAWN
C4NEF.

LAWN
C44IEF.
Easy loft
/Anita! vale,

2500`)

Rust and lankreSiStant

control ratite

2- positron
nandle

r-chromed

4-HP Briggs&
Stratton engine
3
,
, HP Srggs
Strat1on engsse

POCKET JACKET
OFFER

CARQUEST
MOTOR OIL

Great comblnatlon jacket/
slicker folds Into Its own pocket.
•lightweight
•Strong nylon
•Back-pack straps

Meets or exceeds all Mfrs specs

-5-VP
CHAIN-DRIVE TILLER
Pommeled by a Briggs Stratton engin* yeah
easy-soon recoil starter Also taatures 16
bolo one bladed end adiustablet handle
SC
bars 26-In oiling width

kont
toot- acton
netght ateusters

$249.00

VALUE-PACKED
HIGH-WHEEL MOWER
rear *heels roll right Over the
An e.cerleof bur.Brg
buenprefl lawns *NI!the 4 uls engtne °nos pow., to
noon,
oaas. W.th ent. scalp dosik
.n
oven
Onind
and 2 Doso.on Mandl, that sfaods ,,prr9ht or bids for
storage go

VALUE-PRICED 22-IN. MOWER
Cuts bug lawns down to sae Woe 22 fl c ul and ,
rilety.101Mah ball•briMrtng *55.35 WO under OKI.'el,
NAME to, bagging 4n,Concy handle stands uPnc16!
Totelosco aontoact swag*

y.nor YWCS
wont 0, loos
to slaw
mestOwallE STONES

1-00 Woo IL
Snaltor enone

with the purchase of two WM
filters. Change your oil & aW
filters to WU and get a MI
flashlight.
Sntrat'Pere
nee de,.
,
I

1101, otoT
aloe
toot
adoknlen

LAtt/Ns
CHIEF

$899"

CARQUEST the Right Place to buy auto parts.,,,

$129.95

T noo strot
anon

18-IN. ELECTRIC MOWER
..
r, ••••61,
Es., In PLPV, frrIC pan flOOr, AA,
.0., to nying.rer Poo•ou sot., ode bum
~cf.. and Ono,fono sown I...WS al f•ge pe•1 11.0 mw'101,61 for C,, 5.110,1 U ,StrIPO EIS

In Store

Parts &
Service
5-HP zsm. REAR
ENGINE MOWER

Motor Parts & Bearings
1109 Chestnut Street
Murray - 753-8311

20-IN. ROTARY MOWERPRICED RIGHT!
...owes a ragged 'Crfec• sorrO free, deck *On no.r
0.b.1429.nlapowe,or... Wed argt.togOongl
,
n0
,
...,0
'Tess calt,41. Easy r0Okr.9 7 in hr
.tro ,nrc.cr,r, ',scree ocrd.r. O•Cfr ef•Prout pc. SO

11-HP.LAWN TRACTOR

mew hee•36.n on to got ttio tob done in *San
erscnro-belencod loom has as Oscine
Nolo 400 srernwset CaI6ne MOO in saw ediusillie
4.4 melon Cononoloos fistuno oclod•
bons 1.4
eleenng colony, oldt selueldbl• Mira and • novelOs
S-113111
etonfoi torrned meet

After
The
Sale

411*-•‘
;

4:71*

A

c.
-we
AIN
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1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

1. Notice

ORDINANCE NO.757
AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING THE
ISSUANCE AND SALE OF $1,900,000 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
REVENUE BONDS(WEST VIEW NURSING HOME, INC., PROJECT) OF THE
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, FOR
THE PURPOSE OF PROVIDING
FUNDS TO FINANCE THE COST OF
CONSTRUCTING AN ADDITION OF 86
ADDITIONAL BEDS FOR THE AGED
OR INFIRMED, IN ORDER TO
RELIEVE CONDITIONS OF
UNEMPLOYMENT AND ENCOURAGE
THE INCREASE OF INDUSTRY IN THE
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY AND
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, SUCH BONDS TO BE
PAYABLE SOLELY FROM PAYMENTS
MADE BY WEST VIEW NURSING
HOME, INC.; AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTION AND DELIVERY OF AN INDENTURE, MORTGAGE AND SECURITY AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
ISSUER AND THE FIRST NATIONAL
BANK OF HENDERSON,HENDERSON,
KENTUCKY, AS TRUSTEE (THE
"TRUSTEE"), DATED AS OF APRIL 1,
1982 (THE "INDENTURE");
AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTION AND
DELIVERY OF A LEASE BETWEEN
THE ISSUER AND THE USER, DATED
AS OF APRIL 1, 1982; AUTHORIZING
THE EXECUTION AND DELIVERY OF
A BOND PURCHASE AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE ISSUER AND HARBOR
TOWN SECURITIES CORPORATION
THE "BOND PURCHASE AGREEMENT"); AND OTHER RELATED
MATTERS.
Introduced and read on May 6, 1982
Adopted on the second reading the 1:i
day of May,1982
Holmes Ellis, Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk
Summary Prepared By
Wm.Donald Overbey
Attorney At Law

1. Legal Notice
L - Earnest F. West am
no longer responsible
for any debts other than
my own
Earnest F
West.

NOTICE

SPECIAL
Earrings $9.95
Large assortment of
Gold dipped leaf
pendents and shells.
36 different styles.
3 for $9.95

Open Hours Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
7:30.2:30453-3685

SPRING
SPECIAL
8x12
$761.90

GOLD &
SILVER

Wholesale
Jewelers Inc.
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
Open'91a.m. to 9 p.m.

kilt Is int Ise oesetrealee studs 58 everts( ryw000 floors Skittered
MINIS Almon exterior Couture or ;gala! sue onCeS
1.0f-Jlea rI Aft
Ilyry 171 S at Derr Corse'S

753-0984
Buy The Best For Less At.

CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
.11

We Buy and Sell Depression
Glass and Fiesta Ware.

Bel-Air Decor Store

LETS GO FISHING
Now open Rex's Bait
and Tackle Hwy
732 Irvin Cobb Road. 5
miles off 94 East. Red
worms and night
crawlers, (fresh from
bed to box) rods and
reels, minnow buckets,
croppie rigs, floats,
hooks, sinkers, and lots
of other bait related
items. Also novelties.
Open every day your
business always
appreciated.

AUCTION SALE
At The Late Otis Willoughby Form S Miles South of
Merrily Off 121 on Forrest Rd. near Cherry Corner.
Will sell some of the cleanest house appliances you hove ever seen.
Selling, Tappan cook stove, refrigerator,
chest type deep freeze, Maytag washer
and dryer, recliner chair, rocking chairs,
end tables, coffee tables, pressure
cookers, vacuum cleaner, bedroom suite,
dishes and cook ware. Also several hand
tools, log chains, 4 h.p. rotary tiller.
Antiques: 2 old B.B. guns, porcelain old
plate, straight chairs, lantern, lamp table,
little churn, quilt tops, old quilts, picture
frames, small oak lamp table, solid oak
table with square top: -fancy half
iron bed with brass knobs, smoothing
irons.
Also will hove another load of nem living room suits and love seats, recliners
straight from foctory.
Not responsible for accidents'.
Lunch On Grounds
753-9324
Auctioneer Terry Shoemaker

5. Lost and Found

reasonable to
mow your lawn
this summer?

MEW

23. Exterminating

For sale or trade es
tablished business in
good location
Price
negotiable. Any re
asonable offer con
sidered. Owner financ
ing available. Call 753
4109 after 5p.m.

24. Miscellaneous

Hope chest with tray
$80., gun rack (holds 4
guns) $60., step stool (52
steps) stores tools under steps. See at 1624
Olive or phone 753 1712.
Lawn mower battery 12
For termites,
volt $24.99 exchange.
Wallen Hardware
roaches, ants,
15. Articles for Sale
Paris.
any pests.
Murray Lawn tractor
Marine battery power
Ilhp, 42in. cut. Good
pack 27 series 105 amp.
condition. 492 8220.
$59.99 exchange. Wallen
Hardware-Paris.
Tillers Shp Briggs and
Straton engine chain 24. Miscellaneous
Snapper mower blades
$269.99 Wallen
drive
25in., 26in., 28in., 30in.,
Kt. men's diamond or 33in. 15.99 Wallen
Hardware Paris.
ring. Heavy 14K moun
Hardware Paris.
16. Home Furnishings
ting, 5 diamonds. (Ser
Steel utility trailer 5ft. x
ious inquiries only)
Aft. standard hitch.
Furniture, appliances, 759 1926 after 6p.m.
753-9240.
tools, car, camper,
2hp.
Compres
sor,
1
tires. All hous,ehold
Sunny Acres Nursery.
items to be sold' 753 ladies 3 speed bicycle. Garden bedding and
492 8473
house plants, 901
Johnny Robinson Road.
6002.
Refrigerator, stove,
Call 753-3619.
FOR SALE
maple table and chairs,
bed, chest, baby bed.
Used riding lawn
Kenwood KRC-511 Cassette mowers.
couch, miscellaneous
See Keith at
receiver with digital clock. Stokes Tractor
753 5292 or 753 9138.
and
AN FM stereo completely Implement. 753-1319.
White baby bed and
matching chest. 2 usea
frictional. Slight damage to
Coke machines
troll of case. Cal be sees 26. TV-Radio
753 3631.

STATE WIDE
PEST
CONTROL

753-7794

17. Vacuum Cleaners

at Dan McNutt Shelter lisrrance otfice 572 Mai.
Street Murray, Ky.
Weekdays 9-5. Sealed bids
may be left at Ageits attics
m sell to Shelter lisuraitt
Compary. Keith W. Cord
P.O. Box 823 Murray, Ky.
470/1. Sealed bids will be
opened May 21. 1982 at
12.00 noon. We reserve the
right to reject any and all
kids

27.MobileHome Sales
For sale near Pan
orama Shores mobile
home and lot. Near the
water ready to move in.
Call Doug 1 527-3125 for
details.

28. Mobile Home Rentals
Clean 2 bedroom fur
nished mobile home.
$75. Security deposit
required. $150. per
month rent. No pets.
Call 753-4808.
Extra nice furnished 2
bedroom. Riviera Cts.
Move in today. Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898.
Five room trailer for
rent east of Almo.
Garden, front porch,
tendable land or stock.
753-6791. $55. a month.
Mobile home for rent
near Murray. 2 bedroom with house furniture, washer, dryer, 2
air conditioners, real
nice throughout. $150.
Per month. 759-1305.

30. Business Rentals

Color 25 inch

TV, Only
Mini
Lost: 1 6 month old
25.00 per month.
black Sitter male and 1
Warehouse
759-497
,3
I
New warranty.
white male Pointer.
Storage Space
Lost in North-East part
CLAYTON'S
For Rent
of Henry County. If seen Will mow yards. 753
753-7575
753-4758
call 901 232-8362 Joe 7675.
Martin.
Will stay with elderly
person days. Ex27. Mobile Home Sales
6. Help Wanted
32. Apts. For Rent
_
perienced. Call 753-0935.
1 2 x 6 0 2 bedroom
Baby-sitter needed 3 Will wash windows and
Factory Sales
Extra nice 1 bedroom
Washer, partly fur
days a week clean offices. Ex
furnished apartment. 1
nished,
meter pole, 1/2 block from
and Service
6:30a.m. lp.m. for 4 perienced. Call 436-2292.
Universawning, underpinning. ity.
month old. Call 753 3111.
Open now. Call
St.
Maple
500
$1500. 753-1682, 759 4523.
Business
10.
Opportuni
ty
753-2967
after 5p.m.
Certified or Registered
4x8 Flashing portable 12x70 Mobile Home. 3 Furnished apartmen
759-4801
'Director of Respiratory Commercial Property
ts,
bedroom,
bath,
2
cen
sign. Must sell. Save
Therapy for 100 plus For Sale by owner that
1 or 2 bedroom. Also
Under
Oral
New
heat
and air. 1975 sleeping
1150. 502529-2721.
bed. General accute has been used as a 6 bay
rooms. Zim
Management
care hospital in Western car wash. Concrete
Craftsman riding model, underpinning merman Apts. S. 16th.
included.
753 5561.
Kentucky. 2 to 3 years block building with
mower, needs trans
St. 753-6609.
supervisory experience paved parking area, 19. Farm Equipment
mission. Excellent 7hp 1974 Village mobile Furnished efficienc
y
home 12x60 3 bedroom,
preferred. Submit re- with all utilities. Can be
motor. 753 3704.1100.
apartment for rent.
1952
Red
all
Belly
electric.
Ford
sume and salary re
753-7649.
used for other
-Cub Cadet riding
Wall to wall carpet, air
quirements to: PO Box businesses. Located at tractor with bush - hog. mower
1350. Sensation 1976 2 bedroom, 2 bath, conditioned, close to
1040A Murray, Ky. 3rd and Sycamore Sts. Recently over hauled. riding
mower 1250. wood stove, central air. University. Deposit re42071.
corner lot Murray, Ky. 753 8124
Wood's Belly mower On 3u acre lot. Outside quired, 1115. per month.
storage. Call 153-2534 Call 759-4538.
Owner will consider
1600.437 4155.
financing. Phone
1000 and 1415 Encyclopedia with after 5p.m.
Garage apartment 707
Paducah 1-502 554 5543.
gallon NH3 Nurse bookcase $225 Call Good 10x45 2 bedroom Main and for other
We need help to clean
Need money? Sell Avon
furnished mobile home. furnished apartments
off our shelves to make
tanks with or 7537635.
for the summer. Call
Call 753 4808.
call 753 1390.
room for our new
753 0232 for more
without
wagon
and
Come in and help
stilchery.
information.
flotation tires.
us and receive a 33%
OPEN
YOUR OWN
discount.
Tool Bars, 5 to 9
JEAN SHOP LADIES
Wild Raspberry
WEAR INFANTS,
row in 15 ft. to 21
Dixieland Center
CHILDREN OR WES
ft. widths. A comTERN WEAR STORE.
plete supply of
$14,850. COMPLETE
STORE INCLUDING
tanks, pumps,
FIXTURES, SUP
valves and NH3
'Delivery girl or boy PLIES, INVENTORY.
apply in person only. No ROUNDTR IP AIR
accessories.
telephone calls. Morgan FARE TO APPAREL
James L.
Auto Paint Hwy 94 East.
CENTER (PARTY
Auction Sale Friday night May 14 at 6 P.M. at the Auction Barn
PLAN PACKAGE 16,
MODELS FOR IN
Kellet Co.
DUSTRIAL SHOWS, 900.) CALL 1-800-874
/
1
2 mile north of Lynn Grove, Ky. on Highway 893. From
Sikeston,
4780 EXT. 31.
FASHION, COMMER
Mayfield take Highway 121 through Coldwater turn on Highway
CIALS, PRINT AS
Mo. 63801
SIGNMENTS CALL 14. Wantto Buy
18326. Go about 3 miles watch for auction signs.
314-471-0988
2 1 2 - 5 8 2 5 5 5 9 . Want
to buy standing
Will sell antiques, collector items, good usable furniture and
NEW FACES ALL timber
or high grain
AGES FOR TV COM• logs.
1974 Massey Ferguson
applianc
e like new, frost free refrigerator, nice clean electric
Young Sawmill
•MERCIALS AND FILM Beaver
like brand new. 400
stove with self cleaning oven, nice 110 air conditioner, color T.V.,
Dam, Ky. Cadiz
EXTRAS CALL 212 582 yard.
hours. 753-4389.
a good R.C.A. record player, nice wood breakfast set with 4
Call 235 5648
5
5
5
9
chairs, maple dining room suit and 4 chairs, beautiful bookcase,
20. Sports Equipment
SINGERS FOR INdrop leaf coffee table, end tables, recliner, 2 nice couch and
TERNATIONAL DISCO
R uger 1022 with 4x
SOME 'TRAVEL ALL
chairs, other odd chairs, glass coffee and end tables, nice bed and
scope, 300 rounds- 180.
TYPES CALL 212-869chest, clean twin bed, sewing machine cabinet, old pictures and
Marlin 39A, 300 rounds
2352.
1120. Marlin 336C, 125
frames, nice oak bed, camel back trunk, old tredel sewing
Part or full time work
rounds 1130. Western
machine with removable top, office desk, some good glass and
from home, processing
field 40N 12ga. with
1200 Cubic yards
china, set ironstone, many good clean pots and pans,
mail or typing, exold meat
Polychoke 75 rounds
of Bank Gravel in
platters, food chopper, sausage mill, occupied Japan pieces, copperience unnecessary,
1125. Weight Set $10.
Murray. Call
excellent income
per tea kettle dutch ovens, silverware, blue Fiesta pitcher, clean
Phone 753-0106.
potentials. For inHarper Construclining, good up right piano, river boat piano, lawn chairs, lawn
formation send slam •
22. Musical
tion Co.
mowers, new barb wire, old double barrel Hopkins and Allen shot
ped, self-addressed en5.
gun,single barrel shot gun by Meridin Arms uo., a good air cornvelope to: Betty
presser, air screwdriver, table lamps, bar clamps, new Black
Orlowski 6467 S. 27th St.
Franklin, Wisconsin
and Decter router, new saw blades,old ice box, 1917 Baynet.
Car stereos
by
53132

Auction Sale

WANT
TO BUY

442-2753

rWanted All old feather
beds needed! Age or
condition is unimpor
tant! Honest cash
buyer. Box 691, New
Albany, In. 47150
Directions Phone.

1959 Gibson Melody
maker guiter. $300. 403
S. 11th St.
Baldwin organs, pianos
Player pianos. Practice
pianos, organs. Your
complete music store.
Lonardo Piano Co. next
to Penney's. Paris, Tn.

1

REPOSSESSED
ORGAN
One half already paid
balance due or monthly payments.

CLAYTON'S
753-7575
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1651
P.O. Box 361

RENTALS
NEED IT? - RENT IT!

We Rent almost everything for Home
or Contractor

1,

Pioneer, Sony,
Marmot, Sanyo and
others. Expert installation and service.
22 years in business.
WORLD OF SOUND
2225. 12th 753-5865

In the Coldwater area is where this three
bedroom, two bath brick can be found.
Built-ins in kitchen; carpet; drapes;
fireplace; formal dining; 11
/
2 acres of
land; double carport and large patio. A
well built home with lots of extras.

A real tax break can be found in the
three apartment house at 1602 Miller.
Possibilities of two or three more apart• ments. Near University and never vacant! Owner financing available at 12
We're remodeling percent! We're making appointments
need mom space for our
now!
,
new stitchery sect:tn.
Owner financing is available for the
Come in and help us
large farm (160 acres) east of Murray on
make room and receive
Dr. Douglas Road. Approximately 100
a 33% discount.
acres in timber, approximately 1,435
Wild Raspberry
feet of road frontage. Excellent subdiviDixieland Center
sion property.

753-3642

Sat. May 14 10 A.M.
Rain or Shine

Buy one pair of boots
at regular price get
the second pair at half
price. Dress boots,
work boots and side
zips.

14 Kt. Gold

Specializing In Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts S1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut S2.75

tk

1/2 Price
Sale

Choose a rewarding
career as a MEDICAL
LABORATORY
TECHNICIAN. CUMBERLAND SCHOOL.
321 N. Washington,
Cooke4ille. Phone 5263660 . Apply Now!
Classes begin June 7.

Ladies & Men's Shoes Shined 75' Pr.
Boots Si.00 pr.
225 L.P. MMer St.

753-8872

Shirley Florist
and
Green Houses
soo N. 4th St.
array, Kentucky
Phone 753-3251
8-5 Mon.Sat.

11 For Sale or Trade

Make your child's bir
thday a special occasion
with Greg the Magic
Juggler
Call today
759 1304.
The Apple Tree School
provides quality child
care with an
educational program
for ages 2 through 5.
Also, a summer pro
gram is available for
school age children.
753 9356
Two women will share
nice 3 bedroom house I',
block from campus.
Available mid to late 9. Situation Wanted
May. Call Rebekah
I will babysit in your
after Sp.m 753-6577.
home. Call 436 5369.
Responsible person will
THE CATCH
babysit in my home
Catfish and Seafood Call 753 6976.
Wednesday through Will do trenching for
Sum*, 10:00 AM - water lines. 753 9839.
6:00 PM, 753-1506
Will make clothes and
alterations in my home.
Call 753 6353.
You pick strawberries
_
N. 16th and Poor Farm I Do you need
soRd. 50 cents a quart.
meone courteous
7a.m., Tues., Thurs.,
dependable and
Sat. 753 0195.

Priced Autos

Olympic Plaza
753-7113
Open 9-9

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

6. Help Wanted
Service station attend
ant. 34 hours per week.
Must have clean ap
pearance and show
maturity. Apply in per
no phone calls).
son
Shell Bulk Plant Station
S. 4th St. Murray.
Wanted: experienced
clean up man. Apply B
B Brokers Inc. 701 S.
12th. 753 4389.
Wanted: lady for
alteration. Apply in
person at Murray Tailor
Shop on court square
418 Main.

Check Our
Classified
Section
For
Economically

Vernon's

Will clean gut-,
2. Notice
ters and do
yard work. Call
Wedding Photography
ale us make your weddings' after 5 p.m.
memorable
a CARTER STUDIO • 759-9638. Ask
a300 Main 753-82980 for Carl.

MS;
lENII X

i. Notice

Kenny Rogers jeans,
western shirts, and
western dress slacks.
Buy one pair at
regular price and get
the second item at
half price.

2. Notice

I.

CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Kenwood, Marantz,
Mitsubishi, Sanyo Professional installation.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
Four room nice apart
ment. Call 753-4591.
Upright Piano $200.
759 4116 days; 436-2625
evenings.

13. Exterminating
•

ScefloMeee

alley's Tennit
is Post Control
Phone 753-3914

Sale held rain or shine. Not responsible for occident.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

Auction Sale
Auction Sale Saturday May 15th at 10:A.M. at the late Mr. J.
Raymond Caplinger form on highway 69 north from Paris, Tenn.
From Murray or Mayfield, Ky. come to Tr -City take highway 97
or Paris road go about 6 miles from Tr -City, Ky. Watch for auction signs. Mrs. Caplinger has moved to Paris. Will sell
household items, shop tools and farm equipment.
Complete amber Aladdin lamp, diamond point aladdin lamp,
old kersosene lamp,some good glass and china, old dinner kettle,
dutch oven, stone jugs, old churns, good old crocks, shoe last,
corn sheller, brass knob hames, 4" well bucket, wood plains, old
wood candy bucket, old lanterns, 3-old ice tongs, 5-gal milk can,
10-gal milk cans, good daisy churn, kersosene heater, wash kettles, old switch engine bell, electric fans, good clean 4 stack
heaters, old 3 drawer chest, Ashley wood heater, tredel sewing
machine, pressure sprays, lawn chairs and glider, old tables and
benches, shop tools, large anvil, good vise, bench grinder, log
chains, hyd. jacks, handy man jacks, lot of wrenches and tools,
electric fencer, electric fence wire, post and insulators, one lot of
fence post, steel post, woven wire, barb wire, feed sacks, horse
drawn tools, good horse collars,
Farm Equipment, nice Super C farmall tractor with quick attach hook-up, disc, plow,cultivator, cycler mower, rotary cutter,
grader blade, ear corn elevator, grain elevator, grain dryer needle, good farm wagon, 2-wheel trailer, tractor seeder, 1968
Chevrolet pickup straight shift V-8 truck, Stihle and Remington
chain saws, garden tiller, lawn mower, many hand and garden
tools. Many other items not listed. Not responsible for accidents.
Lunch Available. For More information and your auction needs
cal 435-4144 Lynn Grove,-Ky.

Sale condted by Den Miller's Auction Service.
Den Miller, Auctioneer
Licensed end beaded in Kentecky end Tennessee No. 1281
"My %rake Desist Cost, It Pays."
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32. Apts. For Rent
•

32. Apts. For Rent

U.For Rentor Lease

Great duplex 2 bed- Two bedroom duplex We are interested in
1214 Peggy Ann, leasing a house with
room. _Kitchen applian
ces fUrnished, heat Murray.492 8225.
option to buy. Prefer in
pump. Westwood. Col- Two bedroom apart- city limits. Call 759-4486
eman Real Estate 753. ment available June after 6p.m.
9898.
1st. Washer and dryer
HILLDALE APART- hook-up, central heat
MENTS HARDIN, KY. and air. 753 4640.
Now taking applications
For rent pasture and
on side for Section 8,
stable space for horses
rent subsidized apart
Furnished room for in Murray. Call collect
ments. 1, 1, 8. 3 be
rent. 1 block from MSU. 901479-28)9 after 6p.m.
drooms. Apply Hilldale Kitchen,
laundry For rent pasture and or
Apartments, Hardin,
facilities. Boys only. horse stalls Hickory
Ky or dial 502 437 4113. $60. per
month. Call Lane Stables. 759-4588
Equal Housing 759 4538.
or 753-7637.
Opportunity.
Rooms for rent 1 block Goats (meat and milk)
Nice small apartment from University.
753- and sheep (ewes and
for rent. 753 6044.
1811 or 753-6933.
lambs). 436-2625 after
One and 2 bedroom
4p.m.
apartments for rent.
Performance tested 3/8,
Call 753 3530 The
1
2, 34,
Simmental and
Five year old 3 bedroom /
Embassy Apts.
near Kenlake Resort. Maine Anjou. Service
One and 1 bedroom Large kitchen,
carpet, age bulls, only top
apartments near down- air condition.
$195. plus performance bulls from
town Murray. 753-4109 deposit. Call 441-3877.
our 800 cows. All bulls
or 436 2844.
Three bedroom, 1 /
1
2 health tested and
One bedroom apart
bath, large kitchen, guaranteed. Broadbent
ment furnished or un- fireplace with
wood Farms Cadiz, Ky. 42211.
furnished in lake front burning insert, carport, Days 502-235 5182.
house. Panorama plus large garage.
Call Young bull ready for
Shores 753 7272, 753 0900 after 5p.m.
beef or light service.
436 2484.
Three bedroom, 1 bath, 436-5324.
One bedroom or 3 stove and refrigerator
bedroom apartment. furnished. $250. month.
Call 8 5 753 3134.
205 S. 11th. 753-3856.
Blue point Siamese
One bedroom apart
Three bedroom house. kittens $50. Call
ment. Central heat and Carpeted,
newly de 7518198.
air, washer-dryer hook- corated, air condition.
Have to give away 6
up, stove, refrigerator, Family only. No
pets. male and 3 female part
and water furnished. .5225. plus
deposit. Lab puppies. Call 753753- 39-49. "
Phone 753-2835.
6811
One bedroom furnished 2 Bedroom apartment
apartment. Priced re- $100. Call
762-3394 (of
asonable. Call 753 7505 fice) or 489-2741
after
or 753 3593 5p.m.
4-Family Yard Sale Fri.
Two bedroom house, and Sat. 314 Woodlawn
large
living
room, din- 7a.m. all day.
FOR RENT
ing room, carpet,
5-Party Yard Sale 1
Beautiful furnished fireplace,
gas heat.
apartment for 4 col- Stove and refrigerator mile 94 East Sat. 7a.m.
and Sun. afternoon.
kge girls or boys also furnished. No children. ???
Depression glass, fur
No pets. 713 Elm: $225.
1 end 2 bedroom
niture, and miscella
month. Call 753 9228
neous antique.
uportmeets. Summer after
5p.m.'
collectiables.
and fell near UniversiTwo bedroom furnished
Arnie's Flea Market
ty. Phone 753-5865
home near MSU. $150.
Space Available. 1 mile
per .month. Call.
or 753-5108 after
94 East call 753.0782
753-9829. ,
5:30 p.m.
after 7p.m
for more
Two bedroom, newly information. Starting
decorated house with May 15th.
Small, partly furnished air and natural gas. Aurora Flea Market
2 bedroom apartment. Located in Stella. Re Hwy 68 Aurora.
Near campus. Water ferences. Call 753-3177.
Big Yard Sale Sat. 8-4
paid. $110. 489 1244.
Two bedroom house 413
420 S. 8th. Chiming wall
The choice is yours. S. 10th. $175. Also 2 clock, baskets, kitchen
bedroom apartment
Furnished or un
ware, good turquoise
furnished apartment. 1417 Hillwood Dr. Call and other unique
753 9240.
Low utilities. 753 3949.
jewelry. Adult and
Two Bedroom Town Very attractive un childrens clothing, inf
furnished
3 bedroom ant toys and more.
House Apartment,
range, refrigerator, home in Murray. Car- Big Yard Sale 412 N.
6th
dishwasher, disposal, port, study, and many Fri. and Sat. 9:00???
washer dryer hookup, extras. $250. per month
central heat and air. rent. $150. deposit. Call Four Party Yard Sale
West of Coldwater
753-9829.
Call 753 7550 or 753 7579.
Thurs. and Fri. Dishes,
Tw
bedroom un- Want your privacy then clothes, quilt tops,
and
furnished apartment S. rent this 2 bedroom saddles.
8th near hospital. 2 home, country. Cole
man Real Estate 753bedroom partially fur
Gigantic Yard Sale 1214
nished apartment and 1 9898
Peggy Ann Saturday.
bedroom furnished
Large 2 Party Yard
apartment near down
Sale. 403 S. 11th in
towr. Adults only, lease
Murray. All day Fri.
and deposit required. One bedroom un
furnished apartment on and Sat.
Call 753.9208 after 4p.m.
Two bedroom duplex Main Street near Moving Sale Sat. May 15
extra nice. Central gas Hospital. $145 month . 10-4. 1506 Chaucer Dr.
heat and air. No pets. Deposit required. Moving Sale Sat. 8a.m.
Deposit required. $250. 5 bedroom home 2 Nottingham Dr. in
blocks from campus Sherwood Forrest. TV.,
month. 753-5717.
5250month. Ideal for gym set, washer or
Two bedroom and 3 student
s.
dryer, tape deck, Gerbedroom apartments 4
bedroom country man Schrank, VW
available May 11 at 1602 home. 5250month.
De ILtggage rack, ladies
Miller. Priced at $175.
posit required. bike with child seat, roll
and $225. Phone Call Spann
Realty As- top desk and much
753-2403.
sociates, 753 7724.
more. Call 7531289.

37. Livestock-Supplies

13. Roomsfor Rent

34. Housesfor Rent

38. Pets-Supplies

41. Public Sale

36. For Rent or Lease

Osteopathic Physician & Surgeon
General practioner of Osteopathic Medicine
has joined the Staff of:

Broeringmeyer Health
Awareness Center
Murray, Ky.-4 Mile East on Hwy.94
Hours Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 8:30 A.M.
To Noon 1 P.M. to 5 P.M.

SPECIAL SERVICES OFFERED:
Natural Child Birth
Nutrition
Chelation Therapy
Physical Therapy
Colonic Detoxification
Traction
Sclerotherapy
Pain Control
Manipulative Therapy
Wei ht Control
FOR APPOINTMENT PHONE:(502)753-2962

HAZEL LIONS
CLUB PICNIC

At Hazel Community Center
May 15; 1982
From 10:0.0.A.M. to 5:00P.M.
Auction begins at 10:00 a.M., country music, talent contest, arts and
crafts.and air show. Representative
Carroll Hubbard will speak at 3:00
p.m. Barbecue luncheon will be served.

46. Homes for Sale

41. Public Sale

43. Real Estate

Garage Sale Fri. May 14
8 2:30. Fairview Acres
Subd. 641 South. Table
and chairs, t.v stand,
bike, lawn mower, lot of
clothes.
Garage Sale Sat.
8:00a.m. 1712 Miller
Ave. Fans, lawn
mower, furniture, color
1.v., curtains and
drapes, lots of
household items.
Garage Sale corner
Wiswell Gibbs Store
Road. Watch for signs.
10a.m. 4p.m. May 14,
15. Knick knacks, old
Avon bottles, dishes
(china), books, clothes,
household items, etc.

10 1,2 percent FINANC
ING!!!' Yes a small
downpayment and ow
ner financing will make
you the owner of this
newly decorated 1
2
story, 4 bedroom home
with basement, alum
Siding, central heat with
wood stove for un
believable economy.
Double lot near school.
Make your appointment
now by calling Spann
Realty Assoc. 753 7724.
Less than S650acre. 105
acres, 55 lendable and
50 acres of timber.
Located on Mt. Pleas
ant Church Road and
priced at $68,000.
KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222.

Multi family Yard Sale
Sat. May 15, 8 3. Draft
ing table, lamps,
games, drapes, king
size bedspread,
glassware, clothes of
various sizes, lots of
variety. Rain or shine.
813 Sha-Wa Circle off of
College Farm Road,
SELLING EVERY
THING GARAGE AND
HOUSE SALE Fri.,
Sat., Sun. 312 S. 15th St.
753 6002.
Thinking about a yard
sale? Join us at the fair
grounds flea market.
Open Fri., Sat., and
Sun. To reserve a spot
phone 753 4669 or 753.
9729.
Three Family Yard
Sale. Baby clotheS,
children and women's
clothes, hi chair, baby
walker, toys and much
more. Fri., May lath
8 4. House on corner of
Sycamore and
Lynnwood Cts.
Yard Sale May 14th 82
at 700 Broad Ext.
Yard Sire. ThUr
jr. and
Fri. 1st road to right
after bridges 94 East or
watch for signs on
Outland School Roads.

GARAGE SALE
Saturday, April 15th 8:085:00 p.m. 1109 Fairlale,
located io Circarama.
Wider baskets. torniture,
bedspreads, curtails, plc.
tires, lamps, dishes, rugs,
office eloipmeet. Odds and
Ws, too many items to
motile, All good usable
items. DON'T MISS THIS
ONE.

Perdem& ThermosInsurance &
Reel Estate
Southside Court Sq.
Rimy, Kentecky
753-4451
OWNER FINANCING.
Homes in established
area of town for the
bargain hunter. 3
bedroom $31,000. or 2
bedroom S26,000. See
for yourself how you
can afford the monthly
payment when the in
terest is low. Call Spann
Realty Assoc. 753 7724.

753-1222
Homes me UV11G.
1141=k1111

This 15 acre tract
is perfect for these
horses.. The split
level home completes the picture.
Priced in the low
$50's, just waiting
for your family to
enjoy. KOPPERUD REALTY
-753-1222.

See this beautifully
maintained older home
with over an acre lot
inside the city limits.
There are 4 bedrooms, 2
1 2 baths, central gas
heat, fireplace, storage
space galore and a nice
screened patio. K 0P
Yard Sale 14, 15, 16 on PERUD REALTY
753
Utterback Road off of 1222.
North 641 Road by
skating rink 5th house
on right. Lots of good
Beautiful wooded 1 acre
items.
Yard Sale 14 and 15 509 4 miles north of Murray.
Broad St. Lots of baby Owner financing
clothes, toys, play pin, available. Zoned for no
trailers. Call 753 0091.
and other items.
Yard Sale Fri. and Sat. KENTUCKY LAKE
75 1 mile from city lakefront building lots
limits on 121S in near good fishing, boat
Meadow Green Acres ing, or sailing. For sale
Subd. Refrigerator, by owner. Price range
Lawn boy lawn mower, 512,000.515,000. Call 502
full size box springs and 223 0265 after 5p.m.
mattress, 2 foam twin Large waterfront lake
mattress, 2 couches and lot on Blood River Bay.
chairs, 2 motorcycles, 400ft. of water frontage.
lamps, desk, top, 436.2427.
games, books, and
clothes. Something for
everyone.
New and nice 4 bedroom
Yard Sale Hwy. 299 in home in Canterbury.
Kirksey Fri. and Sat. Must see to fully ap
7:30 until ??? Inside if preciate. Call 753-3903.
rain.
Yard Sale 703 Vine St.
Sat. 8a.m..??? Clothes,
books, 110 air conditio
ner, lots of odds and
ends.
Yard Sale Sat. 94 1109
Elm St. Cancelled if
rain.
Yard Sale Thurs., Fri.,
Sat. 415 N. 17th
Household, men's,
(810) women's, child's
clothes, books.

44. Lots for Sale

Strout.
Realty
Office Coast to Comet
levers fro. Everywhere
filial* Service Since 1900
1912 Coldwater Reed
Money, Koritycky 42071
(502) 723-01116
Anytime
JOE I. KENNON
Broker
licoestd 6 loaded

Have you been
wanting a home
near the lake that
you can afford?
Here it is! House
and 1 acre near
Wildcat just off
Pottertown Road.
Lots of trees, well
and outbuilding.
Call 753-4000 or
'489-2266. Only
$7,000.

mra

Billy Morgan Broker

Realtors
Vases Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, Ky.

ROOF
-PROBLEMS?

1982 Chevrolet
Celebrity, 4 door
sedan 3,000 miles.
New Car Warranty.

Purdoms
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cadillac
1406W. Main
753-5315

50. Used Trucks

47. Motorcycles

48. Auto Services

Import Auto Salvage.
New and used parts for
Datsun, Toyota, Opal,
and any imports. Buy
today and save.
474 2325.
Used Volkswagon parts,
tune up, break jobs,
rebuilt motors at
Duane's Place. 435 4272.

49. Used Cars
1977 Monte Carlo Lan
dau with factory sun
roof. Call 753 4027 after
4p.m.

4 bedroom, 2 bath home in excellent
residential area. 2,100 sq. ft. plus 2 car
garage. Wooded lot, city schools, central
gas heat/electric air with low utility bills.
Priced: Low 70's. 1207 Dim Road.
753-9732 or 762-4181.

We declare war on the other
Music stores by offering services
that no other store in Murray offers.
1. We beat the prices of any
stocking music store or will refund
the difference if you find a lower
price within 7 days. (Stereo equipment, albums and tapes)
2. We trade and sell used
albums.
3. We rent all new albums and
tapes.
4. We are the only store to carry
o full selection of single records.
. 5. Professional Installation, laya-way, easy financing.
6. All items guaranteed,

SOutliside
Music Arcade
Center

Southside Shopping
Open: 11 a.m. to I 0_p.m.
The only Music Store open offer 6 p.m.

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

1968 Camero needs body AIR CONDITIONERS
work. Have all parts for and appliances ser
fixing it. $800. Call viced. Freezers,
474 8833.
washers, dryers, and
1971 Fiat 850 Sport refrigerators. All
recently reconditioned brands. 759 1322.
51700. 753 8062 after
5p.m.
1974 4 door Impala.
Excellent condition,
new tires, 8600 miles.
9 0 0 . 7 5 3 0 7 1 2 or
Need a mond. opi753 3534.
n ion? Local
1974 Chevrolet Station
Wagon. 10 passenger,
references. Cell Hugh
54,000 miles, 5 good
Outland. 759.17180
radial tires. E xcellent
753-8076.
condition. Outside body
rough. 5550. 753.8124.

1977 Pinto 43,000 miles
Excellent condition.
1803 College Farm
Road.
Ford Maverick 1973.
AM FM and 8 track
Smell house and 11
/
2 Call 767 4471 also stereo
acres includes shed. 75 watts per channel.
Asking $12,000. Coll For sale or trade 1978
El Camino.
753-7364 after 5:30 Chevrolet
Brakes, steering, air.
p.m. Country setting, 753.3134 85 or see at
1301 Chestnut.
city address.
-)14,r..e‘ke4 , L9Pir.i.3_560ge_
Magnum. Will sell
parts. Motor, transmission, rear end, glass
Three bedroom brick and interior in excellent
house. Fireplace, den, condition. 753-2933 or
fenced in yard. One half 492 8586 after 5p.m.
block from MSU.
$40,000. 753.2716.
Two bedroom brick 1967 Chevrolet pickup. 6
Hazel, with a nice cylinder, straight shift,
garden spot under $11, step side bed. 753-8124.
000. Call Shroat
1968 Ford pickup 390
Waldrop Real Estate automatic
needs minor
759 1707.
repair. Price now re
Want your privacy? duced. 474 2342.
Then rent this 2 bed
1972 Chevrolet pickup
room home, country. truck.
Good condition.
Coleman Real Estate 759 1894.
753 9898:
1974 Chevrolet Sub
urban 9 passenger truck
10,000 miles on rebuilt
1976 750 Honda loaded, engine. $1750. 753 8062
extra nice. Call 7532939.
after 5p.m.
1980 Honda motorcycle 1979 Dodge Van. 75
750. 6000 miles. $2100. percent customized. 6
Call 436 5659.
cylinder gas saver,
Honda 100 $150. 80 chrome wheels. 901 642Yamaha $250. ltal Jet 4457 8 4 Mon. Fri.
5200. 753 0115.
1980 Datsun pickup
XL 185. Phone 4892153.
king-cab. Loaded with
extras. Call 753 5341
days,or 753 8766 nights.

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

43. Real Estate

49. Used Cars

Affordable 3 year old
two bedroom home. 1400
sq ft, includes garage,
built in appliances, fen
ced in yard. Assume
loan. Call Owner 753
8469 or Shroat Waldrop
759 1707.
For sale by owner, 2
bedroom house com
pletely redecorated. 1 11
acre lot. Large out
building. Near Lynn
Grove. Call 753 3949.
Four bedroom house
with plenty of closet
space The house sits on
1 1;2 acres with new
storage building and
just 2 miles from town.
For appointment call
753 8563.
Great duplex 2 be
drooms, kitchen ap
pliances furnished.
Heat pump. Westwood.
Coleman Real Estate
753 9898.
Have the feeling of
country living 3 miles
outside the city limits.
Nice brick home on
large lot with lots of
fruit trees. Priced at
$37,500. KOPPERUD
REALTY 753-1222.
House for sale Canter
bury. Owner financing
at low rate. Call 7533672
after 6p.m.
Modern home on State
Line Road in Hazel, Ky.
492 8286.

For Sale

44, Homesfor Sale

Dr. Bernard Morin

3Ir X 301:D

51. Campers
22ft. Travel trailer ex
cellent condition
$2950. Howard Bran
don 753-4389.

FOR SALE
All metal frame 22
ft. Travel World
Motor Home, low
mileage, well
equipped, excellent condition,
one owner,
$10,500.

APPLIANCE
SERVICE
Kenmore,
W estinghouse,
Whirlpool. 20 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appli
ance Service 202 S. 5th
S
. 7 5 3 4 8 7 2 ,
753.8886(home).
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free es
timates call 753 2310

Concrete, block, brick
21 years experience. No
job to large or small.
Free estimates. Call
753 5476
Custom Dozer work. All
kinds of dirt work.
Specialize in clearing
straight blade or cutter
blade. Call 502 658 3302
nights or 502 247-4588.
FREE ESTIMATES On
All Electrical, Plumb
ing, Painting, and Well
Pump Needs. Licensed.
Call 753 0092 or 753.9673.
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs

Alumina Service Co.
alumni aid viuyl sidieg,
custom trim mirk.
WORMS. Call Will El
billy. 753411

Lawn mower and small
engine repair, lamp
repair. R. L. Glover 262
Riviera Cts, 753.0885.
Licensed electrician for
residential and com
mercial. Heating and
minim
my
air condition, gas in
siding and Aluminum
stallation and repair.
trim for ell houses. I
Phone 753 7203.
stops pointing.
Painting: Check our low
prices before you paint.
Jock Glover
Robinson and Day.
753-1871
753 5292 or 753 3716
evenings.
CARPET .CLEANIN-G, Refrigeration,
air.
Free Estimates. conditioning
service
Satisfied references, and repair.
Central air,
Vibra Steam or Quick refrigeration,
air conD ry Cleaning. ditioning,
heat pump
(Upholstery Cleaning) service. "Spring
Lee's Carpet Cleaning Special'
complete
753 5827.
.
cleaning on air
Carpet Cleaning Ser- conditioners, Phone 436
vice 1 room $17.53 plus 1 5536.
k -*oaf aft-4'ell--'-Rep-air s'-1571Call collect. 1.247-4084.
mowers, tillers, - any
small motors. 1001 Eat-t
Glendale off of 12th St.
753 4590

.I.C. & C.
Sheeting
Do you have a tobacco
or dairy born in need
of repair? Now would
be tfie time to give us
▪ cell.
We put on or repair
galvanized and
aluminum roofs and

Call 759-1600
(Office) or
75 3 - 0 3 29
(Home)
G ENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 4742359, nights 474.2276.
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753.2310 for free
estimate.
K & K STUMP REMOVAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates. Bob
Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435 4319.

.4

:

--

i
IWill clean carpets,
windows, also clean
and wax herd wood
floors. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

753-3317

S

TV's, stereos, C.B.'s,
radios, tape players,
tractor radio, small
appliances. We will
repair T.V.'s. Murray
Home & Auto.
We have in stock most
any type of electrical
motors from vacuum
cleaners to 100hp. Also
we are the local air
compressor repair ser
vice. We service anything electric. We
specialize in cleaning
air conditioners. Dill
Electric 753-9104.
Will do plumbing, air
condition, painting,
roofing, hauling, con
crete work. Call
753-2211.
Will do yard work and
hedge trimming, cut
and remove dead
hedge. Call 753-0712 or
753 353/.
Will sharpen hand saws
and chain saws.
753-4656.

55. Feed and Seed
ALFALFA FOR SALE
Missouri Delta grown.
Delivery or FOB
Merrell Farm PO Box
421 Hayti, Missouri
63851 3143590323 or
359 0633.

436-5654

AUCTION
52. Boats-Motors

FOR SALE
havered Melee boat meter
aed trailer, 71 Niel
Checkmate 15 ft. boat. 1970
model Mercury 135 HP
(Reds lover wit wed)
1972 model Paris trailer.
Um be sees at Mimi Sport
Marius, Hwy. 121 Sad,
weekdays 8-5. Will be sold
ZS is were is to the highest
sealed lid. Bids to be weed N Friday. May 21, 1912
at 12:00 nem. We reserve
the ritht to reject aery aml
all lids. Reply to Shelter
Cempary. Keith W.
CFI, P. 0. Bet 823, !Affray, Ky. 42171.
iiiN1111111/1/
lift. Simi V. 5 and L-2hp
Johnson motor with
trailer. Good shape.
492 8220.
1976 Cobia 16ft. Run
140hp
about tri hull
Call
inboard outboard
527 8612 or after 5p.m.
527 7951.

FOR SALE
21 -ft. -Sail tont. 3
sails, boat, meter
and trailer. Excellent condition.

753-1736

Saturday, May 22, 1982
11:00 a.m.
The Peredise Friendly Nome Property For Petters
Orphan Nome, Bowling Green, KY
DIRECTIONS: From Mayfield, South on Highway
97 *midi Tri City, 2.6 miles. from Nun-ey,
West on 94 to Tri City, South on 97, 2.6 miles.
Out of Paris, Come 69 through Bell City approx.
11
/
2 mile.
TRACT #1 - Approximately 8.7 acres
of land with dormitories and gymnasium.
Lagoon - Buildings are in need of
repairs, but are sound.
TRACT #2 - Approximately 8 acres,
heavily wooded.
TRACT #3 - Approximately 641
/
2 acres
with a lake, heavily wooded. Facing
Highway 97. Approximately 7 acres under
contract 4or this year. Buyer to receive
present owners share.
6 foot sidewinder mower.
TRACT #4 - Approximately 35.2 acres
with 2 bedroom home, dining room, kitchen, utility room, upstairs, electric wall
heat, garage, well water, storm windows,
doors and new roof.
TRACT #5- Is included with Tract #1.
Tracts will be sold separately and then
combined.
You can see this Real Estate May 15
between 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. Someone will be on the site or by calling 5273242 for Special Appointment.
TERMS: 10 percent down day of sale,
balance with deed.
Announcements Ina& a,t site take
precedence over printed matter.
Sale By-

Morgan, Trevation & Gunn, Inc
106 lest.12111 Street
Santee, Kentucky 42025
502-527.3242 • 502•527.9173
502-898-3256
Auctioneer: Pete T. Gene, Jr.
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Martin's Chapel plans homecoming Sunday

OBITUARIES

Martin's Chapel United completing a doctoral
Methodist Church will program in counseling.
have its annual He graduated from
homecoming Sunday Southwestern, Memphis,
will officiate. Mrs.
Final rites for Charlie from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., ac- in 1952, from Vanderbilt
Oneida White will be Ross will be Friday at 2 cording to the Rev. School of Religion in 1955,
organist and soloist.
p.m. in the chapel of Max Thomas G.Small, pastor, from Boston University
Burial will follow in Churchill Funeral Home. who along with congrega- in 1976 and did an EducaNew Providence The Rev. R. J. Burpoe tion invite the public to tion Specialist Program
attend.
at University of
Cemetery.
will officiate.
Friends may call at
Pallbearers will be
The Rev. William Louisville, 1978-81.
funeral home after 2 p.m. Kenneth Melvin, Tom. Rayburn Gentry will
During his military
today (Thursday).
Montgomery, Perry Har- speak about "The Debt career, Gentry served at
Mrs. Holland, 53, died rison, Ralph Riley, We Owe" with scripture numerous military inTuesday at her home. Harvey Story and Paul from Hebrews 12:1-2 at stallations in United
Her death was apparent- Henderson. Burial will the morning worship ser- States as well as in Puerly from natural causes, follow in Maple Springs vice. He served as pastor to Rico, Germany, and
according to Coroner Cemetery in Marshall of the former Martin's two tours in Vietnam. He
Tommy Walker who was County.
Chapel, New Hope and is licensed as a marriage
called to the scene. An
Friends may call at Sulphur Springs Circuit and family counselor in
autopsy was to be per- funeral home after 2 p.m. of the Methodist Cnurch California and is a
toda" Thursday
formed, Walker said.
in 1954-55.
clinical member of
Mr. Ross,94, Rt. 2, died
The deceased was an
Gentry also served American Association for
employee of Fisher Price Wednesday at 4:20 a.m. churches
in Tennessee Marriage and Family
Toys. She was a member at Murray-Calloway and Missouri prior
to Therapy.
of New Providence Bap- County Hospital.
enterting the Army as a
At the morning service
tist Church. Born March
chaplain. He retired from the Rev. and Mrs. Small
11, 1929, in Lyon County,
the Army in 1981 and will sing a duet and the
she was the daughter of
returned to his Church Choir, directed by
the late John Harper and
hometown, Memphis, Ralph Robertson with
Mary Tidwell Harper.
The funeral for
where he presently is Ricky Cunningham as
Mrs. Holland is surviv- Leonard Thorpe was toed by her husband, day at 2 p.m. in the
Robert B. Holland, Rt. 4; chapel of Roy M. Lowe
two daughters, Mrs. Funeral Home, Lowes.
Carolyn Dunlap, Rt. 4, The Rev. Robert Johnson
and Mrs. Judy Wright, officiate.
Fort Myers, Fla.; six
Burial was in Beulah
sons, Charles W. Duncan, Cemetery there.
1105 Sycamore St., Cleo
Mr. Thorpe, 79, Beulah
Duncan, Rt. 1, Benton, community, died TuesLeo Duncan, Rt. 3, An- day at 6 p.m. at a hospital
thony Duncan, 703 Broad in Hopkinsville. He was a
St., Bobby Holland, Rt. member of Beulah Bap13, Paducah, and Bill tist Church.
Holland, Rt. 4.
Survivors include three
Also surviving are two sisters, Mrs. Novella
stepdaughers, Ms. Mary Raspberry, Hazel, Mrs.
Hon?4-54,441.„ and Mrs. Dessie Burgess,. A-r1,
Shirley Snyder, Rt. 6, ington, and Mrs. Tommie
Benton; a sister,. Mrs. Lemmon, Alton, Ill.;
ANNUAL HOMECOMING will be Sunday at MarMichell Tidwell,'several nieces and
tin's Chapel United Methodist Church.
Chicago; three brothers, nephews.
Elmer Harper, Dyer,
Tenn., and Willard and
Edward Tidwell, Eddyville.
Ten grandchildren and
four stepgrandchildren
also survive.
Gifts from $5

Mrs. Holland dies at home Charlie Ross
Services for Mrs. Myr- the Rev. Grover Page rites Friday
tle Harper Holland will be
Friday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev.
Bobby Edmondson and

Rogers dies
Wednesday;
rites Friday

-

Services for Maurice
Rogers will be Friday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of
Isaacs Funeral Home,
Arlington. The Rev. Tommy Grubbs will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Milburn Cemetery.
Friends may call at
funeral home after 4 p.m.
today (Thursday).
Mr. Rogers, 60, died
Wednesday at 2:30 a.m.
at Clinton-Hickman
County • Hospital. His
death followed an extended illness. His parents
were the late Mr. and
Mrs. Clayton Rogers. He
was a member of Milburn
Baptist Church.
He is survived by his
stepmother, Mrs. Ruby
Rogers Hobbs, Milburn;
five sisters, Mrs. Wade
(Jean) Norsworthy, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Coldwater
community, Mrs. James
Dorothy) Goatley, Harrison, Mich., Mrs. Mert
Virginia) Collom,
--W
ieh. ,nrer:
Joe (Ann) Crawford,
Wyandotte, Mich., and
Mrs. Jack (Mae)
Venters, Joliet, Ill.
Also surviving are two
brothers,. Tommy
Rogers, Mont Clover,
Ohio, and Wayne Rogers,
Lone Oak; several
nieces, nephews and
cousins.

Thorpe rites
conducted
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Dopp kits, tie pins,
tie racks

dent of the Calloway
County School System,
and several principals
Mrs. Boggess had worked
with as well as board
members and retired
teachers.

Nuckingilam Kau Its)
t2 Chestnut Street
Murray. Kentucky
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Ribeye

8 to 12 lb. avg. whole lb.

$399
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Choice Minute

Steak
Beef Patties
Portins Whole Hog
Sausage

lb. $229

Quarter lb. Pero Ground

1111b. box $ 1 988

lb.$1 69

White

Potatoes

20 lb

bag $229

Butter Peas
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20 lb $1 533

Speckled

Butter Beans
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30 lb.$2299
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We Honor
Cortaid
PCS,Travelers
Cream
Medimet,
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Ky. Public
15 gm.
II
Assistance

Wholesale & Retail Meat
Moon 753-1401
MOM 71110-3:110 Ala.•Fri.

Mylanta
$1 89

4,vNtri\vrtYThrough The

We Can Easily
Transfer Your
Refill Prescription
To Byron's
I
Discount
ir.. 7/2 Os..
Pharmacy
istA AIA ikAik

Frosty Acres

171. int Si.
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belts, money clips, neck chains,
wallets, travel accessories

North teacher honored

Hog market
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Timex
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shirts, pants, belts, ties,
key chains

225 To 300 Lbs.

WA1N__TAYLOR CHEVROLE
641

'VERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

POLO

1".•.• •4.,

THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

506 N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza

shirts, belts, sweaters,
jackets, wallets, key chains, hats

North Calloway
Elementary School
honored Mrs. Carolyn J.
Boggess on May 6 with a
Memorial Service in the
school library. Mrs. Boggess died Sept. 7, 1981.
Present were her husband, James S. Boggess,
and their children, Tommy and Amy.
The principal, James
Feltner, dedicated in her
honor a large, woodcarved book inscribed
"In Memory of Carolyn J.
Boggess," given by the
North Elementary P.T.C.
and several books from
the P.T.C. and from the
school. This collection
will be added to in years
to come.
The North Star Singers,
under the direction of
Sarah Hail, sang "Climb
Every Mountain," and
You'll Never Walk
Alone."
Mrs. Boggess had been
a teacher in the Calloway
County System for. 10
years and had the respect
and love of all her coworkers and students.
Present at the
Memorial were many of
her family members,
faculty and staff of North
Calloway, a number of
the student body, Dr.
Jack Rose. superintea-

Stock
market

BYRON'S

IZOD

MEMORIAL SERVICE for Carolyn J. Boggess,
who died Sept. 7, 1981, was conducted at North
Calloway Elementary. Pictured,from left, her son,
Tommy, her daughter, Amy, and her husband,
James S. Boggess.

pianist, also will sing.
the Rev. L.M. Joiner an Hilrnon Coles.
CelebraSinging will be in the educational annex was tion of
the debt retireafternoon with W.A. Cun- built in 19561 Serving as ment was
Sept. 29, 1974.
ningham as master of building eummittee
ceremonies.
members wire J.E.
Special singers will in- Nesbitt, Hilmon Coles,
clude Jerry Mac H.E. Charlton and Dees
Burkeen, Donna Roberts, Bynum.
Larry and Marjorie
-2 31
On March 20, 1966, the ladoienal Average
Woodall, Leland Peeler, church's official board Air Products
354 +
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Terry Dowdy, Jessie and voted to rebuild and AMOY= MAWS .
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River Valley Quartet, and air condition the Chrroler
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. 34 At
134 am
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General Dynamics
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Shepherd United started April 1, 1966 and Greer& Melon.
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11 +
Methodist Church, Kings completed Aug. 5, 1966 at Goodrich
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124.8 1114,4
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and J.W. and Toni Jones. Aug. 21, 1966, with the K Marl
Penwell
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314 • 44
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pastor. Building commit- Texaco.
U.S. Tobacco
47 WIC
Martin's Chapel is one tee members were Dees Weedy's
-14
of the oldest United Bynum, Gerald Fitts and C EY.road
14 31
Methodist churches in
Calloway County. It was
Chewollet
Chevrolet
named after a school
teacher, Minnie Martin,
KEEP
who in 1830 started Sunday School for local
children and adults in an
old log school house nearby.
Organized in 1853, Martin's Chapel was moved
to present site just outside of Murray city limits
with land donated by a
Mr. McGill. The first
church house was built in
1865.
A second church
building was completed
Aug. 25, 1914, with the
SIO Pick-Ups
Rev. J.C. Rudd as pastor.
Now In Stock
Building committee
members were E.M.
Farmer, J.J. Huie, C.E.
I
Farmer, D.W.Padgett,
S.
E.J. Miller, W.T. Fair,
53-2617
Murray
M.B. Guthrie, O.A.
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You've got a friend in the hospital

f

Thursday Afternoon, May 13.1982

A Special Section of the Murray Ledger and Times

National Hospital Week May 9-15

Hospital complex today
for cry from first facility
The sprawling MurrayCalloway County
Hospital complex as we
know it today is a far cry
from the five-room cottage where it all began 72
years ago.
For it was in 1910 that
Dr. William Herbert
Mason, generally known
as "Dr. Will" came to the
realization that his ambitioneas a surgeon could
)
0nex.er materializin a-small town such as Murray without some sort of
hospital facility within
which to practice.
On August 23 of that
year, he opened what
became known as the
Murray Surgical
Hospital, the facility
which was to become the
forerunner of the Mason
Memorial Hospital and

,,-,312CMPoits.

MASON HOSPITAL — The old Mason Memorial Hospital served the community from 1910 to 1947, at which time the Murray Hospital Association, Inc., was
established and took it over. It was razed in 1979 as part of the current hospital's
expansion program.

Survey
reveals
low costs
In a recent survey of
seven major health care
cost areas at eight West
Kentucky hospitals, the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital ranked the
lowest in six and next to
the lowest in the other.
Records of Blue Cross
of Kentucky has shown
the Murray hospital with
the lowest average cost
in: per patient stay, per
day, laboratory fees,
medication, X-ray and
use of the operating
room.
Only in the area of
physical therapy did
MCCH fail to show the
lowest cost. Its average
per patient cost in this
area was $7.55, or $2.29
more than the hospital
with the lowest physical
therapy cost figure.
The average cost per
patient stay at the Murray hospital, according to
the Blue Cross figures,
was $961.39. This is
$174.13 less than its
nearest "competitor,"
which was reported with
a $1,135.52figure.
The highest average of
the eight hospitals
surveyed was $1,774.48,
or $813.09 more than that
of the Murray facility.
In the "average total
(Continued on Page 4)

I

I

later the Murray Calloway County
Hospital of today.
This first, modest
facility was set up in a
five-room - cottage on
Popular Street where the
Mason Memorial
Hospital would later be
built and where the doctors' parking lot for the
present hospital now is
located.
The -cottage— was
remodeled to provide
some attic space for patients and two rooms, to
be used for operating and
the sterilizing of instruments and equipment.
This pioneer Murray
medical facility opened
with one patient and one
nurse. The Quadrennial
Report (1918-1922) of the

Mason Memorial
Hospital notes that there
was "no other help other
than the physicians who
were connected with it"
in documenting the initial
hospital's simple beginning.
This first patient had
been hospitalized for, and
immediately had, an abdominal operation.
The second patient,
stricken with a-ppett--dicitis, was admitted the
second day the hospital
was open and for an
operation. Both were
cared for by their
families with the help and
supervision of the one
nurse.
According to the
report, both patients
recovered and the work
(Continued on Page 7)

Staff & Employees
Of The
Murray Calloway Co.
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Hospital expands under Poston's leadership
Stuart Poston, a native
of Ripley, Tenn., has been
administrator of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for the past eight
years, succeeding Field
Montgomery in the position in April, 1972.
It has been under his
leadership and supervision that the hospital's
greatest expansion program has materialized.
This has included the
addition of the north
wing, which included the
laboratory and the
critical care unit; demolition of the old Mason
Memorial Hospital; construction of the new
Mason Memorial
Hospital; construction of
the new Mason Memorial
Medical Arts Building;
addition west wing in-

Stuart Poston
cluding the Long Term
Care Unit and 38 acute
beds and an extensive
remodeling program
which expanded the administrative offices, the
emergency room, X-ray
facilities, both physical
and respiratory therapy
facilities; and added the
new surgical suite.
Poston received his
undergraduate degree in

Hospice program
recognized across state
After 15 months of
practical functioning, the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Hospice Program is becoming
recognized across Kentucky as a model operation.
The program, the
primary objective of
which is to help the terminally ill and their
families, enrolled its first
patient January 15, 1981,
after 10 months of community assessment, plan-

ning and volunteer education.
To date, 29 patients and
their families have
benefited from the program, and in several
.cases bereavement support has continued for the
family for six to 12 months following the death of
the patient.
More than 165
volunteer workers have
received as much as 18
hours of specialized train(Continued on Page 7)

Remember to
Call Us.
During National
Hospital Week.
We have to large
selection of flowering
plants fresh green
plants and silk arrangements
to choose from.

1968 at Memphis State
University, and in 1970,
was awarded a master's
degree in hospital administration at Trinity
University in San Antonio, Tex.
Before coming to Murray, he was assistant administrator at Blount
Memorial Hospital,
Maryville, Tenn., following one year as an ad-

1

753-9514
Bon v. SOUTH 4TH
MUHHAY, KY 42071

number of professional
organizations, including
the Kentucky Hospital
Association, American
Hospital Association and
the American College of
Hospital Administrators,
he also is active in Murray civic affairs.
He presently is
secretary of the board of
directors -of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce,

vice-chairman of the
board of the Calloway
County Chapter,
American Red Cross, and
is a past president of the
Murray Rotary Club.
He and his wife, the
former Dean Bogue, also
of Ripley, have two
children, Lynn, 18, a student at Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green,and Jay,9.

+)

+ MIDHOLLANDI

The Finest In Home Health
Supply & Medical Equipment

*Featuring*

Roundabouts are made the way your feet are made
They're rounded up front to give your toes
plenty of room They're made front soft
leather with a cushioned arch So
every step you take will be a
comfortable one

•Surgical & Orthodic Braces And
Devices Custom Fitted
•Full Line Of Home Health Dept.Beds, Wheel Chairs, Patient
Lifts, Walkers, Bathroom Aids ect.
Sales and Rental
•Scholl, Clinic Sebago,& Miller Shoes

Scholl
"KANGAROO"
Handsewn vamp with
Plantation crepe sole and a
portion of pride'
Made in USA
Note sizes

•Honeywell Clean Air Filtration Systems

Remember Medicare
Will pay up to 80% of
your medical health
home cost if you are
65 years or older

1.
aldeflota

ministrative resident at
Methodist Hospital in
Memphis.
Prior to that, his experience includes service
with the Texas Hospital
Association, John Gaston
Hospital, Memphis,
Fulton (Ky.) hospital and
supervisor of admissions
at Methodist Hospital,
Memphis.
A member of a large

Sebagos
Nursing Shoes
Mid-Range Priced
For Professional
People

HOLLAND •1110
MEDICAL
Caring For You Is Our Tradition
Next To Holland's Drug Store-Downtown Murray
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Various types of people
make up hospital board
From all walks of
business and community
service, eleven persons
from Murray and
Calloway County make
up the governing board of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Six of the positions on
the Board of Commissioners are filled through
recommendation by
designated community
groups and receive final
approval of the Calloway
County Fiscal Court and
Murray Common Council. Two additional threeyear appointments are
made directly by the
Fiscal Court and Common Council.
The three remaining
seats are held by the current chief of the medical
staff, the county judge executive and the mayor of
Murray.
The position of Board
commissioner is one of
public faith in a person's
integrity and ability in a
particular field, be it

finance, medicine, education, planning, hospitals
or any activity which the
person is acting for and in
behalf of the community
at large.
With the bestowing of
this public. confidence
and faith goes the
weighty responsibility of
acting on behalf of others
and the final responsibility for those acts.
In order to create a
smooth running health
facility, the Board adopts
bylaws which provide the
basic framework for
adoption of specific
policies that determine
day-to-day activities of
the hospital. The Board
then delegates the
authority for administrative action to an
administrator chosen by
the Board.
The Board is also
charged with assuring
that MCCH has a competent and qualified
medical staff representing the necessary range

of specialties. The results
of their diligence can be
seen in MCCH's excellent
medical staff of 36 physicians representing
several specialties.
Serving his second
term as chairman of the
Board is John Youngerman who represents the
Jaycees and is in his
eighth year on the Board.
A Calloway County
native, he is a graduate of
Murray High and attended Murray State University.
During his tenure on
the hospital Board, he has
served on numerous committees and as secretary,
treasurer and vicechairman.
Mr. Youngerman,
warehouse manager at
Murray Drug Corporation, was employed for 20
years at Starks Hardware. He has served as
president and external
vice-president of the Mur-.
ray Calloway County
Jaycees and chairman of

HOSPITAL BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS — With the exception of Herman
K. Ellis who was unable to be present for the picture, the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of Commissioners includes (from left, from row) Mayor
Holmes Ellis, Graham Feltner, Chairman John Youngerman, Jim Garrison,
Harold Hurt,(back row) Administrator Stuart Poston, Mrs. Donna Jackson,Dr.
Bill Hart, chief of the medical staff, Judge-Executive George Weaks, Stanford
Andrus,Dr. Allen Moffitt and Danny Watters,controller.
the Calloway County Fair
Board.
He is married to the
former Diana Beane,also
of Calloway County.
Vice-chairman James
Garrison has served on
the Board since the formation of MurrayCalloway County
.Hospital in March 1964
representing the Murray
(Continued on Page 6)

During National Hospital
Week
If you've got a friend in the hospital feeling
sort of blue, send them one of our bouquets to
say,"I'm thinking of you."

Juanita's
Flowers Inc.
917 Coldwater Rd.

pfc

You've got a
Friend at the
Hospital and at...

THE

PROFESSIONALS'
CHOICE
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Lattice

Congratulations for
another year of
Community Service

We have your size!

SAS

Made in Texas. USA

Begley Drugs
Central
Shopping
Center
753-4025

Murray,
Ky.

00c,

Beglei's Medical
Arts Pharmacy
801
Poplar
759-4527
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Hospital keeps in step with ultrasound imagery
cher. The technologist
in charge of the ultrathen applies a gel to the
sound, X-ray and nuclear
body area to be examined
medicine departments at
before placing a small
the 218-bed Murray
called a
probe,
hospital.
," in contact
'transducer
for
idea
original
The
with the skin.
ultrasound, Wilson exThe probe then sends
from
devised
plained, is
waves into• the
sound
SONAR, the equipment
then listens for
and
body
presence
that detects the
echoes. A
the
returning
and location of submergconcomputer
digital
of
ed objects by means
a
into
echoes
the
verts
supersonic waves being
image.
visible
emitted and reflected.
The principle involved
SONAR is commonly
is
much the same as one
used by ships and subyelling into a cave and
marines at sea. "Instead
listening for the returning
of finding ships and subechoes. The body emits
"the
said,
he
marines,"
the second waves that
more sophisticated
traVel forward until they
in
today
method is used
hit a reflecting surface
medicine to examine
before traveling back to
exan
processes
(Continued from Page 1) structures and organs in
technician,
X-ray
ULTRASOUND — Judy Yates,a registered
detected and recorded
be
the body."
pectant mother with the hospital's newly-enhanced ultrasound imagery equipcost per day" area, the
the ultrasound equipby
Diagnostic ultrasound
ment.
Murray hospital showed
ment.
successfulused
been
has
a figure of $217.60, or
For earlier ultrasound
the ultrasound
that the application of
felt or heard by the paly in medicine since the
$12.32 less than the
examinations, the patient
laboratory, where they
can lessen the
advantages of
ultrasound
"The
tient.
employs
It
1950s.
early
previously listed facility.
was required to sit in a
are greeted by the
needs for more extensive
diagnostic ultrasound are
the use of painless, highThe highest cost in this
water tank while the scan
will
who
t
technologis
exas
such
signifily
procedures
tremendous
to
waves
sound
frequency
area was $319.84.
was performed. As ultra.
examination
the
make
surgery.
ploratory
cant," Wilson emphasizimage the body.
In the area of average
advanced the pafew
a
sound
answering
After
for
there
scheduled
that
out
Patients
pointing
ed,
used.
are
No X-rays
laboratory fees, the local
lowr was reno
tient
inare
they
questions,
examinaan ultrasound
are no known harmful efThe high-frequency
hospital's figure of $91.98
on Page6)
streta
Continued
on
lie
to
(
structed
to
report
and
to
asked
patient
are
the
to
tion
fects
be
sound waves cannot
not only was the lowest
listed but was $10.29 per
patient lower than that of
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Within the past decade,
one of medical science's
fastest growing procedures has been the
development of ultrasound imagery, and the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is keeping right
in step with the advancement.
According to Dr.
William R. Wilson, ultrasound is one of the most
exciting of the imaging
devices.
Wilson and Dr. Prue W.
Kelly are the radiologists
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Nuclear camera expands medical care
Ejection fraction,
tracers, phase fourier:
mystical words to the
uninitiated, but to a
nuclear medicine
technologist, they mean
expanding diagnostic
capabilities for patient
care.
In recent months, the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has purchased
and installed a scintillation (nuclear) camera
and new computer for its
X-Ray Department;
these have made possible
more extensive and
definitive tests to be completed.
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electronically transmitted for photographic purposes.
The _complex process
results in visualizations
of organs that aren't attainable any other way.
Organs can be seen as
they live and, more important, judged according to how well they
do their jobs.
The tests give
diagnostio information
based on their structure,
size, shape and configuration, how blood circulates to and through the
organs, identifies defects
that indicaterase processes and even shows
how therapy affects the
disease.
The certified nuclear
medicine technologist at
the Murray hospital is
Duane Thompson. A
native of Franklin, Tenn.,
he received his bachelor
of science degree from
Belmont College in
Nashville, Tenn., and
completed his nuclear
medicine training at
Vanderbilt University in

Nuclear medicine, a
radiology-related function, offers five tests that
were not previously
available to patients at
the Murray hospital. The
theory behind them is
complex: speciallydesignated elements tagged with radioactive
nuclides, or tracers, are
injected or inhaled, the
radioactivity detected
and measured by a
camera-like device and

NUCLEAR MEDICINE — Duane Thompson,certified nuclear medicine technologist at MurrayCalloway County Hospital, performs tests physicians use to evaluate patients for heart disease,
lung disease, gastrointestinal bleeding, and
gallbladder and liver functions.

August of 1981, at which
time he joined the MCCH
staff.
He performs tests
physicians use to
evaluate patients for
heart disease, lung
disease, gastrointestinal
bleeding, gallbladder and
liver function.
Some tests, like those
on the liver, cannot be
visualized with conventional X-ray. Others, like
thallium cardiology
'stress studies, can often
take the place of more expensive tests, such as
heart catheterization,
which involves additional
risk.
. In general, nuclear
medicine studies offer an
entirely new approach to
looking at -the problem,
giving information and
visual records of an
organ's structure and
function.
Nuclear medicine tests
involve no more exposure
to radiation than do conventional X-rays, Thompson emphasizes. This way
of studying organs has
been in common use for
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about 20 years, yet the integration of computers
into nuclear medicine
technology has expanded
the field dramatically
within the past five years.
The Murray hospital's
department, which has
been in existence for
seven years, has been offering lung, liver, brain
and bone studies since its
beginning.
The integration of the
computer function into
the department,
however, has expanded
all that.
Now available are
multi-gated acquisition
testing (MUGA) which
includes a wall motion
display of the heart, a
study of the amount of
blood passing through
heart chambers and the
rhythm at which the
chambers work.
Others include tests to
detect and pinpoint the
location of
gastrointestinal bleeding,
and hepatobiliary imaging, which is an adjunct
to conventional liver
scans.
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HOSPITAL SECTION

Hospital board...
(Continued from Page 3)

POST OFFICERS — 1981-82 officers of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Explorer Post 803, an organization of high school students interested in health
careers, are: (from left, front row) Kyle Evans, vice president; Lori Lovins,
president LuAnn Loberger, treasurer; (back row) Kelly Chilcutt, reporter;
Julie Gargus,secretary; and Leslie Massey,historian.

Ultrasound...
(Continued from Page 4)
quired to sit in the bath.
The examination could
be made simply by placing the body against a
modified water bath
tank.
Today, the patient
simply lies on the examining stretcher and
the gel replaces the water
bath.Ultrasound imaging
techniques have greatly
improved, and the inconvenience to the patient has greatly decreased.
The equipment used in

the diqgnostic ultrasound
facilities at the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital represents an investment of more than
$100,000, Wilson said.
Although diagnostic
ultrasound imaging is
fairly standard in most
hospitals today, the unit
at the Murray hospital
was the first in the area
after those put into use at
the Paducah hospitals.
"Our ultrasound lab is
as modern and as completely equipped as possible at this point in the

development of the procedure,' Wilson stated.
This equipment includes:
— A static B-scanner,
which is composed of a
mechanical "arm"
through which each picture is made and a control panel through which
the quality of the picture
is controlled.
— A Dunn multi-image
format camera, which
records the images on
film after the images are
constructed by the computer.

the Board representing
Chamber of Commerce.
the Murray Common
A native of Pontotoc,
Council, he has taken an
Mississippi, he graduated
active part completing
from Mississippi State
many committee
University with a degree
assignments.
in dairy manufacturing
A native Calloway
and has lived in Murray
Countian, Mr. Andrus
since 1956.
worked for 20 years at the
An active member of
Murray Coal and Ice
the Board, Mr. Garrison
Company prior to his 17
served as chairman duryears as Murray City
ing much of the initial
Clerk.
planning and construcHe and his wife,
tion in the hospitals' most
Laurine, are active
recent building promembers of the First
grams. He is now in his
Baptist Church.
second consecutive term
Dr. Allen Moffitt, local
as vice-chairman.
orthodontist, currently
General Manager of
serves as treasurer of the
Ryan Milk Company, Mr.
Board. He joined the
Garrison is also involved
Board in March 1981 after
in numerous other combeing appointed by the
munity activities, serving
Murray Rotary Club.
on the Board of the Bank
He is a Paducah native
of Murray, Chamber of
and graduate of Paducah
Commerce, and local airTilghman High School.
port.
Following completion of
He holds memberships
in several professional'ITN undergraduate degree
at the University of Kenorganizations such as the
tucky in 1966, he entered
Kentucky Dairy Council
the University of Kenand the Southeastern Natucky School of Dentistry
tional Dairy Council.
and graduated in 1970.
Mr. Garrison and his
Dr. Moffitt then served
wife Edith, who is active
two years in the Navy
in the MCCH Auxiliary,
Dental Corps and receivhave three children,
ed a masters degree in orBeth, David and Nancy.
thodontics from the
Secretary of the goverUniversity of Washington
ning body is Stanford Anin 1974.
drus, retired Murray City
His community and
Clerk. In his six years on

professional
achievements include offices held in the Murray
Rotary, Chamber of Commerce, Kentucky Orthodontists Association,
and Southwest Dental
Society.
Also serving on the
Board are Graham
Feltner, farmer,
representing the
Calloway County Farm
Bureau since 1 969;
Harold Hurt, local attorney and past Board
chairman, was appointed
by the Calloway County
Bar Association in 1975;
and Herman K. Ellis,
owner of Ellis Popcorn
Company, since March
1980 representing the
Calloway County Fiscal
Court.
Joining the Board in
January was Murray
Mayor Holmes Ellis,
Calloway County Judge
Executive George
Weaks, and Chief of the
MCCH Medical Staff
William Hart, MD.
The newest member of
the Board,replacing Miss
Louise Swann from the
Murray Woman's Club in
April 1982, is Mrs. Ronnie
(Donna) Jackson
representing the
Calloway County
Homemakers.
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Hospital complex...
(Continued from Page 1)
grew until a larger
building was purchased
in 1911. At this time, Dr.
Mason was joined by Dr.
Newton G. Evans and Dr.
Ben B. Keys in the operation of a still larger
surgical hospital.
Dr. Evans left Murray
after a few years, but Dr.
Keys continued to practice here until his death in
1934 at the age of 54.
By this time, the facility, the report notes,"had
two nurses, a cook and
one other helper, a man
who looked after the
business."
The building was kept
filled with patients,
although most of them
were of very limited
means while the expense.
of running the hospital
was great.
The financial situation
of this early facility was
not a favorable one by
any measurement, and,
had it not been for the
loyalty and faith of those
associated with it, the
Mason Memorial
Hospital and the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital of today may
never have been as the
struggling little Murray
Surgical Hospital "would
have perished in its infancy," the 1918-1922
report notes.
An important facet of
the hospital's history is
the nurses' training
school, which was
operated for many years
by the Mason Hospital.
1922 report lists the
hospital with five
graduate nurses and a
three-year training program registered by the
Kentucky State Board of
Nurses.
The early contribution
of the Mason family to
nursing education in West
Kentucky was recognized
several years ago when
the building housing the

four-year nursing program and department at
Murray State University
was named Mason Hall.
The larger, 65-bed
facility, which had
become known as the
Mason Hospital operated
until 1947 at which time
the Mason family made
the hospital available to
the community which
took over its operation
and began the Murray
Hospital.
Also in 1947, the KeysHouston Clinic-Hospital,
which was operated for
years as a partnership involving Dr. Hugh L.
Houston, Dr. Hal E.
Houston and Dr. Coleman
McDevitt was incorporated and its name
changed to the HoustonMcDevitt Clinic, Inc.
Later, when the ClinicHospital discontinued its
inpatient functions, its
physicians joined in the
operation of the Murray
Hospital.
The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital had its
beginning in 1964 when
the facilities of what had
become known as the
Murray Hospital became
outdated, and, again, the
community rallied
around a.campaign to see
that a new, modern structure was erected.
After construction -of
the new hospital in 1964,
the old building was converted into a convalescent care unit, and was
used for the next 15 years
primarily for that purpose.
In 1976, however,
several of the doctors
located their offices temporarily in the old
buil.ding after the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic
building downtown was
Virtually destroyed by
fire on Oct. 18.
The modern, regional
medical center which today is the MurrayCalloway County

Hospital came into being
with the completion of an
$8-million expansion program.
The project involved
the construction of a $6.2
million addition to the
hospital itself, including a
new surgical suite, expanded emergency
facilities, a 40-bed long
term care center, an additional 38 acute care
beds and remodeled
facilities for the X-ray,
respiratory therapy,
physical therapy, library
and educational functions.
Construction on this
began in October, 1976.
In July, 1977, construction was started on the
three-story building,
which was dedicated May
9 as the Mason Memorial
Medical Arts Building.
The 40,000-square-foot
building, located adjacent to the hospital, provides offices for 22 of the
hospital's 36-member
medical staff as well as a
pharmacy and other commercial space. An allweather corridor connects the building to the
hospital.
It was occupied by doctors in January of 1979,
and since then has attracted specialists in
family medicine, an
ophthalmologist, an earnose -and -throat
specialist, orthopaedic
surgeons,an oral surgeon
and specialists in internal
medicine as well as
others.
Razing of the Convalescent Division — the old
Murray Hospital building
— began March 14, 1979,
and was completed in
about 12 days. A parking
lot for the hospital's doctors now occupies the
area.
From its simple beginning and because of the
dream of one man, Dr.
William Herbert Mason,
the Murray-Calloway

,..r...rorrarraarrOaria.

HOSPITAL SECTION

Hospice...
County Hospital has
grown and developed into
a modern, well staffed
and equipped regional
medical center with 218beds.
And, for more than 100
years, the Mason family
of physicians dedicated
itself to the community
and the practice of
medicine.
William Morris Mason,
born in 1816, was reported
to be the first of the
group. He came to the
Hazel area in 1858, and
was the grandfather of
Vanderbilt graduates
Edgar Perry, William
Herbert and Robert
Macon Mason.
Dr. Ora Kress Mason,
wife of Dr. Will Mason,
also was for many years
a noted physician in Murray.
For many years,
througb. their hospital
work and private practice, Dr. Will, Dr. Ora and
Dr. Rob served hundreds
of families across West
Kentucky and Northwest
Tennessee as well as participating in the training
of nursing students from
across the United States•
and Canada.
The tradition of one of
Calloway County's oldest
and most fondly
remembered "doctor"
families continues with a
fourth generation — Dr.
Dan Miller, of Murray;
Dr. Lewis Drake III, Lexington, and Theodore
Forrest, a senior medical
student in Louisville.

(Continued from Page 2)
ing learning to help meet
the physical, spiritual
and practical needs of the
participating families.
Of these, 69 have been
assigned to "teams,"
small groups whose
members visit regularly
in the homes, run errands, prepare meals, do
housework and provide
periodic relief for family
members so they can pursue normal activities.
A typical Hospice
"team" includes the
family physician, a
minister, a nurse, and
from two to five other
volunteers. With exception of the physician, all
services rendered are
free.
Although each team
has functioned differently, the over-all objective
has been the same — to
promote physical corn-

AP

fort, emotional stability
and spiritual assurance
so that life for all involved can be as full as possible.
Team members also
continue-their visits when
patients are hospitalized,
augmenting the continuity of care and the
systematic program of
emotional support.
The program, which
was initiated largely
through the efforts and
leadership of Dr. Ruth
Cole R. N. retired chairman of the Department of
Nursing at Murray State
University, is now
directed by Louise Sickel.
A registered nurse and
a native of Savannah,
Ga., Mrs. Sickel holds
degrees in biology from
Agnes Scott College at
Decatur, Ga., and in nursing from Murray State
University.
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SECURITY OFFICER
Ewing Lee checks his
time clock while making
one of his hourly rounds
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
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The Active Medical Staff
at

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
offers Murray and Calloway Countians a Wide Range of Medical Services
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Dr. Robert Bacsik
General Pediatrics
born Medicine

Dr. Clegg Austin
Pediatrics

Dr. David Barrett
Pathology

Dr. Bailey Binford
Family Medicine
Psychiatry

Dr. Richard Blalock
Internal Medicine

Dr. Ray Charette
Orthopaedic Surgery

Po'

Dr. Gene Cook
Obstetrics-Gynecology

Dr. Charles Clark
Family Medicine

. Dr. Jorge Garrastazu
Emergency

Dr. Richard Crouch
Family Practice

Dr. David Eberle
Urology

Dr. William G. Hart
Ophthalmology

Dr. Hal E.Houston
Vascular and
General Surgery

Dr. John Golberg
Orthopaedic Surgery

P"

.

Dr. Thomas Green
Obstetrics-Gynecology

Dr. Donald Hughes
Family Medicine

Dr. James C. Hart
Ophthalmology,ENT

Dr. H.S. Jackson
Urology

Dr. Conrad Jones
Obstetrics-Gynecology

Dr. Prue Kelly
Radiology

Dr. Charles Paterson
Family Practice

Dr. Billy P'Pool
Family Medicine

Dr.Hugh L. Houston
Internal Medicine

Dr. Phillip Klepper
Ear-Nose-Throat

Dr. Russell Howard
Internal Medicine

Dr. C.C. Lowry
General Surgery

4

.•

Dr. Gary Marquardt
Family Medicine

Dr. Michael Ridley
OralSurgery

Dr. Dan Miller
Internal Medicine

Dr. Richard Stout
. Allergy

Dr.Shashi Tendon
Anesthesiology

Dr. Gordon Vire
Family Practice

Dr. J. R. Quertermous
Internal Medicine

Dr. Robert Williams
General Surgery

Dr. J. C. Quertermous
Internal Medicine

Dr. William Wilson
Radiology
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